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Abstrat
Let (X0,F0) be a ompat manifold with boundary endowed with a foliation F0 whih
is assumed to be measured and transverse to the boundary. We denote by Λ a holonomy
invariant transverse measure on (X0,F0) and by R0 the equivalene relation of the
foliation. Let (X,F) be the orresponding manifold with ylindrial end and extended
foliation with equivalene relation R.
In the rst part of this work we prove a formula for the L2-Λ index of a longitudinal
Dira-type operator DF on X in the spirit of Alain Connes' non ommutative geometry
[26℄
indL2,Λ(D
F,+) = 〈Aˆ(TF)Ch(E/S), CΛ〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(D
F∂ )− h+Λ + h
−
Λ ].
In the seond part we speialize to the signature operator. We dene three types
of signature for the pair (foliation, boundary foliation): the analyti signature, de-
noted σΛ,an(X, ∂X0) is the L
2
-Λ-index of the signature operator on the ylinder; the
Hodge signature σΛ,Hodge(X, ∂X0), dened using the natural representation of R on the
eld of square integrable harmoni forms on the leaves and the de Rham signature,
σΛ,dR(X, ∂X0), dened using the natural representation of R0 on the eld of relative de
Rham spaes of the leaves. We prove that these three signatures oinide
σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) = σΛ,Hodge(X, ∂X0) = σΛ,dR(X, ∂X0).
As a onsequene of these equalities and of the index formula we nally obtain the main
result of this work, the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer signature formula for measured foliations:
σΛ,dR(X, ∂X0) = 〈L(TF0), CΛ〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(D
F∂ )]
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1 Introdution
Let X0 be a 4kdimensional oriented manifold without boundary. One an give four dierent
denitions of the signature.
• The topologial signature σ(X0) is dened as the signature of the intersetion form in
the middle degree ohomology; (x, y) := 〈x ∪ y, [X0]〉, x, y ∈ H2k(X0,R).
• The de Rham signature σdR(X0) is the signature of the Poinaré intersetion form in
the middle de Rham ohomology; ([ω], [φ]) :=
∫
X0
ω ∧ φ; ω, φ ∈ H2kdR(X0).
3• The Hodge signature, σHodge(X0) is the signature of the Poinaré intersetion form
dened in the spae of 2k Harmoni forms with respet to some hoosen Riemannian
struture (ω, φ) :=
∫
X0
ω ∧ φ; ω, φ ∈ H2k(X0).
• The analytial signature is the index of the hiral signature operator1
σan(X0) := ind(D
sign,+).
One an prove that all these numbers oinide,
σ(X0) = σdR(X0) = σHodge(X0) = σan(X0). (1)
The Hirzebruh formula
σ(X0) =
∫
X0
L(X0)
an be proven using obordism arguments as in the original work of Hirzebruh or an be
seen as a onsequene of the AtiyahSinger index formula [10℄ and the hain of equalities (1).
If X˜0 −→ X0 is a Galois overing with dek group Γ with X0 as above Atiyah [2℄ used the
Von Neumann algebra assoiated to the regular right representation of Γ to normalize the
signature on L2 middle degree harmoni forms on the total spae. This signature σΓ(X0)
again enters in a Hirzebruh type formula
σΓ(X0) =
∫
X0
L(X0).
This is the elebrated Atiyah L2signature theorem.
The Atiyah L2signature theorem was extended by Alain Connes [26℄ to the situation in
whih the total spae X0 is foliated by an even dimensional foliation. This is the realm of
nonommutative geometry. We shall have the oasion to desribe extensively this kind of
result.
What an one say if X0 has non empty boundary ?
So let now X0 be an oriented ompat manifold with boundary and suppose the metri is
produt type near the boundary. Attah an innite ylinder aross the boundary to form the
manifold with ylindrial ends,
X = X0
⋃
∂X0
[
∂X0 × [0,∞)
]
In the seminal paper by Atiyah Patodi and Singer [5℄ is showen that the Fredholm index of the
generalized boundary value problem with the pseudodierential APS boundary ondition on
X0 for the signature operator (or a hiral Dira type operator) is onneted to the L
2
index
of the extended operator on X . Indeed this Fredholm index is the L2 index on X plus a defet
depending on the spae of extended solutions on the ylinder. More preisely the operator on
the ylinder ating on the natural spae of L2setions is no more Fredholm (in the general
1
this is the dierential operator d + d∗ ating on the omplex of dierential forms, odd w.r.t. the natural
hiral grading τ := (−1)k ∗ (−1)
|·|(|·|−1)
2
, Dsign =
„
0 Dsign,−
Dsign,+ 0
«
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ase in whih the boundary operator is not invertible) but its kernel and the kernel of its
formal adjoint are nite dimensional and this dierene is given by the formula
2
indL2(D
+) =
∫
X0
Aˆ(X,∇)Ch(E) + η(0)
2
+
h∞(D−)− h∞(D+)
2
;
where h∞(D±) are the dimensions of the limiting values of the extended L2 solutions and
η(0) is the eta invariant of the boundary operator.
Then, in the ase of the signature operator, in dimension 4k the authors investigate the
relationship between the APS index of the operator onX0, the signature of the pair (X0, ∂X0),
the L2 index onX and the spae of harmoni forms onX . The onlusion is that the signature
σ(X0) is exatly the L
2
index on the ylinder i.e. the dierene of the dimensions h± of
positive/negative square integrable harmoni forms
3
on X ,
σ(X0) = h
+ − h− = indL2(Dsign,+)
while h∞(Dsign,−) = h∞(Dsign,+) by spei simmetries of the signature operator. In parti-
ular the APS signature formula beomes
σ(X0) =
∫
X0
L(X0,∇) + η
(
Dsign|∂X0
)
.
In the ase of ΓGalois overings of a manifold with boundary with a ylinder attahed,
X˜ −→ X this program is partially arried on by Vaillant [93℄ in his Master thesis. More
speially he estabilishes a Von Neumann index formula in the sense of Atiyah [2℄ for a
Dira type operator and relates this index with the Γdimensions of the harmoni forms on
the total spae. The remaining part of the story i.e. the relation with the topologially dened
L2signature is arried out by Lük and Shik [60℄. Call the index of Vaillant the analytial
L2signature of the ompat piee X0, in symbols σan,(2)(X0) while Harmoni σHo(X0) is the
L2 signature dened using harmoni forms on X˜. Then Vaillant proves that
σ
an,(2)(X0) =
∫
X0
L(X0,∇) + ηΓ
(
Dsign|∂X˜
)
= σHodge(X0).
Luk and Shik dene other dierent types of L2 signatures, de Rham σdR,(2)(X0) and
simpliial σtop,(2)(X0) and prove that they are all the same and oinide with the signatures
of Vaillant. To be more preise they prove
σHodge(X0) = σdR,(2)(X0) = σtop,(2)(X0).
None of these steps are easy adaptations of the losed ase sine in the lassial proof a
fundamental role is played by the existene of a gap around the zero in the spetrum of the
boundary operator. This situation fails to be true in non ompat (also oompat) ambients.
I this thesis I arry out this program for a foliated manifold with ylindrial ends endowed
with a holonomy invariant measure Λ [26℄. The framework is that explained by Connes in
his seminal paper on non ommutative integration theory [26℄ in partiular I use in a ruial
way the seminite Von Neumann algebras assoiated to a measured foliation. Working with
the Borel groupoid dened by the equivalene relation R I rst extend the index formula of
Vaillant.
2
opposite orientation w.r.t. APS
3
indeed the intersetion form is passes to be nondegenerate to the image of the relative ohomology into
the absolute one. This vetor spae is naturally isomorphi to the spae of L2harmoni forms on X.
5Theorem 1.0  The Dira operator has nite dimensional L2 − Λindex and the following
formula holds
indL2,Λ(D
+) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )− h+Λ + h−Λ ]. (2)
The dimensions of the spaes of extended solutions, h±Λ are suitably dened using Von Neu-
mann algebras assoiated to square integrable representations of R, the foliation eta invariant
is dened by Ramahandran [76℄ and the usual integral in the APS formula is hanged into
the distributional pairing with a tangential distributional form with the RuelleSullivan ur-
rent [65℄. In the proof of (81) a signiative role is played by the introdution of a notion of
Λessential spetrum of an operator, relative to the trae dened by Λ in the leafwise Von
Neumann algebra of the foliation. This is stable by Λompat perturbations (in the sense
of Breuer [17℄) and translate to the foliation ontest the general philosophy of Melrose [62℄
stating that the operator is Fredholm i is invertible at the boundary. Then we dene a two
parameter perturbation with invertible family at the boundary. This is a BreuerFredholm
perturbation. The strategy is to prove rst the formula for the perturbation then let the
parameters go to zero.
In the seond part, inspired by the denitions of Lük and Shik [60℄ I pass to the study of
three dierent representations of R0 (the equivalene relation of the foliation on the ompat
piee X0) in order to dene the Analytial Signature, σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) (i.e. the measured index
of the signature operator on the ylinder), the de Rham signature σΛ,dR(X0, ∂X0) (i.e the one
indued by the representation whih is valued in the relative de Rham spaes of the leaves)
and the Hodge signature, σΛ,Hodge(X0, ∂X0) (dened in terms of the representation of R0 in
the harmoni forms on the leaves of the foliation on X).
Combining a generalization of the notion of the L2 long exat sequene of the pair (folia-
tion,boundary foliation), in the sense of sequenes of Random Hilbert omplexes (the analog
of the homology L2 long sequene of Hilbert Γmodules in Cheeger and Gromov [22℄) together
with the analysis of boundary value problems of [87℄, one shows that the methods in [60℄ an
be generalized and give the following
Theorem 1.0  The above three notions of Λsignature for the foliation on X0 oinide,
σΛ,dR(X,X0) = σΛ,Hodge(X,X0) = σΛ,an(X,X0)
and the following APS signature formula holds true
σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) = 〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )]
A more detailed desription of the various setions follows.
Geometri setting
In this setion the whole geometri struture is introdued. We speak about ylindrial folia-
tions and all the data needed to dene the longitudinal Dira operator assoiated to a Cliord
bundle. Every ylindrial foliation arises from a gluing proess, starting from a foliated man-
ifold with boundary and foliation transverse to the boundary. The rst geometrial invariant
of a foliation is its holonomy. It enters into index theory in an essential way providing a nat-
ural desingularization of the leaf spae. The various holonomy overs glue all together into a
manifold, the holonomy groupoid G where one an speak about smooth funtions and apply
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the usual analytial tehniques. Following Ramahandran we work at level of the equivalene
relation R of being on the same leaf. This is the most elementary level of desingularization
where boundary value problems an be set up without ambiguity.
Von Neumann algebras, foliations and index theory
Von Neumann algebras and Breuer Fredholm theory with traes. In this setion
generalities about Von Neumann algebras are given. These are partiular ∗subalgebras of all
bounded operators ating on an Hilbert spae. We speialize to Von Neumann algebras that
an be equipped with a seminite normal faithful trae like Von Neumann algebras arising
from foliations admitting a holonomy invariant transverse measure. Indeed Connes [27℄ has
shown that holonomy invariant transverse measure orrespond one to one to seminite normal
faithful traes on the Von Neumann algebra of the foliation. More generally a transverse
measure gives a weight. This weight is invariant under interior automorphisms, i.e. is a trae,
i the measure is invariant under holonomy. Then in some sense holonomy is represented in
the Von Neumann algebra by the interior automorphisms. One an also use the language of
foliated urrent. A transverse measure selets a transverse urrent. This urrent is losed i
the transverse measure is hol. invariant.
So let M be a Von Neumann agebra with a trae τ : M+ −→ [0,∞] one has a natural
notion of dimension of a losed subspae aliated to M , i.e. a subspae V whose projetion
PrV belongs to M . This is by denition the relative dimension τ(PrV ). Relative dimension
is the ornerstone of a theory of Fredholm operators inside M. This story goes bak to the
seminal work of Breuer [16, 17℄. For this reason relatively Fredholm operators are alled
BreuerFredholm. A BreuerFredholm operator has a nite real index with some stability
properties as in the lassial theory.
Transverse measures and Von Neumann algebras.
In the spirit of Alain Connes non ommutative geometry Von Neumann algebras stand for
measure spaes while C∗algebras desribes topologial spaes. In the seminal work [26℄ he has
shown that a foliation with a given transverse measure gives rise to a Von Neumann algebra
whose properties reet the properties of the measure. First we dene transverse measures
as measures on the sigma ring of all Borel transversals. This is ated by the holonomy
pseudogroup. When the measure is invariant w.r.t. this ation one has a holonomy invariant
measures.
If a holonomy invariant measure exists then the assoiated W ∗ algebra is type I or type II
(the rst type appears only in the ergodi ase). In partiular there's a natural trae whose
denition is expliitly given as an integral of suitable objets living along leaves against the
transverse measure.
Then transverse measures an be onsidered as some kind of measure on the spae of the
leaves.
In this setion we dene the Von Neumann algebra assoiated to the transverse measure and
a square representation of the Borel equivalene relation xRy i x and y are in the same
leave. For a vetor bundle E this is the algebra of uniformly bounded elds of operators
x 7−→ Ax : L2(Lx;E) −→ L2(Lx;E) (Lx is the leave of x) ating on the Borel eld of Hilbert
spaes x 7−→ L2(X ;E) suitably identied using the transverse measure. Thinking of an
operator as a family of leafwise operators the trae has a natural meaning, it is the integral
against the transverse measure of a family of leafwise measures alled loal traes.
For self adjoint intertwining operators, using the spetral theorem and the trae onM (oming
from a transverse measure Λ) one an dene a measure on R alled the spetral measure
(depending on the trae). BreuerFredholm properties of the operator are easily desribed in
7terms of this spetral measure. In partiular one an dene some kind of essential spetrum
alled the Λessential spetrum. Belonging of zero to the essential spetrum is equivalent for
the operator to be BreuerFredholm. We show also that for ellipti operators the essential
spetrum is governed by the behavior of the operator outside ompat subsets on the ambient
manifold. Notie that if one x a ompat set K on X every leaf an interset K innitely
many times then our notion of "lying outside K" must be explained with are. We all this
result the Splitting priniple. It will be useful in the study of the Dira operator.
Analysis of the Dira operator. Consider the leafwise Dira operator on X assoiated
to the geometri datas of the rst setion. This is obtained from the olletion of all Dira
operators {Dx}x one for eah leave Lx. If the foliation is assumed even dimensional this is
Z2graded D = D
+⊕D− with respet to a natural involution on the bundle E. This is alled
the Chiral Dira operator.
This leafwise family of operators gives an operator aliated to the Von Neumann algebra M
(the transverse measure gives the glue to join all the operators together). In partiular eah
spetral projetion of D denes a projetion inM . If the foliated manifold is ompat Connes
han shown that this is a BreuerFredholm operator and the index, the relative dimension of
Kernel minus CoKernel is related to topologial invariants of the foliation by the Connes index
formula.
indΛ(D
+) = 〈Ch(D+)Td(X), [CΛ]〉
On the right handside one nds the distributional oupling between a longitudinal harater-
isti lass and the homology lass of a losed urrent CΛ assoiated to the transverse measure
by the RuelleSullivan method.
Finite dimensionality of the index problem.
In our ylindrial ase, the operator is in general non BreuerFredholm. As a general philo-
sophial priniple for manifolds with ylindrial ends and produtstruture operators, Fred-
holm properties of the operator on the natural L2 spae are essentially aptured by the
spetrum at zero of the operator on the ross setion (the base of the ylinder). Thanks to
the splitting priniple the Philosophy
invertibility at boundary ⇐⇒ Freholm property
arries on to the foliated ase if one looks at the Λessential spetrum of the leafwise operator
on the foliation indued on the transverse setion of the ylinder (this is to be thought of as
the foliation at innity).
Now it's a well known fat that lots of Dira type operators of apital importane in Physis
and Geometry are not invertible at the boundary (innity). One example for all is the
Signature operator, our main appliation here.
However some work on ellipti regularity and the use of the generalized eigenfuntion expan-
sion of Browder and Gårding shows that the Λdimension of the projetion on the L2 kernel
of D+ and D− are nite projetions of the V.N. algebra M . In partiular we an dene the
L2 hiral index of D+ as
indL2,Λ(D
+) = dimΛKerL2(D
+)− dimΛKerL2(D−).
On a ompat foliated manifold, if a family of operators is implemented by a family of leafwise
uniformly smoothing shwartz kernels the nite trae property follows immediately from the
remarkable fat that integrating a longitudinal Radon measure against a transverse measure
gives a nite mass measure on the ambient. Now the ambient is a manifold with a ylinder,
hene Radon longitudinal measures do not give nite measures in general. Our strategy
to prove the nite dimensionality of the L2 index problem is to show that the eld of L2
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projetions on the kernel of D+x enjoys the additional property to be loally traeable with
respet to a bigger family of Borel sets. To be more preise we prove that for every ompat set
K on the boundary of the ylinder of a leave the operator χK×R+ΠKerL2 (D+)χK×R+ is trae
lass on L2(Lx). This is suient (by the integration proess) to assure nite dimensionality.
BreuerFredholm perturbation.
One nite dimensionality of kernels is proven we perform a perturbation argument to hange
the Dira operator into a BreuerFredholm one. This is done following very losely Boris
Vaillant paper [?℄ where the same problem is studied for Galois overings of manifolds with
ylindrial ends. Sine we are working with Von Neumann algebras the possibilty to use
Borel funtional alulus gives a great help in a way that we an dene our two parameters
perturbation essentially by boundary operator minus the boundary operator restrited to
some small spetral interval near zero
D ; Dǫ,u, Dǫ,0 := Dǫ
Next we prove (through the splitting priniple) that Dǫ,u is BreuerFredholm for small pa-
rameters and its index approximates the hiral index. Atually we have to onsider separately
the two parameters limits.
The analysis of the relation between the perturbed Fredholm index and the hiral L2 index
requires the introdution of weighted L2 spaes along the leaves, euθL2 for u > 0 (r is
the ylindrial oordinate). Smooth solutions belonging to eah weighted spae are alled
Extended Solutions, Ext(D±). They enter naturally into the A.P.S index formula but do not
form a losed subspae in L2. Some are is needed in dening their Λdimension and prove
that this is nite.
The remaining part of the setion is devoted to the proof of the fundamental asymptoti
relations
lim
ǫ→0
indL2,Λ(D
+
ǫ ) = indL2,Λ(D
+), lim
ǫ→0
dimΛ Ext(D
±
ǫ ) = Ext(D
±).
Cylindrial nite propagation speed and Cheeger Gromov Taylor type estimates.
To prove the index formula we need some pointwise estimates on the Shwartz kernels of
funtions of the leafwise Dira operator. Our perturbation on the ylinder has the shape
D +Q where Q is some selfadjoint order zero pseudodierential operator on the base of the
ylinder (atually Q is just a sum of a uniformly smoothing operator and u Id) in partiular
one an repeat the proof of energy estimates as in the Book by John Roe for example [79℄
for the wave equation no more on a small geodesi ball but on a strip ∂Lx × (a, b) (∂Lx is
the base of the ylinder) nding out that unitary ylindrial diusion speed holds i.e. if ξ0
is supported in ∂Lx × (a, b) then the solution of the wave equation eiQξ0 is supported in
∂Lx× (a−|t|, b+ |t|). This is suient to extimate kernels of lass shwartz spetral funtions
of D and Q following the method of Cheeger, Gromov and Taylor [23℄ obtaining deaying
estimates for the heat kernel
|∇lz1∇kz2 [Tme−tT
2
](z1, z2)| ≤ C(k, l,m, T )e(|s1−s2|−r1)2/6t. (3)
With the notation [·] one denotes the Shwartz kernel, and r1 is some positive number while
zi = (xi, si) are two points on the ylinder with |s1− s2| > 2r1. It is lear why one is brought
to all these the Chegeer Gromov Taylor estimates in the ylindrial diretion. There is also
an extremely useful relative version of estimate (3) where one an estimate the dierene of
the kernels of spetral funtions of two operators that agree on some open subset U of the
ylinder. This is an estimate of the form
|∇lx∇ky([f(P1)]− [f(P2)])(x,y)| ≤ C(P1, k, l, r2)
2n¯+l+k∑
j=0
∫
R−J(x,y)
|fˆ (j)(s)|ds,
9where l is a leaf, r2 > 0, x, y ∈ U , Q(x, y) := max{min{d(x, ∂U); d(y, ∂U)} − r2; 0},
J(x, y) :=
(−Q(x, y)
c
,
Q(x, y)
c
)
and f ∈ S(R) is a Shwartz funtion to apply to the operator
using the spetral theorem.
In pratie we shall ollet all these estimates, one for eah leaf. Thanks to the uniformly
bounded geometry of the leaves that run trough a ompat manifold (with boundary) the
onstants an be made independend. This is an extremely important fat.
The foliated eta invariant.
Sine its rst apparition in [5℄ the eta invariant of a Dira operator as the dierene between
the loal and global term on the Atiyah Patodi Singer index formula
1/2η(D0) =
∫
X
ωD − {ind(D+) + 1/2 dimKer(D0)}
or the spetral asimmetry dened as the regular value at zero of the meromorphi funtion
(summation over eigenvalues)
ηD0(s) :=
∑
λ6=0
signλ
|λ|s , Re(s) > dim ∂X (4)
has beome a key onept a in Spetral geometry and modern Physis.
The foliation eta invariant on a ompat manifold (when a transverse invariant measure is
xed) was dened independently and essentially in the same way by Peri [70℄ and Ramahan-
dran [76℄ and enters into our A.P.S index formula exatly in the way it enters lassially. It
should be remarked that Peri and Ramahandran numbers are not the same. The reason
is simple. Peri uses the holonomy groupoid to desingularize the spae of the leaves while
Ramahandran works diretly on the Borel equivalene relation. Due to their global nature
the eta invariants obtained are not the same. As a striking onsequene one gets that on a
ylindrial foliated manifold every hoie of desingularization from the equivalene relation to
the holonomy (or the monodromy groupoid ) leads to dierent index formulas with dierent
eta invariants. This is a genuine new feature of the boundary (ylindrial) ase.
Sine we work with the Borel equivalene relation our etainvariant is that of Ramahandran.
So onsider the base Dira operator DF∂ the eta funtion4 of DF∂ is dened for Re(s) ≤ 0 by
η(DF∂ , s) :=
1
Γ((s+ 1)/2)
∫ ∞
0
t
s−1
2 trΛ(D
F∂e−D
F∂
)dt, |λ| > 0, s > −1.
It an be shown that this is meromorphi for Re(λ) ≤ 0 with simple poles at (dimF∂ −
k)/2, k = 0, 1, ... and a regular value at zero.
In this setion we desribe this result and we extend it to some lasses of perturbations of
the operator needed in the proof of the index formula. We shall onsider perturbations of the
form Q = DF∂ + K with K some uniformly smoothing spetral funtion K = f(DF∂ ), f :
(−a, a) −→ R. For f = χ(−ǫ,ǫ) more an be said about the family Qu := DF∂+DF∂f(DF∂ )+u
in fat we an dene
ηΛ(Qu) = LIMδ→0
∫ k
δ
t−1/2
Γ(1/2)
trΛ(Que
−tQ2u)dt+
∫ ∞
k
t−1/2
Γ(1/2)
trΛ(Que
−tQ2u)dt
where LIM is the onstant term in the asymptoti development in powers of δ near zero of
the funtion δ 7−→ ∫ kδ . Moreover two important formulas hold true
4
the relation with (4) omes from the identity sign(λ)|λ|−1 = Γ
`
s+1
2
´−1 R∞
0
t
s−1
2 λe−tλ
2
dt
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• ηΛ(Qu)− ηΛ(Q0) = sign(u) trΛ(f(DF∂ )
•
ηΛ(Q0) = 1/2(ηΛ(Qu) + ηΛ(Q−u)). (5)
This only requires a minimal modiation of the proof given by Vaillant [93℄ for Galois ov-
erings. The point is that the relevant Von Neumann algebras are losed under the Borel
funtional alulus.
The index formula.
Finally we prove the index formula
indL2,Λ(D
+) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF0 )− h+Λ + h+Λ ]
where h±Λ := dimΛ(Ext(D
±)−dimΛ(KerL2(D±). Our proof is a modiation of Vaillant proof
that in turn is inspired by Müller proof of the L2index formula on manifolds with orners of
odimension two [66℄. This is a (of ourse) a proof based on the heat equation.
The starting point is the identity
indL2,Λ(D
+
ǫ ) = lim
u↓0
1/2{indΛ(D+ǫ,u) + indΛ(D+ǫ,−u) + h−Λ,ǫ − h+Λ,ǫ} (6)
where
h±Λ,ǫ := dimΛ Ext(D
±
ǫ )− dimΛKerL2(D±ǫ )
denition also valid for ǫ = 0.
Next we prove
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2ηΛ(DF∂ǫ,u) + g(u) (7)
with g(u) −→u 0.
Equation (7) ombined with (6) and (5) beomes, after the ulimit
indL2,Λ(D
+
ǫ ) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2ηΛ(DF0) + h−ǫ − h−ǫ .
The last step is to assure that under ǫ → 0 eah ǫdepending objet in the above equation
goes to the orresponding value for ǫ = 0.
Some words about the proof of (7). This is inspired from the work of Müller [66℄. We
start from the onvergene into the spae of leafwise smoothing kernels of [exp(−tD2ǫ,u)] to
[KerL2(Dǫ,u)]. The hoie of ut o funtions φk supported in Xk+1 (Xm is the manifold
trunated at r = m) gives an exaustion of X into ompat piees. Consider the equation
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = strΛ χ{0}(Dǫ,u) = lim
k→+∞
lim
t→+∞ strΛ(φke
−tD2ǫ,uφk) =
lim
k→∞
strΛ(φke
−sD2ǫ,uφk)−
∫ ∞
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt. (8)
The tintegral is splitted into
∫√k
s +
∫∞√
k the seond one going to zero thanks to the Breuer
Fredholm property of Dǫ,u. More work is needed in the study of the rst one, the responsible
for the presene of the eta invariant in the formula. Using heavily the relative version of the
CheegerGromovTaylor estimate (3) one shows that
lim
k→∞
LIMs→0
∫ √k
s
= 1/2ηΛ(D
F0
ǫ,u).
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The rst summand in (8) will lead to the well known loal term
lim
k→∞
LIMs→0 strΛ(φke−sD
2
ǫ,uφk) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉.
This requires some work in developing the appropiate asymptoti expansion. Again we have
to onsider three piees of X separately making use of relative kernel estimates to ompare
the perturbed operator with the original one.
Comparison with Ramahandran index formula.
There's in the literature anothere A.P.S. formula for a Dira Operator; this the Ramahandran
index theorem [76℄. This orresponds exatly to the rst point of view of A.P.S. index theorem
as a solution of a boundary value problem with nonloal boundary ondition. This setion
is devoted to show the ompatibility of our index formula with that of Ramahandran. This
is an important aspet sine it represents, for foliations the passage from inomplete losed
ase to te ylindrial one as in A.P.S.
The signature formula.
The main appliation of our index formula should be a Hirzebruh type formula for the
signature. First we review the A.P.S. version of the Hirzebruh formula,
σ(X) =
∫
X
L− η(Bev).
in partiular the ohomologial interpretation they give to the index of their boundary value
problem of the signature operator, in fat harmoni forms on the elonged manifolds are
naturally isomorphi to the image of the relative ohomology into the absolute one. This
is exatly the reason why A.P.S. have to attah an innite ylinder. Notie that while the
Hirzebruh formula for a losed manifold an proved by only topologial methods (Hirzebruk
used Thom's theory of obordism) the formula for a manifold with boundary is proved up to
now only with analytial methods.
In the ase of Galois overings the theory of ΓHilbert modules with their formal dimension
permitted to Luk and Shik [60℄ to dene (at least) three equivalent type of L2 signatures for
a regular overing Γ−M˜ −→M of a manifold with boundary (ylindrial end). This signatures
are: analytial signature based upon the index of the signature operator, harmoni signature
looking at the harmoni forms on the ylinder, de Rham signature, based on the relative
de Rham L2 ohomology of the overing. The proof of their equivalene is very triky, the
rst, harmoni=analytial is made by Vaillant [93℄, the seond is by Luk and Shik and
reminds of ourse the ohomologial interpretation A.P.S give but uses strongly the weakly
exat long sequene in L2 together with some essential properties of the Γ dimension (again
a Von Neumann dimension).
We show that the theory of Random Hilbert spaes of Connes is strong enough to generalize all
the properties of the Γdimension, so we are able to generalize the long weakly exat sequene
as proved by Cheeger and Gromov [22℄ valid in the sense of the various Von Neumann algebras
dened by leafwise dierential forms and the transverse measure.
So we prove that the three dened notions of signature oinide and the following Hirzebruh
signature is valid,
σΛ, dR(X0, ∂X0) = 〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )].
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2 Geometri Setting
Definition 2.1  A pdimensional foliation F on a manifold with boundary X0 is transverse
to the boundary if it is given by a foliated atlas {Uα} with homeomorphisms φα : Uα −→ Vα×Wα
with Vα open inH
p := {(x1, ..., xp) ∈ Rp : x1 ≥ 0} andW q open in Rq with hange of oordinated
φα(u, v) of the form
v′ = φ(v, w), w′ = ψ(w) (9)
(ψ is a loal dieomorphism). Suh an atlas is assumed to be maximal among all olletions of
this type. The integer p is the dimension of the foliation, q its odimension and p+ q = dim(X0).
In eah foliated hart, the onneted omponents of subsets as φ−1α (Vα × {w}) are alled
plaques. The plaques oalese (thanks to the hange of oordinate ondition (9)) to give
maximal onneted injetively immersed (not embedded !) submanifolds alled leaves. One
uses the notation F for the set of leaves. Note that in general eah leaf passes innitely times
trough a foliated hart so a foliation is only loally a bration. Taking the tangent spaes to
the leaves one gets an integrable subbundle TF ⊂ TX0 that's transverse to the boundary i.e
T∂X0 + TF = TX0 in other words the boundary is a submanifold that's transverse to the
foliation.
2.1 Holonomy
We skip the denition of a foliation on a manifold without boundary and only reall that is
dened by foliated harts as in the denition 2.1 above with loal models U × V where U is
an open set in Rp Let X a manifold equipped with a (p, q)foliation. If X has boundary the
foliation is assumed transverse to the boundary aording to denition 2.1.
Definition 2.2  A map f : X −→ Rq is alled distinguished if eah point x is in the domain
of a foliated hart U
φ−→ V ×W suh that f|U = φ ◦ PrV where PrV : U × V −→ V is the
projetion on the seond fator.
Let D the olletion of all the germs of distinguished maps with the obvious projetion σ :
D −→ X sending the germ of f at x onto x. Consider a foliated hart (U, φ) and P a
plaque of U , then P individuates the set P˜ ⊂ D of the distinguished germs {[φ ◦ PrV ]x}x∈P .
When P varies over all the possible foliated harts these sets form the base of a topology
of a pdimensional manifold on D alled the leaf topology. The mapping σ : D −→ F is a
overing ([42℄) where F is the non paraompat manifold equal to the disjoint union of all the
leaves (equivalently use the plaques to give X a topology where the onneted omponents
are exatly the leaves with their natural topology). Let γ : x −→ y a ontinuous leafwise
path. Sine σ is a overing map there's a holonomy map hγ : σ
−1(x) −→ σ−1(y) sending the
point π ∈ σ−1(x) into the endpoint of the unique lifting γ˜ of γ starting from π.
Definition 2.3  A qdimensional submanifold Z ⊂ X is a transversal if for every z ∈ Z
there exists a distinguished map π : U −→ Rq suh that π|Z∩U is an homeomorphism.
There are many equivalent denitions of transverse submanifold for example at innitesimal
level, one an ask, TzZ ⊕ TzF = TzX . The denition given here makes possible to realize
that holonomy ats in a natural way on the disjoint union of all transversals [73℄.
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First we give a slight dierent version of holonomy. For a ontinuous leafwise path γ : x −→ y
we an hoose a path of foliated harts (U0, φ1), ..., (Uk, φm) assoiated to a deomposition
0 = s0, ..., 1 = sm of [0, 1] suh that γ|[sl,sl+1] ⊂ Ul and eah plaque of Ul meets only a plaque of
Ul+1. Following the plaques along γ one obtain a mapping of the plaques of U0 to the plaques
Um hene, omposing with the distinguished maps assoiated a germ of dieomorphism of R
q
.
Sine the inlusion of a transversal ompose with a distinguished mapping to give oordinates
on the transversal this is also a germ of dieomorphism HT0T1(γ) of transversals T0 around x
and T1 around y.
The onnetion with the holonomymap given before in terms of the holonomy overing is given
as follows. Let π ∈ σ−1(x) and f a distinguished map dened around x. The dieomorphism
HT0T1(γ) allows to dene a loal oordinate system on T1 dened around y and in turn a
distinguished map f1 : V −→ Rq dened around y. Then the germ of f1 at y oinides with
hγ(π) ∈ σ−1(y).
It is lear that the relation
γ ∼ τ iff hγ = hγ(τ) (10)
is weaker than homotopy (obvious by the denition in terms of lifting).
Definition 2.4  The holonomy groupoid G of the foliation is the quotient of the homotopy
groupoid (the set of all equivalene xed points homotopy lasses of leafwise ontinuous paths)
under the relation (10).
One an show that this proedure gives a nite dimensional redution of the homotopy
groupoid. In fat in the ase ∂X = ∅ G is a smooth, in general nonHausdor 2p + q
dimensional manifold where the loal oordinates are given by mappings in the form of
(U × V ) ×hγ (U ′ × V ′) where x ∈ U × V , y ∈ U ′ × V ′, γ : x −→ y is a leafwise path
and one uses the graph of the holonomy hγ : V −→ V ′ ([94, 26, 65℄). Finally
Definition 2.5  A pseudogroup of a manifold X is a family Γ of dieomorphisms dened
on open subsets of X suh that
1. if Φ ∈ Γ then Φ−1 ∈ Γ
2. Γ is losed under omposition when possible (depending on domains and ranges).
3. If Φ : U −→ W is in Γ then every restrition of Φ to open subsets V ⊂ U is in Γ.
4. If Φ : U −→ W is a dieomorphism suh that every point in U has a neighborhood on
whih Φ restrits to an alement of Γ then Φ ∈ Γ.
5. The identity belongs to Γ.
The holonomy pseudogroup of a foliation is the pseudogroup Γ ating on the disjoint union of all
(regular) whose germs at every point are germs of holonomy mappings dened by some leafwise
path.
Example 
Foliated at bundles (with boundary). A huge lass of foliations omes from the
theory of the foliated at bundles. So let Y an ndimensional ompat Riemannian manifold
with boundary where the metri is produt type near the boundary. Look at its universal over
Y˜ −→ Y as a prinipal bundle with disrete strutural group Γ := π1(Y ) ating on the right
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as dek trasformations. Lift the metri upside, so Y˜ beomes a manifold with boundary and
bounded geometry (denition in setion 10.6.1). For every representation Φ : Γ −→ Diffeo(T )
of Γ as a group of dieomorphisms of a losed manifold (no boundary) T one an form the
assoiated at bundle V −→ Y with ber T simply omposing a oyle of transition funtions
of Y˜ with Φ. More expliitely onsider the right, free and proper ation γ  Y˜ × T dened
by
(y˜, θ) · γ := (y˜, γθ)
so the quotient spae is a ompat manifold with boundary V and we have a diagram
Y˜ × T
q||zz
zz
zz
zz
z
V
p
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
Y˜
π

Y
where V → Y is a bundle with ber T . Consider Y˜ ×T , it has the trivial foliation F˜ with leaves
Y˜θ := Y˜ × {θ} that's normal to the boundary and pushes down with q to an ndimensional
foliation F on V where eah leaf is dieomorphi to Y˜θ/Γ(θ), where
Γ(θ) := {γ ∈ Γ : Φ(γ)θ = θ}
is the stabilizer of θ. Note also that eah leave overs Y trough the omposition
Y˜θ −→ T˜θ/Γ(θ) −→p Y.
It is a well known fat [65℄ that here the holonomy group Gxx is the image of the holonomy
mapping
π1(Lθ) ≃ Γ(θ) −→ Homeo(F, x)
where Homeo(F, x) is dened as the group of germs of homeomorphisms of F keeping x xed.
So as an expliit example one an take a losed Riemann surfae Σ of genus g > 1 and
Γ = π1(Σ) is a disrete subgroup of PSL(2,R). Choose points {p1, ..., pk} and Dj a small
dis around pj . Let X := Σ \ ∩j=1,...,kDj be the base manifold and the Galois over is
Γ −→ X˜ −→ X indued by the universal over H2 −→ Σ, T := S1, with Γ ating on S1 by
frational linear transformations.
2.2 Longitudinal Dira operator
Let X = X0 ∪Z be a onneted manifold with ylindrial end meaning that X0 is a ompat
manifold with boundary and Z = ∂X0 × [0,∞)r is the ylindrial end. Suppose that X has
a Riemannian metri g that is produt type on the ylinder g|Z = g∂X0 + dr ⊗ dr.
Let given on X a smooth oriented foliation F with leaves of dimension 2p respeting the
ylindrial struture i.e.
1. The submanifold ∂X0 is transversal to the foliation and inherits a (2p − 1, q) foliation
F∂ = F|∂X0 with foliated atlas given by φα : Uα ∩ ∂X0 −→ ∂Vα ×Wα. Note that the
odimension is the same.
2. The restrition of the foliation on the ylinder is produt type F|Z = F∂ × [0,∞).
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Note that these onditions imply that the foliation is normal to the boundary. The orientation
we hoose is the one given by (e1, .., e2p−1, ∂r) where (e1, .., e2p−1) is a positive leafwise frame
for the indued boundary foliation. As explained in [5℄ this is a way to x the boundary Dira
type operator. Let E −→ X be a leafwise Cliord bundle with leafwise Cliord onnetion
∇E and Hermitian metri hE . Suppose eah geometri struture is of produt type on the
ylinder meaning that if ρ : ∂X0 × [0,∞) −→ ∂X0 is the base projetion
E|Z ≃ ρ∗(E|∂X0 ), hE|∂X0 = ρ∗(hE|∂X0), ∇E|Z = ρ∗(∇E|∂X0 ).
Eah geometri objet restrits to the leaves to give a longitudinal Cliord module that's
anonially Z2 graded by the leafwise hirality element. One an hek immediately that the
positive and negative boundary eigenbundles E+∂X0 and E
−
∂X0
are both modules for the Cliord
struture of the boundary foliation (see Appendix A.2 for more informations). Leafwise
Cliord multipliation by ∂r indues an isomorphism of leafwise Cliord modules between
the positive and negative eigenbundles
c(∂r) : E
+
∂X0
−→ E−∂X0 .
Put F = E+|∂X0 the whole Cliord module on the ylinder E|Z an be identied with the
pullbak ρ∗(F ⊕ F ) with the following ation: tangent vetors to the boundary foliation
v ∈ TF∂ ats as cE(v) ≃ cF (v)Ω with Ω =
(
0 1
1 0
)
while in the ylindrial diretion
cF (∂r) ≃
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. In partiular one an form the longitudinal Dira operator assuming
under the above identiation the shape
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D = c(∂r)∂r + c|F0∇E|F∂ = c(∂r)∂r +ΩDF∂ = c(−∂r)[−∂r − c(−∂r)ΩDF∂ ]. (11)
Here DF∂ is the leafwise Dira operator on the boundary foliation. In the following, these
identiations will be omitted letting D at diretly on F ⊕ F aording to(
0 D−
D+ 0
)
: F ⊕ F −→ F ⊕ F(
0 D−
D+ 0
)
=
(
0 −∂r +DF∂
∂r +D
F∂ 0
)
=
(
0 ∂u +D
F∂
−∂u +DF∂ 0
)
where u = −r, ∂u = −∂r (interior unit normal) note this is the opposite of A.P.S. notation.
We are using the notation X = Xk∪Zk with Zk = ∂X0× [k,∞) and Xk = X0∪ (∂X0× [0, k])
also Zba := ∂X0× [a, b] and where there's no danger of onfusion Zx is the ylinder of the leaf
passing trough x, Zx = Lx ∩ Z0.
3 The Atiyah Patodi Singer index theorem
We are going to reall the lassial AtiyahPatodiSinger index theorem in [5℄ So let X0 a
ompat 2p dimensional manifold with boundary ∂X0 and onsider a Cliord bundle E with
all the geometri struture as in the previous setion. We take here the opposite orientation
of A.P.S i.e. we use the exterior unit normal to indue the boundary operator instead of the
interior one; as pointed out by A.P.S this is a way to delare what is the positive eigenbundle
for the natural splitting. In other words
D+
here
= D−
APS
.
5
we hoose to insert −∂r the inward pointing normal to help the omparison with the orientation of A.P.S
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The operator writes in a ollar around the boundary(
0 D−
D+ 0
)
=
(
0 −∂r +D0
∂r +D0 0
)
where ∂r is the exterior unit normal and D0 is a Dira operator on the boundary. It is shown
in [4℄ that the Ktheory of the boundary manifold ontains topologial obstrutions to the
existene of ellipti boundary value onditions of loal type (for the signature operator they
are always non zero). If one enlarges the point of view to admit global boundary onditions
a Fredholm problem an properly set up. More preisely, onsider the boundary operator D0
ating on the boundary manifold ∂X0. This is a rst order ellipti dierential operator with
real disrete spetrum on L2(∂X0;F ). Let P = χ[0,∞)(D0) be the spetral projetion on the
non negative part of the spetrum. This is a pseudodierential operator ([5℄). Atiyah Patodi
and Singer prove the following fats
• The (unbounded) operator D+ : C∞(X ;E+, P ) −→ C∞(X,E−) with domain
C∞(X ;E+, P ) := {s ∈ C∞(X ;E+) : P (s|∂X0) = 0}
is Fredholm and the index is given by the formula
indAPS(D
+) =
∫
X0
Aˆ(X,∇)Ch′(E,∇) − h/2 + η(0)/2
with the AtiyahSinger Aˆ(X,∇) dierential form6 with the twisted Chern harater
Ch′(E,∇) [10, 62℄ and two orreting terms:
1. h := Ker(D0) is the dimension of the kernel of the boundary operator
2. η(0), the eta invariant of D0 is a spetral invariant whih gives a measure of the
asymmetry of the spetrum of the boundary operator D0. This is extensively
explained in setion 7.
• The index formula an be interpreted as a natural L2 problem on the manifold with a
ylinder attahed, X = X0 ∪∂X0 (∂X0× [0,∞)) with every struture pulled bak. More
preisely the kernel of D+ : C∞(X ;E+, P ) −→ C∞(X,E−) is naturally isomorphi to
the kernel of D+ extended to an ubounded operator on L2(X) while to desribe the
kernel of its Hilbert spae adjoint i.e. the losure of D− with the adjoint boundary
ondition D− : C∞(X ;E−, 1 − P ) −→ C∞(X,E+) we have to introdue the spae of
extended L2 solutions.
A loally square integrable solution s of the equationD−s = 0 onX is alled an extended
solution if for large positive r
s(y, r) = g(y, r) + s∞(y) (12)
where y is the oordinate on the base ∂X0 and g ∈ L2 while s∞ solves D0s∞ = 0 and
is alled the limiting value of s.
APS prove that the kernel of (D+)∗ (Hilbert spae adjoint of D+ : C∞(X ;E+, P ) −→
C∞(X,E−) ) is naturally isomorphi to the spae of L2 extended solution of D− on X .
Moreover
ind
APS
(D+) = dimL2(D
+)− dimL2(D−)− h∞(D−) = indL2(D+)− h∞(D−) (13)
6
as explained in the introdution; due to the presene of the boundary one does not have here a oho-
mologial pairing, for this reason the notation Aˆ(X,∇) stresses the dependene from the metri trough the
onnetion ∇
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where indL2(D
+) := dimL2(D
+)−dimL2(D−) and the number h∞(D−) is the dimension
of the spae of limiting values of the extended solutions of D−. In this sense the APS
index an be interpreted as an L2index. The number at right in (13) is alled often
the L2 extended index. Along the proof of (13) the authors prove that
h = h∞(D+) + h∞(D−) (14)
and onjeture that it must be true at level of the kernel of D0 i.e.
every setion in Ker(D0) is uniquely expressible as a sum of limiting values oming from
D+ and D−.
The onjeture was solved by Melrose with the invention of the balulus, a pseudo
dierential alulus on a ompatiation of X that furnished a totally new point of
view on the APS problem [62℄.
With (13) and (14) the index formula is
indL2(D
+) =
∫
X0
Aˆ(X)Ch(E) +
η(0)
2
+
h∞(D−)− h∞(D+)
2
.
Finally a naive remark about the introdution of extended solutions in order to motivate
our denition of h∞(D±) (equation (41) and (82)) in our Von Neumann setting. For a real
parameter u say that a distributional setion s on the ylinder is in the weighted L2spae
eurL2(∂X0 × [0,∞);E±) if e−urs ∈ L2. The operator D± trivially esxtends to at on eah
weighted spae. Now it is evident from (12) that an L2extended solution of the equation
D+s = 0 is in eah eurL2 for positive u. Vieversa let s ∈ ⋂u>0KereurL2(D+). Keep u xed,
then e−urs ∈ L2 an be represented in terms of a omplete eigenfuntion expansion for the
boundary operator D0,
e−urs =
∑
λ
φλ(y)g(r).
Solving D+s = 0 together with the ondition e−urs ∈ L2 leads to the representation (on the
ylinder) s(y, r) =
∑
λ>−u φλ(y)g0λ(y)e
−λr. Sine u is arbitrary we see that s should have a
representation as a sum
s(y, r) =
∑
λ≥0
φλ(y)g0λe
−λr
over the non negative eigenvalues of D0, i.e. s is an extended solution with limiting value∑
λ=0 φ0(y)g00. We have proved that
Ext(D±) =
⋂
u>0
KereurL2(D
±).
4 Von Neumann algebras, foliations and index theory
4.1 Nonommutative integration theory.
The measuretheoretial framework of nonommutative integration theory is partiular fruit-
ful when applied to measured foliations. The nonommutative integration theory of Alain
Connes [27℄ provides us a measure theory on every measurable groupoid (G,B) with G(0) the
spae of unities. In our appliations G will be mostly the equivalene relation R or sometimes
the holonomy groupoid of a foliation. Transverse measures in nonommutative integration
theory sense will be dened from holonomy invariant transverse measures. Below a list of fun-
damental objets and fats. This very brief and simplied survey in fat the general theory
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admits the existene of a modular funtion that says, in the ase of foliations how transverse
measure of sets hanges under holonomy(under ows generated by elds tangent to the folia-
tion). Hereafter our modular funtion is everywhere 1, orresponding to the geometrial ase
of a foliation equipped with a holonomy invariant transverse measure (this is a denition we
give below).
Measurable groupoids . A groupoid is a small athegoryG where every arrow is invertible.
The set of objets is denoted by G(0) and there are two maps s, r : G −→ G(0) where
γ : s(γ) −→ r(γ). Two arrows γ1, γ2 an be omposed if r(γ2) = s(γ1) and the result
is γ1 · γ2. The set of omposable arrows is G(2) = {(γ1, γ2) : r(γ2) = s(γ1)}. As
a notation Gx = r
−1(x), Gx = s−1(x) for x ∈ G(0). An equivalene relation R ⊂
X ×X is a groupoid with r(x, y) = x and s(x, y) = y, in this manner (z, x) · (x, y) =
(z, y). The range of the map (r, s) : G −→ G(0) × G(0) is an equivalene relation
alled the prinipal groupoid assoiated to G. In this sense groupoids desingularize
equivalene relations. A measurable groupoid is a pair (G,B) where G is a groupoid
and B is a σeld on G making measurable the struture maps r, s, omposition ◦ :
G(2) −→ G and the inversion γ 7−→ γ−1.
Kernels are mappings x 7−→ λx where λx is a positive measure on G, supported on the
rber Gx = r−1(x) with a measurability property i.e. for every set A ∈ B the funtion
y 7−→ λy(A) ∈ [0,+∞] must be measurable.
A kernel λ is alled proper if there exists an inreasing family of measurable sets (An)n∈N
with G = ∪nAn making the funtions γ 7−→ λs(γ)(γ−1(A)) bounded for every n ∈ N.
The point here is that every element γ : x −→ y in G denes by left traslation a measure
spae isomorphism Gx −→ Gy and alling
R(λ)γ := γλ
x
(15)
here γλx is pushforward measure under the γright traslation) one has a kernel in the
usual sense i.e. a mapping with value measures. The denition of properness is in fat
properness for R(λ).
The spae of proper kernels is denoted by C+.
Transverse funtions are kernels (νx)x∈X with the left invariane property γνs(γ) = νr(γ)
for every γ ∈ G. One heks at one that properness is equivalent to the existene of
an inreasing family of measurable sets (An)n with G = ∪nAn suh that the funtions
x 7−→ νx(An) are bounded for every n ∈ N. The spae of proper transverse funtions is
denoted E+.
The support of a transverse funtion ν is the measurable set supp(ν) = {x ∈ G(0) :
νx 6= 0}. This is saturated w.r.t. the equivalene relation indued by G on G(0), xRy
i there exists γ : x −→ y. If supp(ν) = G(0) we say that ν is faithful.
When G = R or the holonomy groupoid this gives families of positive measures one for
eah leaf in fat in the rst ase the invariane property is trivial, in the seond ase we
are giving a measure νx on eah holonomy over Gx with base point x but the invariane
property says that these are invariant under the dek trasformations together with the
hange of base points then push forward on the leaf under r : Gx −→ Lx.
Convolution. The groupoid struture provides an operation on kernels. For xed kernels λ1
and, λ2 on G their onvolution produt is the kernel λ1 ∗ λ2 dened by
(λ1 ∗ λ2)y =
∫
(γλx2 )dλ
y
1(γ), y ∈ X.
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It is a fat that if λ is a kernel and ν is a transverse funtion then ν ∗ λ is a transverse
funtion. Clearly R(λ1 ∗ λ2) = R(λ1) ◦ R(λ) the standard omposition of kernels on a
measure spae. Here R(·) is that of equation (15)
Transverse invariant measures (atually transverse measures of modulo δ = 1). These
are linear mappings Λ : E+ −→ [0,+∞] suh that
1. Λ is normal i.e Λ(sup νn) = supΛ(νn) for every inreasing sequene νn in E+
bounded by a transverse funtion. Sine the sequene is bounded by an element of
E+ the expression sup νn makes sense in E+.
2. Λ is invariant under the right traslation of G on E+. This means that
Λ(ν) = Λ(ν ∗ λ)
for every ν ∈ E+ and kernel λ suh that λy(1) = 1 for every y ∈ G(0).
A transverse measure is alled seminite if it is determined by its nite values i.e
Λ(ν) = sup{Λ(ν′), ν′ ≤ ν, Λ(ν′) <∞}. We shall onsider only seminite measures.
A transverse measure is σnite if there exists a faithful transverse funtion ν of kind
ν = sup νn with λ(νn) <∞.
The oupling of a transverse funtion ν ∈ E+ and a transverse measure Λ produes a
positive measure Λν on G
(0)
through the equation Λν(f) := Λ((f ◦ s)ν the invariane
property reets downstairs (in the base of the groupoid) in the property Λν(λ) =
Λ(ν ∗ λ) for ν ∈ E+ and λ ∈ C+.
Measures on the base G(0) that an be represented as Λν are haraterized by a theorem
of disintegration of measures.
Theorem 4.5  (Connes [26℄) Let ν be a transverse proper funtion with support A.
The mapping Λ 7−→ Λν is a bijetion between the set of transverse measures on GAA =
r−1(A)∪ s−1(A) and the set of positive measures µ on G(0) satisfying the following equiv-
alent relations
1. (µ ◦ ν)˜= µ ◦ ν
2. λ, λ′ ∈ C+, ν ∗ λ = ν ∗ λ′ ∈ ǫ+ =⇒ µ(λ(1)) = µ(λ′(1)).
Nex we shall explain this proedure of disintegration in a geometrial way for foliations.
We shall see that what is important here is the lass of nullmeasure subsets of G(0). A
saturated set A ⊂ G(0) is alled Λnegligible if Λν(A) = 0 for every ν ∈ E+.
Representations. Let H be a measurable eld of Hilbert spaes; by denition this is a
mapping x 7−→ Hx from G(0) with values Hilbert spaes. The measurability struture
is assigned by a linear subspaeM of the free produt vetor spae of the whole family
Πx∈G(0)Hx meaning that
1. For every ξ ∈M the funtion x 7−→ ‖ξ(x)‖ is measurable.
2. A setion η ∈ Πx∈G(0)Hx belongs to M if and only if the funtion 〈η(x), ξ(x)〉 is
measurable for every ξ ∈M.
3. There exists a sequene {ξi}i∈N ⊂M suh that {ξi(x)}i∈N ⊂M is dense in Hx for
every x.
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Elements of M are alled measurable setions of H .
Suppose a measure µ on G(0) has been hosen. One an put together the Hilbert spaes
Hx taking their diret integral ∫
Hxdµ(x).
This is dened as follows, rst selet the set of square integrable setions in M. This
is the set of setions s suh that the integral
∫
G(0)
‖s(x)‖2Hxdµ(x) < ∞ then identitify
two square integrable setions if they are equal outside a µnull set. The diret integral
omes equipped with a natural Hilbert spae struture with produt
〈s, t〉 :=
∫
G(0)
〈s(x), t(x)〉Hxdµ(x).
The notation s =
∫
G(0)
s(x)dµ(x) for an element of the diret integral is lear. A eld
of bounded operators x 7−→ Bx ∈ B(Hx) is alled measurable if sends measurable
setions to measurable setions. A mesurable family of operators with operator norms
uniformely bounded ess sup ‖Bx‖ <∞ denes a bounded operator alled deomposable
B :=
∫
G(0) Bxdµ(x) on the diret integral in the simplest way
Bs :=
∫
G(0)
Bxdµ(x) s =
∫
G(0)
Bxs(x)dµ(x).
For example eah element of the abelian Von Neumann algebra L∞µ (G
(0)) denes a
deomposable operator ating by pointwise multipliation. One gets an involutive al-
gebrai isomorphism of L∞µ (G
(0)) onto its image in B(
∫
Hxdµ(x)) alled the algebra
of diagonal operators. One an ask when a bounded operator T ∈ B(∫ Hxdµ(x)) is
deomposable i.e. when T =
∫
Txdµ(x) for a family of uniformely bounded operators
(Tx)x. The answer is preisely when it belongs to the ommutant of the diagonal algebra.
A representation of G on H is the datum of an Hilbert spae isomorphism U(γ) :
Hs(γ) −→ Hr(γ) for every γ ∈ G with
1. U(γ−11 γ2) = U(γ1)
−1U(γ2), ∀γ1, γ2 ∈ G, r(γ1) = r(γ2).
2. For every ouple ξ, η of measurable setion the funtion dened on G aording to
γ 7−→ 〈ηr(γ), U(γ)ηs(γ)〉, is measurable.
A fundamental example is given by the left regular representation of G dened by a
proper transverse funtion ν ∈ E+ in the following way. The measurable eld of Hilbert
spae is L2(G, ν) dened by x 7−→ L2(Gx, νx) with the unique measurable struture
making measurable the family of setions of the kind y 7−→ f|Gx obtained from every
measurable f on G suh that eah
∫ |f |2dνx is nite. For every γ : x −→ y in G one has
the left traslation L(γ) : L2(Gx, νx) −→ L2(Gy, νy), (L(γ)f)(γ′) = f(γ−1γ′), γ′ ∈ Gy.
Intertwining operators are morphisms between representations. If (H,U), (H ′, U ′) are
representations ofG an intertwining operator is a measurable family of operators (Tx)x∈G(0)
of bounded operators Tx : Hx −→ H ′x suh that
1. Uniform boundedness; ess sup ‖Tx‖ <∞.
2. For every γ ∈ G U ′(γ)Ts(γ) = Tr(γ)U(γ).
Looking at a representation as a measurable funtor, an intertwining operator gives a
natural transformation between representations. The vetor spae of intertwing opera-
tors from H to H ′ is denoted by HomG(H,H ′).
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Square integrable representations. Fix some transverse funtion ν ∈ E+. For a rep-
resentation of G the property of being equivalent to some subrepresentation of the
innite sum of the regular left representation Lν is independent of ν and is the de-
nition of square integrability for representations. Atually, due to measurability issues
muh are is needed here to dene sub representations (see setion 4 in [26℄) but the next
fundamental remark assures that square integrable representations are very ommons
in appliations.
Measurable funtors and representations. Let R˜+ be the athegory of (standard) mea-
sure spaes without atoms i.e. objets are triples (Z,A, α) where (Z,A) is a standard
measure spae and α is a σnite positive measure.
Measurability of a funtor F : G −→ R˜+ is a measure struture on the disjoint union
Y =
⋃
x∈G(0) F (x) making the following strutural mappings measurable
1. The projetion π : Y −→ G(0).
2. The natural bijetion π−1(x) −→ F (x).
3. The map x 7−→ αx, a σnite measure on F (x).
4. The map sending (γ, z) ∈ G×X with s(γ) = π(z) into F (γ)z ∈ Y .
Usually one assumes that Y is union of a denumerable olletion (Yn)n making every
funtion αx(Yn) bounded. With a measurable funtor F one has an assoiated represen-
tation of G denoted by L2 •F dened in the following way: the eld of Hilbert spae is
x 7−→ L2(F (x), αx) and if γ : x −→ y then dene U(γ) : L2(F (x), αx) −→ L2(F (y), αy)
by f 7−→ F (γ−1) ◦ f. Proposition 20 in [26℄ shows that this is a squareintegrable
representation.
Random hilbert spaes and Von Neumann algebras. We have seen that every xed
transverse measure Λ denes a notion of Λnull measure sets (for saturated sets) hene
an equivalene relation on EndG(H1, H2) the vetor spae of all intertwining opera-
tors T : H1 −→ H2 between two square integrable representations Hi. Eah equiv-
alene lass is alled a random operator and the set of random operators is denoted
by EndΛ(H1, H2). Also square integrable representations an be identied modulo Λ
null sets. An equivalene lass of square integrable representations is by denition a
random hilbert spae.
Theorem 2 in [26℄ says that EndΛ(H) is a Von Neumann algebra for every random
Hilbert spae.
More preisely hoose some ν ∈ E+ and put µ = Λν and m := µ • ν to form the
Hilbert spae H = L2(G,m). For a funtion f on G denote Jf = f ♯(γ) = ¯f(γ−1),
onsider the spae A of measurable funtions f on G suh that f, f ♯ ∈ L2(G,m) and
sup(ν|f ♯|) <∞. Equip A with the produt f ∗ν g = fν ∗ g. The struture A has is that
of an Hilbert algebra (a leftHilbert algebra in the modular ase) i.e A is a ∗algebra
with positive denite (separable) preHilbert struture suh that
1. 〈x, y〉 = 〈y∗, x∗〉, ∀x, y ∈ A.
2. The representation of A on A by left multipliation is bounded, involutive and
faithful.
With suh struture one an speak about the left regular representation λ of A on
the Hilbert spae ompletion H of A itself. The double ommutant λ′′(A) of this
representation is the Von Neumann algebra W (A) assoiated to the Hilbert algebra A.
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It is a remarkable fat that W (A) omes equipped with a seminite faithful normal
trae τ suh that
τ(λ(y∗)τ(x)) = 〈x, y〉 ∀x, y ∈ A.
Furthermore one knows that the ommutant of λ(A) in H is generated by the algebra
of right multipliations λ′(A) = Jλ(A)J for the onjugatelinear isometry J : H −→ H
dened by the involution in A. For every Λrandom Hilbert spae H one an use
the measure Λν on G
(0)
to form the diret integral ν(H) =
∫
HxdΛν(x). Remember
that the diret integral is the set of equivalene lasses modulo Λν zero measure of
square integrable measurable setions. Now, diretly from the denition, an intertwining
operator T ∈ HomΛ(H1, H2) is a deomposable operator dening a bounded operator
ν(T ) : ν(H1) −→ ν(H2).
Put W (ν) for the Von Neumann algebra assoiated to the Hilbert algebra L2(G,m),
m = Λν • ν, ν ∈ E+.
Theorem 4.5  (Connes) Fix some transverse funtion ν ∈ E+
1. For every Λrandom Hilbert spae H there exists a unique normal representation
of W (ν) in ν(H) suh that Uν(f) = U(fν) f ∈ Aν . Here U(fν) is dened by
(U(fν)ξ)y =
∫
U(γ)ξxd(fν
y)(γ).
2. The orrespondene H 7−→ ν(H), T 7−→ ν(T ) is a funtor from the (W ∗)athegory
CΛ of random Hilbert spaes and intertwining operators to the ategory of W (ν)
modules.
3. If the transverse measure ν is faithful the funtor above is an equivalene of athegories.
Then in the ase of faithful transverse measures one gets an isometry of EndΛ(H) on
the ommutant of W (ν) on the diret integral ν(H). In partiular EndΛ(H) is a Von
Neumann algebra.
Transverse integrals. The most important notion of non ommutative integration theory
is the integral of a random variable against a transverse measure. A positive random
variable on (G,B,Λ) is nothing but a measurable funtor F as dened above. Let X :=⋃
x∈G(0) F (x) disjoint union measure spae and F¯+ the spae of measurable funtions
with values in [0,+∞] while F+ is for funtions with values on (0,+∞]. Kernels λ
on G ats as onvolution kernels on F¯+ aording to (λ ∗ f)(z) = ∫ f(γ−1z)dλy(γ),
y = π(z) ∈ G(0). This is an assoiative operation (λ1 ∗ λ2) ∗ f = λ1 ∗ (λ2 ∗ f).
Now to dene the integral
∫
Fdλ hoose some ν faithful and put∫
Fdλ = sup{Λν(α(f)), f ∈ F+, ν ∗ f ≤ 1},
this is independent from ν and enjoys the following properties
1. there exist random variables F1, F2 with F = F1 ⊕ F2 suh that
∫
F1dΛ = 0 and a
funtion f2 ∈ F+(X2) with X2 =
⋃
x∈G(0) F2(x) with ν ∗ f2 = 1.
2. Monotony. If f, f ′ ∈ F(X) satisfy ν ∗ f ≤ ν ∗ f ′ ≤ 1 then
Λν((α(f)) ≤ Λν((α(f ′))
in partiular for F2 as in 1. ∫
F2dΛ = Λν((α(f
′)).
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Traes. Let A be a Von Neumann algebra with the one of positive elements A+.
A weight on a A is a funtional φ : A+ −→ [0,∞] suh that
1. φ(a+ b) = φ(a) + φ(b), a, b ∈ A+
2. φ(αa) = αφ(a), α ∈ R+, a ∈ A+.
a weight is a trae if φ(a∗a) = φ(aa∗), a ∈ A+. A weight is alled
• faithful if φ(a) = 0⇒ a = 0, a ∈ A+.
• normal if for every inreasing net {ai}i of positive elements with least upper bound
a then
φ(a) = sup{φ(ai)}.
• Seminite if the linear span of a the set of φnite elements, {a ∈ A+ : φ(a) <∞}
is σweak dense.
Every V.N algebra has a seminite normal faithful weight.
The Von Neumann algebra EndΛ(H) assoiated to a square integrable representation
omes equipped with a bijetion T 7−→ ΦT between positive operators and seminite
normal weights ΦT : EndΛ(H) −→ [0,+∞] where ΦT is faithful if and only if Tx is
not singular Λa.e. The onstrution of this orrespondene uses the fat, for a faithful
transverse funtion ν the diret integral ν(H) =
∫
HxdΛν(x) is a module over the Von
Neumann algebra W (ν) assoiated to the Hilbert algebra A above desribed.
The notation of Connes is
ΦT (1) :=
∫
Trace(Tx)dΛ(x)
i.e. the mapping T 7−→ ΦT (1) is the anonial trae on EndΛ(H). In fat this is related
to the type I Von Neumann algebra P of lasses modulo equality Λν almost everywhere
of measurable elds (Bx)x∈G(0) , Bx ∈ B(Hx) of bounded operators. Remember that P
has a anonial trae ρ(B) =
∫
Trace(Bx)dΛν(x) hene we an dene
ρT (B) :=
∫
Trace(TxBx)dΛν(x).
The next lemma will be important in our appliations
Lemma 4.6  For a faithful transverse funtion ν there's a unique operator valued
weight
7 Eν from P to EndΛ(H) suh that the diagram
P+
Eν

ρT (·)=
R
Trace(Tx·)dΛν(x)
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
EndΛ(H)
ΦT
// C
is ommutative. Moreover Eν is suh that if B = (Bx)x∈G(0) , B ∈ P+ if an operator
making bounded the orresponding family
Cy :=
∫
U(γ)BxU(γ)
−1dνy
7
see [89℄ for the denition
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then Eν(B) = C.
Let F be a random variable and put H = L2 • F . The integration proess above
denes a seminite faithful trae on the Von Neumann algebra EndΛ(H). In fat, for
T ∈ End+Λ (H) let FT the new random variable dened by x 7→ (F (x), αT (x)) where
αT (x) is the measure on F (x) suh that αT (x)(f) = TraceL2(T
1/2
x M(f)T
1/2
x ) where f
is a bounded measurable funtion on F (x) and M(f) the orresponding multipliation
operator on L2(F (x)). The trae is
ΦT (1) =
∫
FT dΛ.
In the following we shall use often the notation trΛ(T ) = ΦT (1) to emphasize the
dependene on Λ.
With a trae one an develop a dimesion theory for square integrable representation
i.e. a dimension theory for random Hilbert spaes that's very similar to the dimension
theory of ΓHilbert modules.
The formal dimension of the random Hilbert spae H is
dimΛ(H) =
∫
Trace(1Hx)dΛ(x)
here some fundamental properties
Lemma 4.7 
1. If HomΛ(H1, H2) ontains an invertible element then dimΛ(H1) = dimΛ(H2).
2. dimΛ(⊕Hi) =
∑
dimΛ(Hi).
3. dimPΛi(⊕H) =
∑
dimΛi(H).
Formal dimensions and projetions We need more properties of the formal dimension
that are impliit in Connes work but not listed above.
Start to onsider subsquare integrable representation. Consider a Random Hilbert
spae (H,U); if for every x one hoose in a mesurable way a losed subspae K suh
that U(γ) : Kx −→ Ky for every γ ∈ G we say that (K,V ), V (γ) := U(γ)|ixKx is a
sub Random Hilbert spae. One a faithful ν ∈ E+ is keeped xed, the funtor ν in
theorem 4.4, page 23 displays H and K as submodules of the V.N. algebra assoiated
to the Hilbert Algebra A, hene there must be an injetion EndΛ(K) −→ EndΛ(H). In
fat from the diagram
W (ν) //
%%J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
B(ν(H))
B(ν(K))
ν(i)
OO
we see that multipliation by the bounded operator ν(i) =
∫
G(0) ν(ix)dΛν(x) sends
the ommutator of W (ν) in B(ν(K)) into its ommutator in B(ν(H)). To hek that
the natural traes ϕH ∈ P (EndΛ(H)) and ϕK ∈ P (EndΛ(K)) are preserved by this
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inlusion we an examine with more detail the meaning of square integrability for a
representation. So let us onsider the subset of measurable vetor elds
D(V, ν) :=
{
ξ : ∃c > 0 : ∀y ∈ G(0), ∀α ∈ Ky
∫
Gy
|〈α, V (γ)ξx〉Ky |2dν(γ) ≤ c2‖α‖2
}
.
The denition of square integrability is equivalent to the statement thatD(V, ν) ontains
a denumerable total subset. In other words the operation of assigning a oeient
α 7−→ Tν(ξ)α = (α, ξ) denes an intertwining operator from V to the left regular
representation of Lν of G, on the eld of Hilbert spaes L2(Rx, νx)x. This has the
property Tν(ξ)
∗f = V (fν)ξ, ξ ∈ D(V, ν) if ν|f | is bounded. Then, for ξ, η ∈ D(V, ν)
the operator
θν(ξ, η) := Tν(ξ)
∗Tν(η) ∈ EndΛ(K)
and the following interesting formula holds (θν(ξ, η)ξ
′, η′) = (ξ′, η)∗ν (η′, ξ)v for bounded
measurable setions of K. Furthermore the vetor spae Jν generated by ouples ξ, η ∈
D is a bilateral ideal and respets ordening for transverse funtions, Jν ⊂ Jν′ if ν ≤ ν′.
Sine the measure ν is faithful this is also weakly dense hene ompletely determines
the trae by the simple formula
ϕK(θν(ξ, ξ)) =
∫
G(0)
〈ξx, ξx〉dΛν(x), ξ ∈ D(V,K). (16)
Now via i we get an inlusion D(V, ν) ⊂ D(U, ν) let's hek this statement: let ξ ∈
D(V, ν), y ∈ G(0), α ∈ Hy then∫
Gy
|〈α,U(γ)ixξx〉Kx |2dν(γ) =
∫
Gy
|〈α, ixV (γ)ξx〉|2Kxdν(γ)
=
∫
Gy
|〈PHyα, V (γ)ξx〉|2dν(γ) ≤ c2‖α‖2.
It turns out that under the inlusion EndΛ(K) −→ EndΛ(H) it is essential to hek
how a θν(ξ, ξ) ats on H and to hek that the two natural traes are equal. These two
problems are very simple now sine for ξ ∈ D(V,K) the endomorphism θν(ξ, ξ) under
the inlusion is sent in EndΛ(H) to the operator
θν(iξ, iξ) = Tν(iξ)
∗T (iξ) = i∗Tν(ξ)Tν(ξ)i. (17)
We an prove the following
Lemma 4.8 
1. The natural traes are ompatible w.r.t. the inlusions, in other words we have a
ommutative diagram
EndΛ(K)
ϕK

// EndΛ(H)
ϕH
xxppp
pp
pp
pp
pp
p
R
2. To get the formal dimension of K as a Random Hilbert spae is suient to trae the
orresponding eld of projetions in EndΛ(H)
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Proof By the omputation (17) above, the density result on the ideal Jν and
formula (16) it is suient to hek the next identity
ϕH(θν(iξ, iξ)) = ϕ
H(Tν(iξ)
∗Tν(iξ)) =
∫
G(0)
〈ixξx, ixξx〉HdΛν(x)
=
∫
G(0)
〈ξx, ξx〉KdΛν(x) = ϕK(θν(ξ, ξ)).
2
Now we have tools to prove two ruial properties of the formal dimension similar to
the properties of the dimension of Γ Hilbert modules (ompare Chapter 1. of [57℄ )
Proposition 4.9  Let {(H(i), U (i))}i∈I a system of Random Hilbert subspaes of
(H,U) direted by ⊂ then
dimΛ(closure
(⋃
i∈I
H(i)
))
= sup{dimΛHi, i ∈ I}
If the system is direted by ⊃ then
dimΛ
(⋂
i∈I
H(i)
)
= inf{dimΛHi, i ∈ I}
Proof The hoie of a faithful normal transverse funtion ν ∈ E+ estabilishes the
equivalene of ategories desribed above between CΛ and the at. of normal repre-
sentations of the Von Neumann algebra assoiated with W (ν); the rst statement then
follows from the ompatibility of the natural traes proved in 4.8 and the normality (the
passage to sup) of the trae in the limit square integrable representation. The seond
statement follows from the rst adopting a standard trik hanging a dereasing system
into an inreasing one. It is in fat suient to onsider H(i)⊥ and observe(⋃
i∈I
H(i)⊥
)⊥
=
⋂
i∈I
H(i).
From the fat that the family is bounded by H we an write the following equation with
nite Λdimensions
dimΛ
(
H(i)⊥
)
= dimΛ(H)− dimΛ(H(i))
2
4.2 Holonomy invariant transverse measures
The main example of a non ommutative measure spae is the spae of leaves of a foliation. It
is in general impossible to look at the spae of leaves as a quotient measure spae. A famous
example is the Croneker foliation on the thorus T2 given by irrational ows ([27℄). This
foliation is also a foliated at bundle, so we an desribe it, using the notations of example
2.1
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Example 
The Kroneker foliation. Let the group Γ = Z and the overing Y˜ = R −→ S1 = Y .
Also let T = S1. The group Z ats on R×S1 aording to n · (r, eiθ) := (r+n, ei(θ+nα)) where
a real number α has been xed. Then if α/2π is irrational eah leaf of the orresponding
foliation is a opy of the real line and wires densely around T
2.
This foliation is ergodi i.e. a funtion almost everywhere onstant along the leaves must
be onstant on the ambient. In partiular every Lebesgue spae of lassial analysis is one
dimensional isomorphi to C.
A entral onept is that of holonomy invariant transverse measure introdued by Plante
[73℄ and Ruelle and Sullivan [83℄. Aording to Connes [26℄ a transverse measure provides
a measure on the spae of leaves. Atually there exists a more general modular theory.
Holonomy invariant measures orrespond to the simplest ase.
4.2.1 Measures and urrents
Let X be a manifold equipped with a foliation of dimension p and odimension q. We suppose
always that the foliation is oriented i.e. the bundle of degree p leafwise forms Λp
C
TF is trivial.
This is not truly a restritive assumption, in fat in the nonorientable ase one an make
use of densities instead of forms to dene urrents. Currents are diretly related to holonomy
invariant transverse measures by the RuelleSullivan isomorphism. The goal of this setion
is to introdue all these notions and prove the relations between them.
There is a weak version of the onept of a transversal
Definition 4.10  A Borel subset T ⊂ X is alled a Borel transversal if the intersetion of
T with eah leaf is (nite) denumerable.
The set of all Borel transversals T is a σring i.e it is losed under the operation of relative
omplementation and denumerable union. Reall that a σring is a σalgebra if ontains
the entire spae. This is in general not the ase for the set of all Borel transversals hene
holonomy measures will be dened only on σrings.
Definition 4.11  A holonomy invariant transverse measure is a σadditive map µ : T −→
[0,+∞] suh that
1. For a Borel bijetion ψ : B1 −→ B2 with ψ(x) ∼ x (the relation of being on the same leaf)
then µ(B1) = µ(B2).
2. µ is Radon i.e. for every ompat K ⊂ B then µ(K) <∞.
Definition 4.12  A holonomy invariant transverse distribution is the datum for every
transverse submanifold T of a linear and ontinuous8 map δT : C
∞
c (T ) −→ C suh that if
ψ : T1 −→ T2 is the holonomy of a path γ on X ,
〈δT1 , f〉 = 〈δT2 , f ◦ ψ〉.
Now let Homcont(C
∞
c (∧dT ∗CX),C) the spae of ddimensional urrents on X . This is the dual
spae of the t.v.s. given by the ompatly supported dforms equipped with the topology of
8
w.r.t. the usual topology of the diret limit i.e. a distribution in the usual sense
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the diret limit of Frehet spaes. The operations of Lie derivative LV and ontration iV
w.r.t. a vetor eld V and the de Rham exterior derivative d extends to distribution just by
duality [27℄.
Note that a ddierential form ω an be restrited to a subbundle S of the tangent bundle
just by evaluation of ω to the dvetors belonging to ∧dS∗
C
⊂ ∧pT ∗XC.
Definition 4.13  A ddimensional urrent (d is the dimension of the leaves) C is said a
foliated urrent if it is invariant under the operation of restrition i.e 〈C, ω〉 = 0 for every pform
ω suh that ω|TF = 0.
Notie that for a ddimensional foliated urrent C the ondition of being losed is equivalent
to require ∂XC = 0 for every setion X ∈ C∞(X ;TF).
Proposition 4.14  For a manifold X equipped with a ddimensional foliation is equivalent
to give
1. A holonomy invariant transverse distribution.
2. A losed foliated durrent.
Proof We dene rst holonomy invariant transverse distributions relative to regular atlas
and show that they dene losed foliated durrents. Sine the denition of urrent does not
depend on the atlas and every h.i.t. distribution restrits to a h.i.t. distribution relative to
eah regular atlas the proof will be omplete. For a foliated hart Ω −→ V ⊂ Rn−d × Rd the
loal transversal assoiated is the quotient spae dened by the relation x ∼ y if x, y belongs
to the same plaque of Ω. In partiular a loal transversal is the spae of plaques in Ω. We say
that the inlusion Ω →֒ Ω′ of distint open sets is regular and write Ω ⊳ Ω′ if the inlusion
mapping i : Ω →֒ Ω′ passes to the quotient to dene a smooth mapping on the transversals.
In partiular eah plaque of Ω meets only a plaque of Ω′.
We say that a foliated atlas {(Ωi, φi)}i of (X,F) of foliated harts Ωi is a good over if
1. {Ωi}i is loally nite
2. for every i, j suh that Ωi ∩ Ωj 6= ∅ there exist a distint open set Ω suh that Ωi ⊳ Ω
and Ωj ⊳ Ω.
Standard methods show that a regular atlas always exists.
Now dene a transverse distribution relative to a regular over to be a distribution on every
loal transversal TΩ of eah nite intersetion Ω = Ω1∩ ...∩Ωk with the property of (relative)
holonomy invariane i.e the distribution assoiated to TΩ∩Ω′ is equal to the restrition of the
distribution assoiated to TΩ and the distribution assoiated to TΩ′ .
So let C be a losed foliated urrent and {Ωi}i a regular atlas for F . For every i hoose a
dierential dform ωi ompatly supported in some neighborhood of Ωi ≃ Li × Ti suh that∫
L(t) ωi = 1 for every t ∈ Ti. A transverse distribution δi on the loal transversal Ti is now
dened by
〈δi, f〉 := 〈C, fωi〉 f ∈ C∞c (Ti).
This denition is independent of the hoie of the forms ωi; in fat if
∫
L(t)
ωi =
∫
L(t)
ω′i = 1
there must be some family d + 1forms t 7−→ σ(t) suh that dL(t)σ(t) = ω(t) − ω′(t). This
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family an be extended to a form σ on Ωi using the trivial onnetion. But C is foliated and
losed then,
〈C, ωi − ω′i〉 = 〈C, dfσ〉 = 0.
The independene from the hoie of ωi also proves the relative holonomy invariane in fat,
for two distint sets Ωi ∪ Ωj one an hoose ωij suh that
∫
Li(t)
ωij =
∫
Lj(t)
ωij = 1 for
t ∈ Ti ∩ Tj.
Vieversa let δ a holonomy invariant transverse distribution relative to a good over. Dene
rst a losed foliated durrent CΩ on Ω for every Ωi ≃ Li × Ti of the over then path
together using a smooth partition of the unity.
If ω is a ompatly supported dform on Ω dene
〈CΩ, ω〉 :=
〈
δ,
∫
L
ω|F
〉
,
in other words we let δ at on the funtion on T dened by t 7−→ ∫
L(t)
ωF (l, t). This olletion
of loal urrents is oherent with intersetions by means of the holonomy invariane in fat
CΩ = CΩ′ on Ω ∩ Ω′. Furthermore every CΩ is losed sine
〈CΩ, dω〉 = 〈δT ,
∫
L
dω|F 〉 = 〈δT , 0〉
The property of being foliated is immediate sine by ostrution they depend only on the
values of the forms on the foliation. 2
Remark  Atually there is also another interesting geometri denition of a holonomy
invariant measure as a (Radon) measure on X that is invariant in the diretion of the leaves
i.e. a measures on the ambient manifold that is invariant under ows generated by vetor
elds tangent to the foliation. Also a notion of distribution invariant in the diretion of the
leaves an be dened (see [26℄).
To omplete the piture one has to speak about positivity. Reall that our foliation is oriented.
Definition 4.15  A losed durrent C is positive in the diretion of the leaves if 〈C, ω〉 ≥ 0
for every dform that restrits to a positive form on the leaves.
Theorem 4.15  Is equivalent to give on an manifold X with an oriented foliation
1. A holonomy invariant transverse measure i.e. a (Radon) measure on the σring of all
transversals invariant under the ation of the holonomy pseudogroup Γ.
2. A measure on X invariant in the diretion of the leaves.
3. A losed foliated urrent positive in the diretion of the leaves.
Proof Apart for the ase of invariant measures on X that are positive in the diretion of
the leaves for whose we make referene to [26℄ the only observation to do here is that a foliated
urrent that is positive in the diretion of the leaves denes a positive transverse distribution.
2
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4.2.2 Tangential ohomology
Let ΛkT ∗F the bundle of exterior kpowers of the otangent bundle of the foliation. In the
terminology of Moore and Shohet this is a tangential vetor bundle i.e. it has a anonial
foliation ompatible with the vetor bundle struture. In a loal trivialization over a foliated
hart
∧kT ∗F
π

//
U × R(pk)
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
L× T ≃ // U
this foliation is given by the produt foliation
(
L × R(pq)
)
× T , in partiular the bundle
projetion maps leaves into leaves.
Definition 4.16  A ontinuous setion of ∧kT ∗F is alled a tangential k dierential form
if in every trivialization as above it restrits to be a smooth setion on every plaque L×{t}. The
spae of tangential kdierential forms is denoted with Ωkτ (X) and Ω
k
τ,c(X) is the subspae of
the ompatly supported ones.
In a foliated hart with leafwise ordinates x1, ..., xp and transversal oordinate t, a tangen-
tially smooth dierential form an be written
ω =
∑
il
ail(x1, ..., xp, t)dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxik (18)
with ail and all of its derivatives w.r.t. x1, ..., xp ontinuous in all its variables. One an hene
form the tangential De Rham operator dτ : Ω
k
τc(X) −→ Ωkτc(X) just applying the standard
de Rham operator plaque by plaque. We have dened the omplex (Ω∗τc(X), dτ ) of tangential
forms with ompat support (dτ is an example of leafwise dierential operator, it derease
supports).
Definition 4.17  The homology of the omplex (Ω∗τc(X), dτ ) is alled the tangential
ohomology with ompat support and denoted by H∗τc(X).
We an naturally dene also tangential ohomology starting with forms without the ondition
of ompatness of the support. In general the tangential ohomology has innite dimension
this is due to the fat that the ontinuous transverse ontrol is muh more relaxing than
smoothness in every diretion. In fat there is an interesting question on how the dimension
of these spaes hanges passing from tangential ontinuity (also measurability) to smoothness.
In Chapter III of [65℄ there are examples of these phenomena. In the ase the foliation is given
by the bers of a trivially loal ber bundle F →֒M −→ X the tangential ohomology turns
out to be naturally isomorphi to the spae of ontinuous setions of the bundle H −→ X
where the ber Hx = H
∗
dR(Mx) is the de Rham ohomology of the ber above x.
Let's topologize eah spae Ω•τc(X) by requiring uniform onvergene of every oeient
funtion ail in (18) with its tangential derivatives in every ompat subset of eah foli-
ated hart. It often happens that the topologial vetor spae H•τc(X) is not Hausdor;
this is the reason why it is onvenient to take its maximal Haudor quotient to dene the
losed tangential ohomology
9
H
k
τ (X) := H
k
τ (X)/{0} = Ker(dτ : Ωkτc −→ Ωk+1τc )/Range(dτ : Ωk−1τc −→ Ωkτc).
9
sometimes alled the tangential redued ohomology
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In general this leads to dierent spaes, for the irrational ow on the torus H
1
τ (T,R)
∼= R
while H1τ (T,R) is innite dimensional ([65℄).
Definition 4.18  Elements of the topologial dual of Ω•τc(X) i.e. ontinuous linear fun-
tionals C : Ω•τc(X) −→ C are alled tangential urrents. The spae of tangential urrents is
denoted by
Ωτk := Homcon.(Ω
k
τc(X);C).
Note that a foliated urrent of denition 4.13 is a urrent in the ordinary sense that passes
to dene a tangential urrent under the restrition morphism (·)|F : Ωk(X) −→ Ωkτ (X). The
dierential dτ : Ω
•
τ (X) −→ Ω•+1τ (X) (we will omit the subsript τ by simpliity of notation)
is ontinuous and extends by duality to urrents, d∗ : Ωτ•(X) −→ Ωτ•−1(X) aording to the
sign onvention 〈ω, d∗〉 = (−1)k−1〈dτω, c〉. There is an isomorphism
Homcon.(H
k
τc(X);R)
∼= Hτk (X ;R)
and theorem 4.5, page 30 is essentially the RuelleSullivan isomorphism
10
MT(X) −→ Homcon.(Hpτc,R)
between the vetor spae of signed holonomy invariant transverse Radon measures and the
topologial dual spae of the top degree tangential homology. The tangential urrent dened
by a measure Λ is alled the Ruelle Sullivan urrent CΛ.
4.2.3 Transverse measures and non ommutative integration theory
Up to this point we have used the name transverse measure for at least two objets; measures
on the union of all transversals and transverse measures in the equivalene relation R (or the
holonomy groupoid, G) aording to denition 4.1. In the rest of the setion we larify the
relationship between them. First we need a ouple of additional denitions
Definition 4.19  A transverse measure Λ in the sense of non ommutative integration
theory for the equivalene relation R (or the holonomy groupoid G) is alled loally nite if
Λ(ν) <∞ for every ν ∈ E+ having the following two properties
1. ν is loally bounded i.e. sup νx(K) <∞ for every K ompat in R
2. ν is ompatly supported i.e. νx is supported in s−1(K) for a ompat K ⊂ X .
Definition 4.20  The harateristi funtion νA of a subset A ⊂ X is the transverse
funtion dened by νxA(B) = |s−1(A) ∩ Gx ∩ B| or equivalently ν(f)(y) :=
∑
γ∈Gy, s(γ)∈A f(γ)
for a Borel funtion f on G.
Note that the harateristi funtion is nothing but the lift s−1(µA) of the ounting measure
onentrated in A. This atually shows that γνxA = ν
y
A, γ ∈ Gyx.
Theorem 4.20  (Connes [26℄) Let Λ be a loally nite transverse measure for R (G). Let Z
10
at this level this is only a vetor spae iso. but one an onsider the ∗weak topology on the spae of
measures to fore this to be a topologial iso. However we don't need ontinuity.
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a transverse submanifold; for a ompat set K ⊂ Z dene τ(K) := Λ(νK). This is the denition
of a Positive Radon measure on Z that is holonomy invariant.
In other words the orrespondene Λ 7−→ τ is a bijetion
{Loally nite transverse measures on R} −→ {Holonomy invariant transverse measures on X}.
Remember that there is a oupling between transverse measures Λ on R and transverse
funtions ν to produe a measure on X dened by Λν(f) = Λ((s ◦ f)ν) then
ΛνK (1) = Λ(νk) = τ(K).
Definition 4.21  Choose some Radon measure α on the ambient manifold X ; all the
lift of α the transverse measure νx := s∗(α) where s : Gx −→ X . We say that a lift is
transversally measurable if for every foliated hart Ω ∼= U × T it is represented as a weakly
measurable mapping T −→ Ra(U) from T to the spae of Radon measures on U , bounded if Ω
is relatively ompat.
Proposition 4.22  (Connes [26℄ ) The map α 7−→ s∗(α) is a bijetion between transversally
measurable Radon measures on X and transverse funtions ν su that sup ν(K) < ∞ for every
ompat K ⊂ G.
Proposition 4.23  Choose some Radon measure α on X with support X . Let ν = s∗(α).
The mapping Λ 7−→ Λν is a bijetion between loally nite transverse measures on G and Radon
measures µ on X with the property:
for every disintegration of µ on a foliated hart along the bers of the distint mapping Ω ∼=
U × T −→ T the onditional measures satisfy
dµt = dαt.
In pratie the above propositions furnishes a geometrial reipe to reognize the measure Λν
on the base X if Λ is a transverse measure on the foliation i.e. a measure on the σring of all
Borel transversals. In fat hoose some foliated atlas Ωi ≃ Ui×Ti with the set of oordinates
(x, t) and a subordinate smooth partition of the unit ϕi. Then for a funtion f
Λν(f) =
∑
i
∫
Ti
∫
Ui
ϕi(x, t)f(x, t)dνt(x)dΛTi (t)
where νt(x) is the longitudinal measure ν restrited to the plaque Ui × {t}. We shall refer to
this Fubini type deomposition as to the integration proess aording to the terminology of
the book by Moore and Shohet [65℄.
4.3 Von Neumann algebras and Breuer Fredholm theory for folia-
tions
Let R the equivalene relation of the foliation. For square integrable representations on the
measurable elds of Hilbert spaes Hi let HomR(H1, H2) the vetor spae of all intertwining
operators. The hoie of a holonomy invariant measure Λ on the foliation gives rise to a
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transverse measure on R in the sene of non ommutative integration theory hene a quotient
projetion
HomR(H1, H2) −→ HomΛ(H1, H2)
given by identiation modulo Λ-a.e. equality. Elements of HomΛ(H1, H2) are alled Random
operators. If H1 = H2 = H , then HomR(H,H) = EndR(H) is an involutive algebra, the
quotient via Λ is a Von Neumann algebra11
HomR(H) −→ EndΛ(H).
For a vetor bundle E −→ X let L2(E) be the Borel eld of Hilbert spaes on X , xed
by the leafwise square integrable setions {L2(Lx, E|Lx)}x∈X . There is a natural square
integrable representation of R on L2(E) the one given by (x, y) 7−→ Id : L2(Lx, E) −→
L2(Ly, E). Denote EndR(E) the vetorspae of all intertwining operators and HomΛ(E) the
orresponding Von Neumann algebra.
Sine we need unbounded operators we have to dene measurability for elds of losed un-
bounded operators. Remember that the polar deomposition T = u|T | is determined by the
ouple of bounded operators u and (1 + T ∗T )−1.
Definition 4.24  We say that a eld of unbounded losed operators Tx is measurable if
are measurable the elds of bounded operators ux and (1 + T
∗
xTx)
−1
.
Remark  .In the paper [68℄ about unbounded redution theory. An unbounded eld of
losed operators A is said measurable if the family orresponding to the projetion on the
graph is measurable on H⊕H with the diret sum measure struture. Writing the projetion
on the graph as
(ξ, η) 7−→ ((1 +A∗A)−1(ξ +A∗η), A(1 +A∗A)−1(ξ +A∗η))
we an see that these denition is equivalent to the one given here
Next, we review some ingredients from Breuer theory of Fredholm operators on Von Neumann
algebras, adapted to our weighttheory ase with some notions translated in the language of
the essential Λspetrum, a straightforward generalization of the essential spetrum of a self
adjoint operator. Main referenes are [16, 17℄ and [20℄ and [21℄.
Remember that the set of projetions P := {A ∈ EndΛ(E), A∗ = A,A2 = A} of a Von
Neumann algebra, has the struture of a omplete lattie i.e. for every family {Ai}i of
projetions one an form their join ∨Ai and their meet ∧Ai. Then for a random operator A ∈
EndΛ(E) we an dene its projetion on the range R(A) ∈ P(EndΛ(E)) and the projetion
on its kernel N(A) ∈ P(EndΛ(E)) aording to R(A) := ∨{P ∈ P(EndΛ(E)) : PA = A} and
N(A) := ∧{P ∈ P(EndΛ(E)) : PA = P}. If A is the lass of the measurable eld of operators
Ax, it is lear that R(A) and N(A) are the lasses of R(A)x and N(A)x.
Definition 4.25  Let Hi, i = 1, .., 3 be square integrable representations of R dene
1. Λnite rank random operators. BfΛ(H1, H2) := {A ∈ HomΛ(H1, H2) : trΛR(A) <∞}
11
to be preise this is a W ∗ algebra in fat it is not naturally represented on some Hilbert spae. The hoie
of a longitudinal measure ν gives however a representation EndR(H) −→ B(
R
X
HxdΛν(x)) on the diret
integral of the eld Hx
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2. Λompat random operators. B∞Λ (H1, H2) is the norm losure of nite rank operators.
3. ΛHilbertShmidt random operators
B2Λ(H1, H2) := {A ∈ HomΛ(H1, H2) : trΛ(A∗A) <∞}.
4. Λtrae lass operators. B1Λ(H) = B
2
Λ(H)B
2
Λ(H)
∗ = {∑ni=1 SiT ∗i : Si, Ti ∈ B2Λ(H)}.
Lemma 4.26  Let ∗ = f, 1, 2,∞. B∗Λ(H) is a ∗ideal in EndΛ(E). An element A ∈ B∗Λ(H)
i |A| ∈ B∗Λ(H). The following inlusion holds
BfΛ(E) ⊂ B1Λ(E) ⊂ B2Λ(E) ⊂ B∞Λ (E).
Furthermore
B1Λ(E) = {A ∈ EndΛ(E) : trΛ |A| <∞}.
Proof The proof is very similar to the standard ase. 2
An important inequality is the following, take A ∈ B1Λ(E) and C ∈ EndΛ(H). We have polar
deompositions A = U |A|, C = V |C| then |A| = U∗A ∈ B1Λ(E), |A|1/2 ∈ B2Λ(E) and
| trΛ(CA)| ≤ ‖C‖ trΛ |A|. (19)
For the proof being a very standard alulation in Von Neumann algebras, an be found in
hapter V of [89℄.
Definition 4.27  A random operator F ∈ HomΛ(E1, E2) is ΛFredholm (BreuerFredholm)
if there exist G ∈ HomΛ(E2, E1) suh that FG− Id ∈ B∞Λ (E2) and GF − Id ∈ B∞Λ (E1).
Definition 4.28  For an unbounded eld of losed operators Tx : H1 −→ H2 between two
measurable elds of Hilbert spaes Hi the eld of bounded operators
Tx : (Domain(Tx), ‖ · ‖Tx) −→ H2
where ‖·‖Tx is the graph norm is measurable by Remark 4.3. We say that T is ΛBreuerFredholm
when this eld of bounded operators is ΛBreuerFredholm.
Proposition 4.29  A random operator F ∈ HomΛ(H1, H2) is ΛFredholm if and only
if N(F ) is Λnite rank and there exist some nite rank projetion S ∈ EndΛ(H2) suh that
R(Id−S) ⊂ R(F ).
Hene from the proposition above ΛFredholm operators F have a nite Λindex. In fat
trΛ(N(F )) <∞ and
trΛ(1−R(F )) ≤ trΛ(S) <∞,
making lear the next denition.
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Definition 4.30  Let F ∈ HomΛ(H1, H2) be ΛFredholm. The Λ index of F is dened by
indΛ(F ) := trΛ(N(F ))− trΛ(1 −R(F )).
The next result in The Shubin book by Shubin [84℄, motivates the denition of an useful
instrument alled the Λessential spetrum
Lemma 4.31  Let M be a Von Neumann algebra endowed with a seminite faithful trae
τ , S = S∗ ∈ M . Then S is τBreuerFredholm if and only if there exists ǫ > 0 suh that
τ(E(−ǫ, ǫ)) < ∞, where E(∆) is the spetral projetion of S orresponding to a Borel set ∆.
Besides if S = S∗ is τBreuerFredholm then indτ S = 0.
So onsider a measurable eld T of unbounded intertwining operators. If T is selfadjoint
(every Tx is selfadjoint a.e.) the parametrized (measurable) spetral Theorem (f. Theorem
XIII.85 in [77℄) shows that for every bounded Borel funtion f the family x 7−→ f(Tx) is
a measurable eld of uniformely bounded intertwining operators dening a unique random
operator. In other words
{f(Tx)}x ∈ EndΛ(H).
For a Borel set U ⊂ R let χT (U) be the family of spetral projetions x 7−→ χU (Tx). Denote
HT (U) the measurable eld of Hilbert spaes orresponding to the family of the images
(HT (U))x = χU (T )Hx. Let trΛ : End
+
Λ(H) −→ [0,+∞] the seminite normal faithful trae
dened by Λ. The formula
µΛ,T (U) := trΛ(χT (U)) = dimΛ(HU (T ))
denes a Borel measure on R.
Definition 4.32  We all the Borel measure dened above the Λspetral measure of T .
Remark  Clearly this is not in general a Radon measure (i.e. nite on ompat sets). In
fat due to the nonompatness of the ambient manifold a spetral projetion of a relatively
ompat set of an (even ellipti) operator is not trae lass. In the ase of ellipti self adjoint
operators with spetrum bounded by below this is the LebesgueStiltijes measure assoiated
with the spetrum distribution funtion relative to the Λtrae. This is the (not dereasing)
funtion λ 7−→ trΛ χ(−∞,λ)(T ). A good referene on this subjet is the work of Kordyukov
[47℄.
Notie the formula ∫
fdµΛ,T = trΛ(f(T ))
for eah bounded Borel funtion f : R −→ [0,∞). The proof of this fat easily follows starting
from harateristi funtions. Here the normality property of the trae plays a fundamental
role. A detailed argument an be found in [70℄. Next we introdue, inspired by [93℄ the main
harater of this setion.
Definition 4.33  The essential Λspetrum of the measurable eld of unbounded self
adjoint operators T is
specΛ,e(T ) := {λ ∈ R : µΛ,T (λ− ǫ, λ+ ǫ) =∞, ∀ǫ > 0}.
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Lemma 4.34  For Random operators the Λessential spetrum is stable under ompat
perturbation. If A ∈ EndΛ(E) is selfadjoint A = A∗ and S = S∗ ∈ B∞Λ (E) then
specΛ,e(A+ S) = specΛ,e(A).
Then if trΛ is innite i.e. trΛ(1) =∞ we have specΛ,e(A) = {0} for every A = A∗ ∈ B∞Λ (E).
Proof Let λ ∈ specΛ,e(A), by denition dimΛHA(λ− ǫ, λ+ ǫ) =∞. Then onsider the
eld of Hilbert spaes
Gǫ,x :=
{
t ∈ χ(−λ−ǫ,λ+ǫ)(Ax)Hx; ‖Sxt‖ < ǫ‖t‖
}
= HSx(−ǫ, ǫ) ∩HAx(−λ− ǫ, λ+ ǫ).
This atually shows that Gǫ is Λnite dimensional in fat HAx(−λ − ǫ, λ + ǫ) is Λinnite
dimensional while HSx(−ǫ, ǫ) is Λnite odimensional. This shows that λ ∈ specΛ,e(A+ S).
The seond statement is immediate. 2
There is a spetral haraterization of ΛFredholm random operators as expeted after Lemma
[?℄.
Proposition 4.35  For a random operator F ∈ HomΛ(H1, H2) the following are equivalent
1. F is ΛFredholm.
2. 0 /∈ specΛ,e(F ∗F ) and 0 /∈ specΛ,e(FF ∗).
3. 0 /∈ specΛ,e
(
0 F ∗
F 0
)
4. N(F ) is Λnite rank and there exist some nite rank projetion S ∈ EndΛ(H2) suh that
R(Id−S) ⊂ R(F ).
4.3.1 The splitting priniple
Let E −→ X be a vetor bundle. For every x ∈ X and integer k onsider the Sobolev
spae Hk(Lx, E) of setions of E, obtained by ompletion of C
∞
c (Lx, E) with respet to the
k Sobolev norm
‖s‖2Hk(Lx;E) :=
k∑
i=0
‖∇ks‖2L2(⊗kT∗Lx;E),
here the longitudinal Levi Civita onnetion w.r.t. the metri has been used. This is the
denition of a Borel eld of Hilbert spaes with natural Borel struture given by the inlusion
into L2. In fat, by Proposition 4 of Dixmier [31℄ p.167 to presribe a measure struture on
a eld of hilbert spaes H it is enough to give a ountable sequene {sj} of setions with the
property that for x ∈ X the ountable set {sj(x)} is omplete orthonormal. In the appendix
of Heitsh and Lazarov paper [38℄ is shown, making use of holonomy that a family with the
property that eah sj is smooth and ompatly supported on eah leaf an be hoosen.
Definition 4.36  Consider a eld T = {Tx}x∈X (not neessarily Borel by now) of ontinuous
intertwining operators Tx : C
∞
c (Lx;E|Lx) −→ C∞c (Lx;E|Lx).
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• We say that T is of order k ∈ Z if Tx extends to a bounded operator
Hm(Lx, E|Lx) −→ Hm−k(Lx, E|Lx)
for eah m ∈ Z and for x a.e.
• We say that the T is ellipti if eah Tx satises a Gärding type inequality
‖s‖Hm+kx ≤ C(Lx,m, k)[‖s‖Hmx + ‖Txs‖Hmx ],
and the family {C(Lx,m, k)}x∈X is bounded outside a null set in X .
Sine eah leaf Lx is a manifold with bounded geometry for a family of ellipti selfadjoint
intertwining operators {Tx}x∈X every Tx is essentially selfadjoint with domain Hk(Lx;E|Lx).
It makes sense again to speak of measurability of suh a family.
Definition 4.37  For two elds of operators P and P ′ say that P = P ′ outside a ompat
K ⊂ X if for every leaf Lx and every setion s ∈ C∞c (Lx \K;E) then Ps = P ′s. This property
holding x a.e in X with respet to the standard Lebesgue measure lass.
Theorem 4.37  The splitting priniple. Let P and P ′ two Borel elds of (unbounded)
selfadjoint order 1 ellipti intertwining operators. If P = P ′ outside a ompat set K ⊂ X then
specΛ,e(P ) = specΛ,e(P
′).
Proof Let λ ∈ specΛ,e(P ), for eah ǫ > 0 put χλǫ := χ(λ−ǫ,λ+ǫ) and Gǫ := χλǫ (P ), then
trΛ(Gǫ) = ∞. The projetion Gǫ amounts to the Borel eld of projetions {χλǫ (Px)}x∈X .
By ellipti regularity on eah Hilbert spae Gǫ,x every Sobolev norm is equivalent in fat the
spetral theorem and Gårding inequality show that for s ∈ Gǫ,x and k ∈ N
‖s‖Hk+2x ≤ C(P1, k + 2){‖s‖L2x + ‖(P1 − λ)ks‖L2x} ≤ (C + ǫk)‖s‖L2x
where C(P1, k + 2) is a onstant bigger than eah leafwise Gårding onstant.
Now hoose two uto funtions φ, ψ ∈ C∞c (X) with φK = 1 and ψ|suppφ = 1. Consider the
following elds of operators
Bφ : L
2
x
χǫλ // Gǫ,x
φ // L2x, (20)
Cψ : L
2
x
χǫλ // (Gǫ,x, ‖ · ‖L2) // (Gǫ,x, ‖ · ‖Hk)
ψ // H1x (21)
for a k suiently big in order to have the Sobolev embedding theorem. We delare that
C∗ψCψ ∈ EndΛ(E) is Λompat. In fat onsider by simpliity the ase in whih ψ is sup-
ported in a foliation hart U × T . The integration proess shows that the trae of C∗ψCψ is
given by integration on T of the loal trae on eah plaque Ut = U × {t}. Now the operator
C∗ψ,xCψ,x is loally traeable by Theorem 1.10 in Moore and Shohet [65℄ sine by Sobolev
embedding the range of CΨ is made of ontinuous setions (the fat that eah sobolev norm
is equivalent on Gǫ makes the teorem appliable i.e don't are in forming the adjoint w.r.t. H
1
norm or L2). These loal traes are uniformly bounded in U × T from the uniformity of the
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Gårding onstants for the family sine we are multiplying by a ompatly supported funtion
ψ. Atually we have shown that C∗ψCψ is Λtrae lass. There follows from Lemma 4.34 about
Λompat operators that the projetion G˜ǫ := χ(−ǫ2,ǫ2)(C∗ψCψ) is Λinnite dimensional; in
fat
specΛ,e(C
∗
ψCψ) = {0}.
Now 1−Bφ is ΛFredholm (Bφ is Λompat ) then its kernel has nite Λdimension. Also
sine C∗ψCψχ
λ
ǫ = C
∗
ψCψ then G˜ǫχ
λ
ǫ = G˜ǫ hene (1 − Bφ)G˜ǫ = (1 − φ)G˜ǫ ⊂ domain(P ′) is
Λinnite dimensional.
Take s ∈ G˜ǫ, from the denition
‖ψs‖2H1 = 〈Cψs, Cψs〉H1 = 〈C∗ψCψs, s〉L2 ≤ ǫ2‖s‖2L2
then
‖(P ′ − λ)(1 − φ)s‖L2 ≤ ‖[P, φ]s‖L2 + ‖(1− φ)(P − λ)s‖L2 ≤ C‖ψs‖H1+
‖(P − λ)s‖L2 ≤ ǫ(1 + C)‖s‖L2 .
The seond hain of inequalities follows from
(P ′ − λ)(1 − φ)s = (P − λ)(1 − φ)s = ([P − λ, 1− φ]− (1− φ)(P − λ))s
= −([P, φ] + (1− φ)(P − λ))s.
Finally the spetral theorem for (unbounded) self adjoint operators shows that
(1 − φ)G˜ǫ ⊂ χ(σ,τ)(P ′)
with σ = λ− ǫ(1 + C), τ = λ+ ǫ(1 + C). In partiular λ ∈ specΛ,e(P ′). 2
Corollary 4.38  Consider two foliated manifolds X and Y (with ylindrial ends or
bounded geometry) with holonomy invariant measures Λ1, Λ2 and bounded geometry vetor
bundles E1 −→ X and E2 −→ Y . Suppose there exist ompat sets K1 ⊂ X and K2 ⊂ Y suh
that outside X \K1 and Y \K2 are isometri with an isometry that identifyies every geometri
struture as the bundles and the foliation with the transverse measure. If P and P ′ are operators
as in Theorem 4.7, page 38 with P = P ′ on X \K1 ≃ Y \K2 in the sense of denition 4.37 then
specΛ1,e(P ) = specΛ2,e(P
′).
Proof The proof of 4.7, page 38 an be repeated word by word till the introdution of
the element (1− φ)G˜ǫ that an be onsidered as an element of EndΛ2(E2) through the xed
isometry. 2
5 Analysis of the Dira operator
5.1 Finite dimensionality of the index problem
Consider the leafwise Dira operator D. This is a measurable eld of unbounded rst order
dierential operators {Dx}x∈X . Its measurability property is easily heked observing that is
equivalent to prove the measurability of the eld of bounded operators
(Dx + i)
−1 : L2(Lx;E) −→ H1(Lx;E).
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Here the eld of natural Sobolev spaes has the anonial struture given by inlusion into
L2. Now, the selfadjointness of Dx with domain H
1(Lx;E) shows that
(Dx + i) : H
1(Lx;E) −→ L2(Lx;E)
is a Hilbert spae isomorphism. Choose two setions s, t of the domain and range respetively
with the additional property that are smooth when restrited to eah leaf then
〈(Dx + i)s(x), t(x)〉L2(Lx;E) = 〈s(x), (Dx − i)t(x)〉L2(Lx;E)
and the measurability of the righthand side is lear. Now it remains to apply the Example
2. in Dixmier [31℄ p-157 to have that the leafwise inverse family is measurable (Borel)
12
.
Sine the foliation is even dimensional there is a anonial involution τ = ipc(e1 · · ·e2p) giving
a parallel hortonormal ±1 eigenbundles splitting E = E+⊕E−. Moreover the Dira operator
is odd with respet to this splitting. That's to say that D antiommutes with τ , giving a pair
of rst order leafwise dierential ellipti operators D±x : C
∞
c (Lx;E
±) −→ C∞c (Lx;E∓). We
ontinue to use the same notation for their unique L2losure and we have D = D+ ⊕ D−
with D+ = (D−)∗.
The operator D+ is alled the hiral longitudinal Dira operator, in general this is not a
BreuerFredholm operator. In fat Fredholm properties are governed by its behavior at the
boundary i.e its restrition to the base of the ylinder ∂X0. In the one leaf situation D
+
is
Fredholm in the usual sense if and only if 0 is not in the ontinuous spetrum of D−D+ or
equivalently if the ontinuous spetrum has a positive lower bound. However what is still true
in this ase is that the L2 kernels of D+ and D− are nite dimensional and made of smooth
setions. The dierene
dimΛKerL2(D
+)− dimΛKerL2(D−)
is by denition the L2hiral index ofD+. It gives the usual fredholm index when the operator
is Fredholm. Notie that in the non Fredholm ase the L2 index is not stable under ompatly
supported perturbations. This is one of the most diulties in its omputation.
We are going to show that in our foliation ase the hiral index problem is Λnite dimensional
in the following sense.
• By an appliation of the parametrized measurable spetral theorem the projetions
on the L2kernels of D± belong to the Von Neumann algebras of the orresponding
bundles, χ{0}(D+) ∈ EndΛ(E±) and deompose as a Borel family of bounded operators
{χ{0}(D±)x}x orresponding to the projetions on the L2 kernels of D±x . Furthermore
they are implemented by a Borel family of uniformly smoothing Shwartz kernels.
• The family of projetions above give rise to a longitudinal measure on the foliation.
These measure are the loal traes U 7−→ trL2(Lx)[χU · χ{0}(D±)x · χU ] where for a
Borel U ⊂ Lx the operator χU ats on L2(Lx) by multipliation. In terms of the smooth
longitudinal Riemannian density these measures are represented by the pointwise traes
of the leafwise Shwartz kernels. We prove that these loal traes has the following
niteness property ompletely analog to the Radon property for ompat foliated spaes.
Finiteness property for loal traes of projetions on the kernel.
12
The example simply states that the family of the inverses of a Borel family of Hilbert spae isomorphisms
is Borel
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Consider a leaf Lx. This is a bounded geometry manifold with a ylindrial end ∂Lx ×
R+. We laim that for every ompat K ⊂ ∂Lx
trL2(Lx)[χK×R+ · χ{0}(D±)x · χK×R+ ] <∞ (22)
Sine this list of items is aimed to the denition of the index, the (rather long) proof
of inequality (22) statement is postponed immediately after. We limit ourselves here to
say that is the relevant form of ellipti regularity in our situation.
• The integration proess of a longitudinal measure against a transverse holonomy invari-
ant measure immediately shows that the integrability ondition above is suient to
assure nite Λdimensionality of the L2 kernels of D±. Here is the proof.
First one has to hoose a omplete ompat transversal S and a Borel map f : X −→ S
that respets the leaf equivalene relation displayingX as measuretheoretially bering
over S. Thanks to our assuptions on the foliation we an hoose S omposed by two
piees S1 and S2 where S1 = ∂X0×{0} on the ylinder while S2 is an interior transversal.
Sine we are working in the Borel world we an surely think that f restrits to U with
values on S1 and outside U with values on S2. Now the integral has two terms. The rst
integral, on S1 is nite thanks to the niteness property above in fat the situation here
is a bered integral of a standard Radon measure on the base times a nite measure.
The interior term is nite thanks to proposition 4.22 in [65℄.
•
Definition 5.39  Dene the hiral ΛL2index
IndL2,Λ(D
+) := trΛ(χ{0}(D+))− trΛ(χ{0}(D−)) ∈ R.
Proof of niteness property of the loal trae of kernel projetions
Proof It is lear that it sues to prove the property for eah operator (·)|∂x×R+χ{0}(D+x ).
Let us onsider the operator D+ on a xed leaf Lx. This is a bounded geometry manifold
with a ylindrial end ∂Lx × R+ = {y ∈ Lx : r(y) ≥ 1} where the operator an be written
in the form B + ∂/∂t ating on setions of F −→ ∂Lx × R+. The boundary operator B is
essentially selfadjoint on L2(∂Lx;F ) on the omplete manifold ∂Lx (see [24℄ and [23℄ for a
proof of selfadjointness using nite propagation speed teniques).
We are going to remind the BrowderGårding type generalized eigenfuntion expansion for B
(see [30℄ 11, 300307, [32℄ and [76℄ for an appliation to a A.P.S foliated and Galois overing
index problems).
Aording to BrowderGårding there exist
1. A sequene of smooth setional maps ej : R× ∂Lx −→ F i.e. ej is measurable and for
every λ ∈ R, ej(λ, ·) is a smooth setion of F over ∂Lx suh that Bej(λ, x) = λej(λ, x).
2. A sequene of measures µj on R suh that the map V : C
∞
c (∂Lx;F ) −→
⊕
j L
2(R, µj)
dened by (V s)j(λ) = 〈s, ej(λ, ·)〉L2(∂Lx) (integration w.r.t Riemannian density) extends
to an Hilbert spae isometry
V : L2(∂Lx;F ) −→
⊕
j
L2(R, µj) =: HB
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whih intertwines Borel spetral funtions f(B) with the operator dened by multiplia-
tion by f(λ) with domain given by dom f(B) =
{
s :
∑
j
∫
R
|f(λ)|2|(V s)j(λ)|2dµj(λ) <
∞
}
. In partiular beying an isometry means
∫
∂Lx
|s(x)|2dg =
∑
j
∫
R
|(V s)j |2dµj(λ).
Notie that ej(λ, ·) need not be square integrable on Lx. Taking tensor produt with L2(R)
we have the isomorphism
L2(∂Lx × R+, F ) ≃ L2(∂Lx, F )⊗ L2(R) ∼−→ [⊕jL2(R, µj)]⊗ L2(R+) = HB ⊗ L2(R+) (23)
where R+ = (0,∞)r. Under the identiation W := V ⊗ Id the operator D+ is sent into
λ + ∂r ating on the spae HB ⊗ L2(R+). Now let s be an L2solution of Dxs = 0. By
ellipti regularity it restrits to the ylinder as an element s(x, r) ∈ C∞(R+, H∞(∂Lx;F )) ∩
L2(R+;L2(∂Lx, F )) solution of (∂r +B)s = 0 then
∂r(V s)j(λ, t) = ∂r
∫
∂Lx
〈s(x, r), ej(x, r)〉dg =
∫
∂Lx
〈dr s(x, r), ej(λ, x)〉dg (24)
= −
∫
∂Lx
〈Bs(x, r), ej(λ, x)〉dg =
∫
∂Lx
〈s(x, r), Bej(x, r)〉dg
= −λ
∫
∂Lx
〈Bs(x, r), ej(λ, x)〉dg = −λ(V s)j(λ, r).
Equation (24) says that all L2 solutions of D+ = 0 under the representation V on the ylinder
are zero µj(λ)a.e. for λ ≤ 0 for every j. Deompose, for xed a > 0
L2(∂Lx × R+;F ) = L2(R+;HB([−a, a]))⊕ L2(R+,HB(R \ [−a, a])) (25)
where the notation is HB(∆) for the spetral projetion assoiated to χ∆. Let Π≤a and Π>a
respetively be the hortogonal projetions orresponding to (25). Let χ{0}(D+x ) be the L
2
projetion on the kernel, there's a omposition
Πa := Π≤a ◦ (·)|∂Lx×R+ ◦ χ{0}(D+x )
dened trough
L2(Lx) // KerL2(D
+
x )
// L2(∂Lx × R+) // L2(R+;HB([−a, a])). (26)
Thanks to the BrowderGarding expansion and equation (24) we an see that elements ξ
belonging to the spae ΠaL2(Lx) are of the form
ξ = χ(0,∞)(λ)e−λtζ0 (27)
with ζ0 = ζ0j ∈ H∞(∂Lx;F ) to be univoally determined using boundary onditions. Formula
(27) allows to dene
13
the "boundary datas" mapping
BD : ΠaL2(Lx;F ) −→ HB((0, a])
W−1(χ(0,a](λ)ζ0e−λt) 7−→W−1(χ(0,a](λ)ζ0)
13
this is learly inspired by Melrose denition [62℄ Chapter 6
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This is ontinuous and injetive in fat injetivity is obvious while ontinuity follows at one
from
‖ξ‖L2(∂Lx×R+) =
∑
j
∫
R
∫ ∞
0
e−2λt|ζ0j(λ)|2dtdµj(λ) ≥
∑
j
∫
[−a,a]
∫ ∞
0
e−2λt|ζ0j(λ)|2dtdµj(λ)
≥
∑
j
∫
[−a,a]
∫ ∞
0
e−2at|ζ0j(λ)|2dtdµj(λ) = 1/(2a)
∑
j
∫
R
|χ[−a,a]ζ0j(λ)|2dµj(λ)
= 1/(2a)‖χ[−a,a]ζ0‖HB .
Now hoose an orthonormal basis sm = fm⊗ gm ∈ L2(∂Lx×R+, F ) and a ompat set of the
boundary A ⊂ ∂Lx, then put χA = χA×(0,∞)(x, r). Consider the operator χAΠaχA ating
on L2(Lx;F ), now notie that Π
a
ats on sm via the natural embedding L
2(∂Lx) ⊂ L2(Lx)
then
tr(χAΠ
aχA) =
∑
m
〈χAΠaχAsm, sm〉L2(∂Lx×R+). (28)
Write BD[ΠaχAsm] = W
−1[χ(0,a](λ)ζ
(m)
0 ] hene [Π
aχAsm] = χ(0,a](λ)ζ
(m)
0 e
−λt. By onti-
nuity of BD the sequene χ(0,a]ζ
(m)
0 is bounded. Then (28) beomes
tr(χAΠ
aχA) =
∑
m
〈W−1[χ(0,a](λ)ζ(m)0 e−λt], χAsm〉
=
∑
m
〈χ(0,a](λ)ζ(m)0 e−λt,W (χAsm)〉 (29)
=
∑
m
∫
R+
∫
R×N
χ(0,a](λ)ζ
(m)
0 e
−λt
{
W (χAsm)
}
dµ(λ)dt (30)
where µ is the diret sum of the µj 's.
Last term of (29) an be estimated using CauhyShwartz inequality and the trivial identity
W (χAsm)W (χAfm ⊗ gm) = V (χA(x)fm(x))gm(t).∑
m
∫
R+
∫
R×N
χ(0,a](λ)ζ
(m)
0 e
−λr
{
w(χAsm)
}
dµ(λ)dr
≤
∑
m
{∫
R+
∫
R×N
|gm(r)|2|ζ(m)0 |2dµ(λ)dr
}1/2
·
·
{∫
R+
e−2ar
∫
R×N
χ(0,a]e
−2(λ−a)|V (χAfm)|2dµ(λ)dr
}1/2
≤
∑
m
C
{∫
R×N
χ(0,a]|V (χAfm)|2dµ(λ)dr
}1/2
= C
∑
m
‖χAHB((0, a])χAfm‖L2(∂Lx)
≤ C
∑
m
〈χAHB((0, a])χAfm, fm〉
= Ctr(χAHB((0, a])χA) <∞.
In the last step we used the fat that for a projetion on a losed subspae K one an ompute
its trae as, tr(K) =
∑
m〈Kfm, fm〉 =
∑
m ‖Kfm‖ together with the fat that HB((0, a]) is a
spetral projetion of B hene uniformly smoothing. Let us now pass to examine the operator
Πa := Π≥a◦(·)|∂Lx×R+ ◦ χ{0}(D+x )
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dened by
L2(Lx) // KerL2(D
+
x )
// L2(∂Lx × R+) // L2(R+;HB(R \ [−a, a])). (31)
arising from the seond addendum of the splitting (25). Let ϕk be the harateristi funtion
of r ≤ k and
Λk := Π≥a ◦ ϕk ◦ (·)|∂x×R+ ◦ χ{0}(D+x ).
Now
‖(Πa − Λk)ξ‖ = ‖Π≥a(ϕk − 1)(·)|∂Lx×R+χ{0}(D+x )ξ‖L2(∂Lx×R+) (32)
=
∫ ∞
k
∫
(a,∞)×N
e−2λr|ζ0|2dµ(λ)dt ≤ e−2ak
∫
(a,∞)×N
∫ ∞
0
e−2λr|ζ0|2dµ(λ)dr
≤ e−2ak‖ξ‖L2(∂Lx×R+).
Finally hoose a ompat A ⊂ ∂Lx, estimate (32) shows that Sk := χAΛkχA onverges
uniformly to χAΠaχA . Observe that Sk is ompat by Rellih theorem and regularity the-
ory in fat Π
Ker(T+) is obtained by funtional alulus from a rapid Borel funtion hene
has a uniformly smoothing Shwartzkernel (see the appendix for more informations). Sine
χA×ΛkΠ>aΠKer(T+)χA× is normlimit of ompat operators is ompat but a ompat pro-
jetion is nite rank. 2
5.2 BreuerFredholm perturbation
Our main appliation of the splitting priniple is the onstrution of a ΛBreuer Fredholm
perturbation of the leafwise Dira operator. We reall some some notations;
Xk := X0
⋃
∂X0
(
X0 × [0, k]
)
, Zk = ∂X0 × [k,∞).
Let θ be a smooth funtion satisfying θ = θ(r) = r on Z1 while θ(r) = 0 on X1/2, put
θ˙ = dθ/dr. Let Πǫ := χIǫ(D
F∂ ) for Iǫ := (−ǫ, 0)∪ (0, ǫ). Our perturbation will be the leafwise
operator
Dǫ,u := D + θ˙Ω(u−DF∂Πǫ) for ǫ > 0, u ∈ R (33)
that is Z2 odd as D. We write Dǫ,u = D
+
ǫ,u ⊕D−ǫ,u and Dǫ,u,x for its restrition to Lx, also
for brevity Dǫ,0 := Dǫ.
Notie that the perturbed boundary operator is
DF∂ǫ,u = D
F∂ (1−Πǫ) + u = DF∂ǫ,0 + u. (34)
Sine for ǫ > 0, 0 is an isolated point in the spetrum of DF∂ǫ,0 we see
14
that DF∂ǫ,u is invertible
for 0 < |u| < ǫ. For further appliation let us ompute the essential spetrum of B2ǫ,u where
Bǫ,u = D +Ω(u −DF∂Πǫ)
14
this is a simple appliation of the funtional alulus; if the spetrum of the boundary operator D
F∂
ǫ,0 has
an hole of around the zero then for 0 < |u| < ǫ also the operator D
F∂
ǫ,u = D
F∂
ǫ,0 +u has an hole around the zero
and is inverted by spetral its funtion under f(λ) := χ(−δ,δ)(λ)λ
−1
with some positive δ
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on the foliated ylinder Z0 with produt foliation F∂×R. Sine we deal with produt struture
operators we an surely think the Von Neumann algebra beomes EndΛ0(E)⊗B(L2(R)) where
EndΛ0(E) is the Von Neumann algebra of the base i.e. the foliation indued on the transversal
X0 × {0}. The integration proess shows that the trae is nothing but trΛ = trΛ0 ⊗ tr where
the seond fator is the anonial trae on B(L2(R)). In setion 10.7.1 we will say more on
the relation betwenn the boundary algebra and the whole algebra. We an write
B2ǫ,u =
(
0 −∂r + u+DF∂ (1−Πǫ)
∂r + u+D
F∂ (1−Πǫ) 0
)2
(35)
=
( −∂2r 0
0 −∂2r
)
+
(
0 u+DF∂ (1−Πǫ)
u+DF∂ (1−Πǫ) 0
)2
= −∂2r Id+V 2.
Consider the spetral measure µΛ0,V 2 of V
2
on the tranversal setion X0×{0}. We laim the
following fats
1. ω := inf supp(µΛ0,V 2) > 0
2. µΛ,B2ǫ,u(a, b) =∞, 0 ≤ a < b, ω < b
3. µΛ,B2ǫ,u(a, b) = 0, 0 ≤ a < b ≤ ω.
First of all 1. is obvious sine (34) together with (35) imply
spec(DF∂ǫ,u)
2 ⊂ [(ǫ+ u)2,∞).
To prove 2. one rst observes that we an use the Fourier transform in the ylindrial diretion.
This gives a spetral representation of −∂2r as the multipliation by y2 on L2(R). Choose some
γ < (b − ω)/2. We an prove the following inlusion for the spetral projetions
χ(a,γ+ω)(V
2)⊗ χ(0,γ)(−∂2r ) ⊂ χ(a,b)(B2ǫ,u). (36)
In fat one an also use a (leafwise) spetral representation for V as the multipliation operator
by x. Then (36) is redued to prove the impliation
a < x2 < γ + ω, 0 < y2 < γ ⇒ a < x2 + y2 < b.
From (36) follows
µΛ,B2ǫ,u(a, b) ≥ µΛ0,V 2(a, γ + ω) · trB(L2(R)) χ(0,γ)(−∂2r ) =∞
in fat the rst fator is non zero and the seond is learly innite. Finally the third statement
is very similar in the proof. We have shown that
specΛ,e(B
2
ǫ,u) = [ω,∞).
Proposition 5.40  The operator Dǫ,u is ΛBreuerFredholm if 0 < |u| < ǫ.
Proof The splitting priniple (atually for order 2 operators but it makes no dierene)
says that the essential spetrum is determined by the operator on the ylinder for r > 1. The
above alulation ends the proof. 2
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In what follows we shall investigate the relations between the BreuerFredholm index of the
perturbed operator and the L2index of the unperturbed Dira operator. To this end we
remark the use of weighted L2spaes is fruitful as Melrose shows in [62℄.
Definition 5.41  For u ∈ R, denote euθL2 the Borel eld of Hilbert spaes (with ob-
vious Borel struture given by euθ · L2 − Borel struture. {euθL2(Lx;E)}x where, for x ∈ X ,
euθL2(Lx;E) is the spae of distributional setions w suh that e
−uθω ∈ L2(Lx;E). Analog
denition for weighted Sobolev spaes euθHk an be written.
Notie that euθL2(Lx;E) = L
2(Lx;E, e
−2uθdg|Lx) where dg is the leafwise Riemannian den-
sity so these Hilbert elds orrespond to the representation ofR with the longitudinal measure
x ∈ X 7−→ e−2uθdg|Lx = r∗(e−2uθdg) (transverse funtion, in the language of the non om-
mutative integration theory [26℄).
The operatorsD and its perturbationDǫ,u extend to a eld of unbounded operators e
uθL2 −→
euθL2 with domain euθH1. Put
e∞θL2x := ∪δ>0eδθL2x.
In what follows we will use, for brevity the following notation: ∂Lx := Lx ∩ (∂X0 × {0}) and
Zx := ∂Lx × [0,∞)
for the ylindrial end of the leaf Lx.
For a smooth setion s± suh that D±ǫ,u,xs
± = 0 we have (D±ǫ,u,x)|∂Lx×R+(s
±)|∂Lx×R+ = 0 that
an be easily seen hoosing smooth rfuntions φ, ψ with φX0 = 1, ψZ1/4 = 1, supp(ψ ⊂ Z1/8)
and evaluating [D±ǫ,u,x(φ(1 − ψ)s+ φψs) = 0]|∂Lx×R+ .
The isomorphism W dened in (23) used in the proof of niteness property for the kernel
projetion, an be dened also as an isomorphism euθL2(∂Lx × R+, F ) ≃ HB ⊗ euθL2(R+)
in a way that solutions of D±ǫ,u,xs
± = 0 with onditions s± ∈ e∞θ ∩L2x an be represented as
solutions of [±∂r + λ + θ˙(r)(u − χǫ(λ)λ)]Ws± = 0 with χǫ(λ) = χ(−ǫ,0)∪(ǫ,0)(λ) ating as a
multiplier on
⊕
j L
2(R, µj). In partiular (forgetting for brevity the restrition symbol)
Ws± = ζ±j (λ) exp{∓uθ(r)∓ λ[r − θ(r)χǫ(λ)]} (37)
with suitable hoosen ζ±j (λ) ∈ L2(µj).
Proposition 5.42  Let ǫ > δ > 0 and δ′ ∈ R then
1. ξ ∈ Kereδ′θL2(D+x ) Z=⇒ ξZx = e−rD
F∂
x h with h ∈ χ(DF∂x )(−δ′,∞)L2x.
2. ξ ∈ KerL2(D+ǫ,x) Z=⇒ ξZx = e−rD
F∂
x +θ(r)D
F∂
x Πǫ,xh, with h ∈ χ(DF∂x )(ǫ,∞)L2x
3. ξ ∈ KereδθL2(D+ǫ,x) Z=⇒ ξ|Zx = e−rD
F∂
x +θ(r)D
F∂
x Πǫ,xh, h ∈ χ(DF∂x )(−ǫ,∞)L2x,
reall that Πǫ,x = χ(−ǫ,ǫ)−{0}(DF∂x ). Moreover the following identity (as elds of operators) holds
true
D±e∓θ(r)D
F∂Πǫ = e∓θ(r)D
F∂ΠǫD±ǫ .
Proof
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1. From the representation formula (37) of formal solutions for u = 0, ǫ = 0 it remains
ξ = ξj(λ)e
−λr
. Then e−δ
′θξ must be square integrable hene learly ξj(λ) = hj(λ) ∈
χ(−δ′,∞)(DF∂x ).
The remaining are proved in a very similar way. The last statement is merely a omputation.
2
Solutions of D±ǫ,xs
± = 0 belonging to the spae
⋂
u>0 e
uθL2(Lx;E
±) are alled L2extended
solutions, in symbols Ext(D±ǫ,x). Next we study this spae of solutions as x varies.
Proposition 5.43  For every x ∈ X and 0 < u < ǫ
1. KerL2(D
±
ǫ,x) = Kere−uθL2(D
±
ǫ,x) = KerL2(D
±
ǫ,∓u,x) (38)
2. Ext(D±ǫ,x) = KereuθL2(D
±
ǫ,x) = KerL2(D
±
ǫ,±u,x). (39)
3. KerL2(D
±
ǫ,x) ⊂ Ext(D±ǫ,x) (40)
Proof We show only the rst equality of (38) the others being very similar. This is a
simple appliation of equation (37). In fat, for u = 0, Ws± = ζ±j (λ) exp{∓λ[r − θ(r)χǫ(λ)]}.
The ondition of being square integrable in (R, µj) ⊗ (R+, dr) is easily seen to be equiva-
lent to ζ+j (λ) = 0 λ < ǫ, λa.e and ζ
−
j (λ) = 0 λ > −ǫ in partiular, for r ≥ 1 Ws± =
ζ±j (λ)e
∓λrχ±λ≥ǫ(λ) then euθs± ∈ L2 if u < ǫ. For the reverse inlusion the proof is the
same. For the third stament note that euθL2 ⊂ evθL2 for every u, v ∈ R with u ≤ v then
KerL2 ⊂ Ext. 2
Proposition 5.43 shows that the mapping x 7−→ Ext(D±ǫ,x) gives a Borel eld of losed sub-
spaes of L2. No dierene in notation between the spae Ext and Ker and the orresponding
projetion in the Von Neumann algebra will be done in the future. Inlusion (40) together
with 5.40 and the niteness property of the L2kernel projetion says that the dierene
h±Λ,ǫ = dimΛ(Ext(D
±
ǫ ))− dimΛ(KerL2(D±ǫ )) = trΛ(Ext(D±ǫ ))− trΛ(KerL2(D±ǫ )) ∈ R (41)
is a nite number.
Lemma 5.44  For ǫ > 0
1. dimΛKerL2(D
±
ǫ ) = limu↓0 dimΛKerL2(D
±
ǫ,∓u) = limu↓0 dimΛKerL2(D
±
ǫ,±u)− h±Λ,ǫ,
2. IndL2,Λ(D
+
ǫ ) = limu↓0 IndΛ(D
+
ǫ,u)− h+Λ,ǫ = limu↓0 IndΛ(D+ǫ,−u) + h−Λ,ǫ
Proof Nothing to prove here, proposition 5.43 says that the limit is onstant for u
suiently small, the seond one in the statement follows from the rst by summation. 2
Now dene the extended solutions Ext(D±x ) in the same way i.e. distributional solution of the
dierential operator D±x : C
∞
c (Lx;E
±) −→ C∞c (E∓;E) belonging to eah weighted L2spae
with positive weights,
Ext(D±x ) =
⋂
u>0
KereuθL2(D
±) = {s ∈ C−∞(Lx;E±); D±s = 0; e−uθs ∈ L2 ∀u > 0}.
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Here we have made use of the longitudinal Riemannian density to to identify setions with
setions with values on density and the Hermitian metri on E, in a way that one has the
isomorphism C−∞(Lx;E±) ≃ C∞c (Lx; (E±)∗ ⊗ Ω(Lx)) to simplify the notation with distri-
butional setions of the bundle E.
It is lear by standard ellipti regularity that extended solutions of D± are smooth on eah
leaf. In fat D± a rst order dierential ellipti operator and one an onstrut a parametrix
i.e. an inverse of D± modulo a smoothing operator i.e. an operator sending eah Sobolev
spae onto eah Sobolev spae (of the new, weighted metri).
Remark  By denition Ext(D±) ⊂ euθL2 for every u > 0, dene dim(u)Λ (Ext) as the trae
in EndΛ(e
uθL2) of the projetion on the losure of Ext, now we must hek that under the
natural inlusion euθL2 ⊂ eu′θL2 if u < u′, these dimensions are preserved. This is done at
one in fat the inlusion Ext(D±) ⊂ euθL2 →֒ Ext(D±) ⊂ eu′θL2 is bounded and extends to
a bounded mapping
Ext(D±)
euθL2 −→ Ext(D±)e
u′θL2
with dense range. Now the unitary part of its polar deomposition is an unitary isomorphism
then the Λ dimensions are the same by 1. in 4.7.
Definition 5.45  The Λdimension of the spae of extended solution is
dimΛ Ext(D
±) := dimΛ Ext(D±)
euθL2
for some u > 0.
Proposition 5.46 
1. limǫ↓0 dimΛKerL2(D±ǫ ) = dimΛKerL2(D
±)
2. limǫ↓0 IndL2,ΛD+ǫ = IndL2,ΛD
+
3. limǫ↓0 dimΛ Ext(D±ǫ ) = dimΛ Ext(D
±)
Proof
1. Let ξ ∈ KerL2(D+ǫ,x) thanks to Proposition 5.42
ξZx = e
−rDF∂x +θ(r)DF∂x Π−ǫ,xh, h ∈ χ(ǫ,∞)(DF∂x )
from Πǫ,xh = 0 we get
D+x ξ|Zx = (D
+
ǫ,x + θ(r)D
F∂
x Πǫ,x)ξ|Zx = θ(r)D
F∂
x Πǫ,x(ξ|Zx)
= θ(r)DF∂x Πǫ,x(e
−rDF∂x +θ(r)DF∂x Πǫ,xh) = 0
meaning that KerL2(D
+
ǫ,x) ⊂ KerL2(D+). Moreover
D+ǫ (KerL2(D
+))
= θ˙DF∂x Πǫ,x(KerL2(D
+) ⊂ −θ˙DF∂x e−rD
F∂
x χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(DF∂x )(L
2(∂Lx ⊗ L2(R+)).
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Note that learly dimΛ
[
θ˙DF∂x e
−rDF∂x χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(DF∂x )(L
2(∂Lx⊗L2(R+))
]
−→ǫ→0 0 by the
normality of the trae. Then the family of operators
D+ǫ |KerL2(D+) : KerL2(D
+) −→ L2
has kernel KerL2(D
+
ǫ,x) and range with Λ dimension going to zero, 1. follows by looking
at an hortogonal deomposition KerL2(D
+) = KerL2(D
+
ǫ )⊕KerL2(D+)/KerL2(D+ǫ ).
2. Follows immediately from 1.
3. Consider the following ommutative diagram
KereδθL2(D
+) //
Ψ+ǫ
((RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
R
Kere(δ+ǫ)θL2(D
+)
KereδθL2(D
+
ǫ )
Ψ−ǫ
OO
where Ψ±ǫ = e
±θΠǫDF∂
. It is easily seen thanks to the representation of solutions in
proposition 5.42 that eah arrow is injetive and bounded with respet to the inlusions
eδθL2 //
%%LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
e(δ+2ǫ)θL2
e(δ+ǫ)θL2
OO .
Then joining together the two diagrams,
KereδθL2(D
+) //
Ψ+ǫ
((RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
R
Kere(δ+ǫ)θL2(D
+) // e(δ+2ǫ)θL2

KereδθL2(D
+
ǫ )
Ψ−ǫ
OO
// e(δ+ǫ)θL2
and using the last olumn to measure dimensions one gets the inequality
dimΛKereδθL2(D
+) ≤ dimΛKereδθL2(D+ǫ ) ≤ dimΛKere(δ+ǫ)θL2(D+)
from whih 3. immediately follows.
2
6 Cylindrial nite propagation speed and Cheeger Gro-
mov Taylor type estimates.
6.1 The standard ase
A very important property of the Dira operator on a manifold of bounded geometry X is
nite propagation speed for the assoiated wave equation. Let P ∈ UDiff1(X,E) uniformly
ellipti rst order (formally) selfadjoint operator.
Definition 6.47  The diusion speed of P in x is the norm of the prinipal symbol
sup
v∈S∗x
|σ
pr
(P )(x)|
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(S∗x) is the bre of osphere bundle at x). Taking the supremum on x in M one gets the
maximal diusion speed c = c(P ).
We say that an operator has nite propagation speed if its maximal diusion speed is nite.
Remark A (generalized) Dira operator assoiated to bounded geometry datas (manifold
and liord struture) has nite propagation speed in fat its prinipal symbol is Cliord
multipliation.
The starting point is an appliation of the spetral theorem to show that for every initial
data ξ0 ∈ C∞c (X,E) there is a unique solution t 7→ ξ(t) of the Cauhy problem for the wave
equation assoiated with P , {
∂ξ/∂t− iP ξ = 0,
ξ(0) = ξ0,
(42)
this solution is given by the appliation of the one parameter group of unitaries ξ(t) = eitP ξ0.
By the Stone theorem the domain of P is invariant under eah unitary eitP and eitP is bounded
from eah Sobolev spae Hs into itself. In partiular the domain of P is invariant under eah
unitary eitP .
Lemma 6.48  For θ suitably small and x ∈ M , ‖ξ(t)‖L2B(x,θ−ct) is dereasing in t. In
partiular supp(ξ0) ⊂ B(x, r) Z=⇒ supp(eitP ξ0) ⊂ B(x, r + ct).
Proof The proof is in J. Roe's book [79℄ Prop. 5.5 and lemma 5.1. Next we shall prove
something similar in the ylindrial end. First one proves that for a small geodesi ball of
radius r the funtion ‖eitP ξ0‖L2(B(x,r−ct)) is dereasing. This is alled energy estimate; then
the seond step follows easily. 2
Finite propagation speed tehniques provide us with the onstrution of a funtional alulus;
a morphism of algebras S(R) −→ B(L2(X,E)), f 7−→ f(P ) with properties
• Continuity, ‖f(P )‖ ≤ sup|f | hene it an be extended to C0(R), the spae of ontinuous
funtions vanishing at innity.
• If f(x) = xg(x) then f(P ) = Pg(P ).
• We have the representation formula in terms of the inverse Fourier transform
f(P ) =
∫
R
fˆ(t)eitP dt/2π, (43)
here ·ˆ is Fourier transform and the integral onverges in the weak operator topology,
namely 〈f(P )x, y〉 = ∫ fˆ(t)〈eitP x, y〉dt/2π, for every x, y ∈ L2(X ;E). If X = S1 this is
just Poisson summation formula.
The representation (43) gives indeed further informations, as an example we reount how
John Roe, using ideas ontained in [23℄ used to build a pseudodierential alulus.
Let Sm(R) be the spae of symbols of order ≤ m on the real line i.e. smooth funtions suh
that |fλ(k)| ≤ Ck(1 + |λ|)m−k. This is a Fréhet spae with best onstants Ck as seminorms
and S(R) = ⋂Sm(R).
Roe proves in [80℄ that for a bounded geometry Dira operator D every spetral funtion
f(D) with f a symbol of order ≤ m is a uniform pseudodierential operator of order m. The
proof of this fat uses formula (43) together with a onvolution smoothing tehnique.
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Now formula (43) leads us to an easy method to obtain pointwise extimates of the Shwartz
kernel [f(P )] for a lass Shwartz funtion f . In fat due to the elliptiity of P , f(P ) is
a uniformly smoothing operator and [f(P )] ∈ UC∞(X × X ; End(E)) (see the appendix A)
here we have used the Riemannian density to remove the density oeient in the Shwartz
kernels.
Proposition 6.49  Take some setion ξ ∈ L2(X ;E) supported into a geodesi ball B(x, r)
then the following estimate holds true
‖f(P )ξ‖L2(X−B(x,R)) ≤ (2π)−1/2‖ξ‖L2(X)
∫
R−IR
|fˆ(s)|ds, (44)
where IR := (− r−Rc , r−Rc ) with the onvention that IR = ∅ if R ≤ r.
Proof From the nite propagation speed
supp(eitP ξ) ⊂ B(x, r + c|t|). (45)
From the identity (43),
‖f(P )ξ‖L2(X−B(x,R)) =
∥∥∥∥∥(2π)−1/2
∫
R
fˆ(s)eisP ξds
∥∥∥∥∥
L2(X−B(x,R))
≤
∥∥∥∥∥(2π)−1/2
∫
R−IR
fˆ(s)eisP ξds
∥∥∥∥∥
L2(X)
≤ (2π)−1/2‖ξ‖L2(X)
∫
R−IR
|fˆ(s)|ds
where IR := (− r−Rc , r−Rc ) with the onvention that IR = ∅ if R ≤ r. In fat
‖f(P )ξ‖2L2(X−B(x,R)) = (2π)−1
∫
R
|fˆ(s)|2‖eisP ξ‖2L2(X−B(x,R))ds
and the funtion s 7−→ ‖eisP ξ‖2L2(X−B(x,R)) is zero if |s| < r−Rc from (45). 2
So the point of view is the following;
1. Mapping properties of f(D) will lead to pointwise estimates on the Shwartz kernel of
f(D) [23℄. More preisely; start with a ompatly supported setion s, suppose we an
extimate the L2 norm of the image f(D)s on a small ball B at some distane d from
the support, then by ellipti regularity (Gärding inequality) and Sobolev embeddings
we an extimate the kernel [f(D)] pointwisely.
2. This L2 norm, ‖f(D)s‖L2(B) is extimated in terms the L1 norm of the Fourier transform
‖fˆ‖L1(R). As d inreases we an ut large and large intervals around zero in R. This
means that the relevant norm beomes ‖fˆ‖L1(R−Id) where Id is an interval ontaining
zero. The limit ase of this phenomenon says that spetral funtions made by funtions
with ompatly supported Fourier transforms will produe properly supported operators
i.e. operators whose kernel lies within a δneighborhood of the diagonal. For a good
appliation of nite propagation speed in Foliations one an look at the paper [82℄
where is showen that spetral funtions f(D) where f has ompatly supported Fourier
transform have some speial properties (they belong to the C∗algebra of the foliation).
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Estimate (44) is the starting point. The following proposition shows how to work out pointwise
estimates on the kernel from this mapping properties. This is a very rough version of the ideas
ontained in [23℄
Proposition 6.50  Let r1 > 0 suiently small, x, y ∈ X put
R(x, y) := max{0, d(x, y)− r1}
and n¯ := [n/2+1], n = dimX , I(x, y) := (−R(x, y)/c,R(x, y)/c). For a Shwartz lass funtion
f ∈ S(R) ∣∣∣∇lx∇ky [f(P )](x,y)∣∣∣ ≤ C(P, l, k, r1) 2n¯+l+k∑
j=0
∫
R−I(x,y)
∣∣∣fˆ (j)(s)∣∣∣ds. (46)
Proof |∇lx∇ky [f(P )](x0,y0)| ≤ C0‖∇lx[f(P )](x0,•)‖Hn¯+k(B(y0,r1/3)) where C0 is the on-
stant
15
of the Sobolev embedding H n¯+k(B(y0, r1/3)) −→ UCk(B(y0, r1/3)) applied to the
funtion ∇lx[f(P )](x0,•).
Then we have to apply the Gårding inequality of P
‖∇lx[f(P )](x0,•)‖Hn¯+k(B(y0,r1/3)) ≤ C1
n¯+k∑
j=0
‖∇lxPy[f(P )](x0,•)‖L2(B(y0,r1/2))
= C1
n¯+k∑
j=0
‖∇lx[f(P )P ](x0,•)‖L2(B(x0,r1/2))
in fat by self adjointness Py[f(P )](x0,•) = [f(P )P ](x0,•). No problem here in loalizing the
Gårding inequality we an hoose in fat for eah y0 a funtion χ supported in B(y0, r1)
with χ|B(y0,r1/2) = 1. Then sine the oeients of P in normal oordinates are uniformly
bounded, eah [P, χ] is uniformly bounded. Let ξj(y) := χB(y0,r1/2)(y)∇lx[P jf(P )](x0,y) the
inequality beomes |∇lx∇ky [f(P )](x0,y0)| ≤ C0C1
∑n¯+k
j=0 ‖ξj‖L2(X).
Now
‖ξj‖2L2(X) =
∫
χB(y0,r1/2)∇[P jf(P )](x0,•)ξj(y)dy = |(∇lxP jf(P )ξj)(x0)|
≤ C2‖P jf(P )ξj‖Hn¯+l(B(x0,r1/3)) ≤ C2C3
n¯+l∑
i=0
‖P j+if(P )ξj‖L2(B(x0,r1/2))
again by Sobolev embedding and Gårding inequality. The hoie to keep every onstant is
motivated to ontrol their dependene in order to apply these extimates leaf by leaf.
Finally putting everything together
|∇lx∇ky [f(P )](x0,y0)| ≤ C
n¯+k∑
j=0
n¯+l∑
i=0
‖P j+if(P )‖L2(B(x0,r1/2)),L2(B(y0,r1/2))
≤ C︸︷︷︸
(44)
2n¯+l+k∑
j=0
∫
R−I(x0,y0)
|fˆ (j)(s)|ds
15
if preferable one an suppose B(y0, r1) a geodesi ball and multiply by a ut o ϕ supported within
distane r1/3 from y0 and use the global Sobolev embedding. In that ase the onstant depends on ϕ but
using normal oordinates ϕ an be used well for eah y0
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2
For the heat kernel [f(P )] = [e−tP
2
] when f(x) = e−tx
2
, fˆ(s) = (2t)−1/2e−s
2/4t
,
fˆ(s)(k) =
1
(2t)1/2(4t)k/2
((4t)1/2∂s)
ke
−
( s
(4t)1/2
)2
=
C(k)
t(k+1)/2
Hk
( s
(4t)1/2
)
e
−
( s
(4t)1/2
)2
,
where Hk is the kth Hermite polynomial. Then using the simple inequalities∫ ∞
u
e−xdx ≤ e−u2 , yseay2 ≤
( s
2ae
)s/2
, a, s, u, y ∈ R+,∫ ∞
u
yse−y
2
dy =
∫ ∞
u
yse−ǫy
2
e−(1−ǫ)y
2
dy ≤ C(s, ǫ)e−(1−ǫ)u2
with R = R(x, y) and η = 2n¯+ l+ k
|∇lx∇ky [Pme−tP
2
](x,y)| ≤ C
η+n∑
j=m
t−j/2
∫ ∞
R/c
∣∣∣Hj( s
(4t)1/2
)∣∣∣e−
( s
(4t)1/2
)2
(4t)−1/2ds (47)
≤ C
η+m∑
j=m
t−j/2
∫ ∞
R/2c
√
t
|Hj(x)|e−x
2
dx
≤ C
η+m∑
j=m
t−j/2
∫ ∞
R/2c
√
t
(1 + xj)e−x
2
dx
≤ Ce−R2/5c2t
λ+m∑
j=m
t−j/2
≤
{
C(k, l,m, P )t−m/2e−R2/6c2t, t > T
C(k, l,m, P )eR2/6c2t, d(x, y) > 2r1
t ∈ R+.
There's also a relative version of Proposition 6.50 in whih two dierential, formally self
adjoint uniformly ellipti operators P1 and P2 are onsidered. More preisely relative means
that P1 ats on E1 −→ X1 and P2 ats on E2 −→ X2 with open sets U1 ⊂ X1, U2 ⊂ X2 and
isometries ϕ,Φ
E1|U1

Φ // E2|U2

U1
ϕ // U2
making possible to identify P1 with P2 upon U = U1 = U2 i.e.
Φ(P1s) = P2(Φs), s ∈ C∞c (U1;E1)
where Φ is again used to denote the mapping indued on setions
Φ : C∞c (U1;E1) −→ C∞c (U2;E2), (Φs)(y) := Φϕ−1(y)s(ϕ−1(y)).
Thanks to the identiation one alls P = P1 = P2 over U . Then the relative version of the
estimate (46) is ontained in the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.51  Choose r2 > 0 and let x, y be in U . Set
Q(x, y) := max{min{d(x, ∂U); d(y, ∂U)} − r2; 0}, J(x, y) :=
(−Q(x, y)
c
,
Q(x, y)
c
)
.
For f ∈ S(R),
|∇lx∇ky([f(P1)]− [f(P2)])(x,y)| ≤ C(P1, k, l, r2)
2n¯+l+k∑
j=0
∫
R−J(x,y)
|fˆ (j)(s)|ds.
More preisely the reason of the dependene of the onstant only to P1 is that it depends upon
P1|U where the operators oinide.
Proof This is very similar to the proof of 44. Choose x0, y0 ∈ U then
|∇lx∇ky([f(P1)]− [f(P2)])(x0,y0)| ≤ C‖∇lx([f(P1)]− [f(P2)](x0,•)‖Hn¯+k(B(y0,r2/3)) (48)
≤ C
n¯+k∑
j=0
‖∇lx([P j1 f(P1)]− [P j2 f(P2)])(x0,•)‖L2(B(y0,r2/2)).
Where the rst step is Sobolev embedding H n¯+k −→ UCk, again no problem in reduing the
Sobolev norm to be omputed on the ball B(y0, r2/3) in fat one an suppose r2 is smaller
than the injetivity radius and build a ut o funtion χ. The Sobolev embedding is applied
then to the setion χ∇kx[f(P1)− f(P2)] and the resulting onstant C will be depending also
on χ but uniform geometry assumption makes χ universal in that an be used on eah normal
oordinate. For example for the Sobolev order one the argument one applies is
‖∇yχt‖H1 ≤ ‖(∇yχ)t‖L2 + ‖χ∇yt‖L2 ≤ D(χ, 1)‖t‖H1(B(y0,r2/3))
if χ is supported in B(y0, r2/3).
The seond step is Gårding inequality of P1 and P2 together with the fat that they
oinide on U1. The same argument with a ut o funtion χ2 also works well with Gårding
inequality. Let ξj(y) := χB(y0,r2/2)(y)∇lx{[P j1 f(P1)](x0,y) − [P j2 f(P2)](x0,y)} then
‖ξj‖2L2(B(y0,r2/2)) =|(∇lx(P j1 f(P1)− P j2 f(P2))ξj)(x0)| (49)
≤ C‖P j1 f(P1)− P j2 f(P2)ξj‖Hn¯+l(B(x0,r2/3))
≤ C
n¯+l∑
i=0
‖P j+i1 f(P1)− P j+i2 f(P2)‖L2(B(x0,r2/2))
≤ C‖ξj‖L2(U)
n¯+l∑
i=0
∫
R−J(x,y)
|fˆ i(s)|ds
in fat for a lass Shwartz funtion g,
‖(g(P1)− g(P2))ξj‖L2(B(x0,r2/2)) =
∥∥∥(2π)−1/2 ∫
R
gˆ(s)(eisP1 − eisP2 )ξjds
∥∥∥
L2(B(x0,r2/2))
=
∥∥∥(2π)−1/2 ∫
R−J(x0,y0)
gˆ(s)(eisP1 − eisP2)ξjds
∥∥∥
L2(B(x0,r2/2))
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sine supp(eiPisξj) ⊂ B(y0, r2/2 + c|s|) then eisP1ξj and eisP2ξj remain supported in U then
eisP1ξj = e
isP2ξj by the uniqueness of the solution of the Cauhy problem for the wave
equation. 2
Proposition 6.52  The relative version of (47) is
|∇lx∇ky([Pm1 e−tP
2
1 ]− [Pm2 e−tP
2
2 ])(x,y)| ≤
{
C(k, l,m, P1)t−m/2e−Q(x,y)2/6c2t, t > T
C(k, l,m, P1)e−Q(x,y)2/6c2t,
.
for x, y ∈ U , d(x, ∂U), d(y, ∂U) > r2 and t ∈ R+.
6.2 The ylindrial ase
In this setion our manifold L will be the generi leaf of the foliation i.e. start with a manifold
with bounded geometry L0 with boundary ∂L0 omposed of possibly innite onneted om-
ponents and a produt type Riemannian metri near the boundary. Glue an innite ylinder
Z0 = ∂L0 × [0,∞) with produt metri and denote L := L0 ∪∂L0 Z0. Let E −→ L be an
Hermitian Cliord bundle. Every notation of setion 2 is keeped on with the slight abuse that
Z0 is the ylinder here and in X . Reall that E|Z0 = F ⊕ F .
Definition 6.53  We say that a rst order uniformly ellipti (formally) selfadjoint operator
T ∈ Op1(L;E) has produt struture if
1. T restrits to L0 and Z0 i.e. supp(Ts) ⊂ L0(Z0) if s is supported on L0 (Z0).
2. T|L0 is a uniformly ellipti dierential operator.
3. T restrits to the ylinder to have the form
T|Z0 = c(∂r)∂r +ΩB(r) =
(
0 B(r) − ∂r
B(r) + ∂(r) 0
)
for a smooth
16
mapping B : R+ −→ Op1(∂L0;E) with values on the subspae of uniformly
ellipti and selfadjoint operators. Furthermore suppose that B(r) ∼= B is onstant for r ≥ 2.
However this is only a model embraing our BreuerFredholm perturbation of the Dira
operator in fat
(Dǫ,u,x)|∂x×R+ = c(∂r)∂r +Ω(θ˙u− θ˙DF∂Πǫ +DF∂ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
B(r)
. (50)
In this sense every result from here to the end of the setion has to be thought applied to
Dǫ,u.
16
Some words about the smoothness ondition on the mapping B. Here we shall make use only of pseudod-
ierential operators with uniformly bounded symbols, (almost everywhere they will be smoothing operators)
hene the smoothness ondition of the family is the usual one. In partiular this is the smoothness of the family
of operators ating on the bers of ∂L0 ×R+ −→ R+, B(t) ∈ Op
1(∂L0 × {t};E). If U is a oordinate set for
∂L0 suh a family is determined by a smooth mapping p : R+ −→ S
1
hom(U) in the spae of polihomogeneous
symbols. Here smooth means that eah derivative t 7−→ dkσ/dtk is ontinuous as a mapping with values in
the spae of symbols (with the symbols topology, see [94℄)
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Again the spetral theorem shows that for a ompatly supported setion ξ0 ∈ C∞c (L;E) there
is a unique solution t 7→ ξ(t) of the Cauhy problem (42) for the wave equation assoiated
with T . This solution is given by the appliation of the wave one parameter group eitT with
the same properties written above in the standard ase.
Proposition 6.54  Cylindrial nite propagation speed. Let U = ∂L0 × (a, b)
0 < a < b and B(U, l) = {x ∈ L : d(x, U) < l}. For ξ0 ∈ C∞c (L;E) let ξ(t) = eitT ξ0 the
solution of the wave equation. If α < a the funtion ‖ξ(t)‖L2(B(U,α−t)) is not inreasing in t. In
partiular
supp(ξ0) ⊂ U Z=⇒ supp(ξ(t)) ⊂ B(U, t).
Proof The produt struture of the operator makes us possible to repeat the standard
proof of the energy estimates and nite propagation speed that an be found in John Roe's
book [79℄. So let us onsider
d
dt
‖ξ(t)‖2L2(B(U,α−t)) = d
dt
∫
B(U,α−t)
|ξ(t)|2(z)dz
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
B(U,α−t)
(
〈ξ(t), iT ξ(t)〉+ 〈iT ξ(t), ξ(t)〉
)
(z)dz
∣∣∣∣∣−
∫
∂B(U,α−t)
|ξ(t)|2(z)dz.
Sine the operator T has produt struture, the integration domain is a produt and the
operator B(t) is selfadjoint on the base∫
B(U,α−t)
〈ξ(t), iT ξ(t)〉+〈iT ξ(t), ξ(t)〉dz =
∫
B(U,α−t)
〈ξ(t), ic(∂r)∂rξ(t)〉+〈ic(∂r)∂rξ(t), ξ(t)〉dz.
Here the fat that the funtion
r 7−→
∫
∂L0
(
〈iΩB(r)ξ(t)|∂L0×{r}, ξ(t)|∂L0×{r}〉+ 〈ξ(t)|∂L0×{r}, iΩB(r)ξ(t)|∂L0×{r}〉
)
(x)dx
is identially zero by the selfadjointness of B has been used. Note that ξ(t)|∂L0×{r} is in the
domain of B(r) by the theorem (however it is ertainly true for operators in the form of our
perturbation (50)). Finally
d
dt
‖ξ(t)‖2L2(B(U,α−t)) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
B(U,α−t)
(
〈ξ(t), ic(∂r)∂rξ(t)〉+ 〈ic(∂r)∂rξ(t), ic(∂r)∂rξ(t)〉(z)
)
dz
∣∣∣∣∣
−
∫
∂B(U,α−t)
|ξ(t)|2(z) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
B(U,α−t)
∂r〈ξ(t), c(∂r)ξ(t)〉(z)dz
∣∣∣∣∣−
∫
∂B(U,α−t)
|ξ(t)|2(z) ≤ 0
2
As a notation for a subset H ∈ L and t ≥ 0 put H ∗ t := B(H, t) ∪ ∂L0× (α− t, β + t) where
α := inf{r(z) : z ∈ H ∩ Z0} and β := max{r(z) : z ∈ H ∩ Z0} in other words H ∗ t is the set
of points at distane t from H in the ylindrial diretion.
It is lear from (6.54) that the support of the solution of the wave problem satises
supp(eitT ξ) ⊂ supp(ξ) ∗ |t|.
Then the ylindrial basi CheegerGromovTaylor estimate similar to (44) is obtained in the
following way:
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rst note that proposition 6.54 is ertainly true if the propagation speed is c, for a setion ξ
supported into a ball B(x, r0) and f ∈ S(R) let IR := (−(R− r0)/c, (R− r0)/c) if R > r0 and
IR = ∅ if r ≤ R then,
‖f(P )ξ‖L2(L−B(x,r0)∗R) =
∥∥∥(2π)−1/2 ∫
R
fˆ(s)eisP ξds
∥∥∥
L2(L−B(x,r0)∗R)
(51)
≤
∥∥∥(2π)−1/2 ∫
R−IR
fˆ(s)eisP ξds
∥∥∥
L2(L)
≤ (2π)−1/2‖ξ‖L2(L)
∫
R−IR
|fˆ |ds, (52)
sine supp eisP ξ ∩ (L−B ∗R) = ∅ for |t| < (R − r0)/c.
Proposition 6.55  Choose two points on the ylinder z1 = (x1, s1) and z2 = (x2, s2) with
si > r1, |s1 − s2| > 2r1, put I(z1, z2) :=
(
− |s1 − s2|+ r1
c
,
|s1 − s2| − r1
c
)
then for f ∈ S(R),
|∇lz1∇kz2 [f(P )](z1.z2)| ≤ C(P, l, k)
2n¯+l+k∑
j=0
∫
R−I(z1,z2)
|fˆ(s)(j)|ds
with n¯ := [n/2 + 1]
Proof
Imitate the proof of 6.50 till the estimate
|∇lx∇ky [f(P )](x,y)| ≤ C
n¯+k∑
j=0
‖ξj‖L2(L)
where ξj := χB(y,r1=2)∇lx[P jf(P )](x,•) and x, y ∈ L .
There is a subtle point we need to rekle, it is when one let P j at on [f(P )](x,•). This is
perfetly granted by the smoothing properties of f(P ) in fat, let the bundle be L × R and
identify distributions with funtions through the Riemannian density. The operator f(P )
extends to and operator from ompatly supported distributions to distributions (atually
takes values on smooth funtions). Consider the family of Dira masses δy(·) onentrated at
y, rst note that
[f(P )](x,y) = (f(P )δy(·))(x) (53)
in fat by selfadjointness
〈f(P )δy, s〉 = 〈δy, f(P )s〉 =
∫
[f(P )](z,y)t(z)dz,
that's to say (53). Now the Sobolev embedding theorem says that δy ∈ Hk(X) with k < −n/2
with norms uniformly (in y) bounded. Sine f(P ) maps every Sobolev spae into eah other
Sobolev spae, every setion [f(P )](x,•) (and the symmetri one by selfadjointness) is in the
domain of P j .
Again
‖ξj‖2L2(L) = ‖χB(y,r1/2)∇lx[P jf(P )](x,•)‖2L2(B(y,r1/2))
= |∇lxP jf(P )ξj(x)| ≤ C‖P jf(P )ξj‖Hn¯+lB(x,r1/3)
≤ C
n¯+l∑
i=0
‖P jf(P )ξj‖L2(B(x,r1/2)). (54)
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It's time to move on to the ylindrial end, so let x = (x2, s2), y = (x1, s1) with si > r1 and
|s1 − s2| > 2r1, then last term in (54) an be estimated by
n¯+l∑
i=0
‖P j+if(P )ξj‖L2(V )
with V = L−B(y, r1/2) ∗ c(|s1 − s2| − r1)/2 so we an onlude by appliation of (52). 2
Corollary 6.56  With the notations of the proposition above
1. If |s1 − s2| > 2r1, si > r1
|∇lz1∇kz2 [Pme−tP
2
](z1,z2)| ≤ C(k, l,m, P )e
−
(|s1 − s2| − r1)2
6t
(55)
2. Let ψ1, ψ2 ompatly supported with supports at rdistane d on the ylinder, then for the
operator norm and t > 0
‖ψ1Pme−tP
2
ψ2‖ ≤ C(m,ψ1, ψ2)e−d
2/6t. (56)
3. The relative version of (55) is
|∇lz1∇kz2 [Pme−tP
2 − Tme−tT 2 ](z1,z2)| ≤ C(k, l,m, P )e{−(min{s1,s2}−r2)
2/6t}. (57)
Proof The seond statement follows immediately from the rst one while the third an
be proven exatly in the way proposition 93 is proven. 2
7 The eta invariant
7.1 The lassial eta invariant
The eta invariant of Atiyah Patodi and Singer appears for the rst time in the following
theorem that we write in the ylindrial ase.
Theorem 7.56  Let X a ompat manifold with boundary Y and produt type metri
on a ollar Y × [0, 1], attah an innite ylinder Y × [−∞, 0] to get the elongated manifold
Xˆ := X ∪ Y × [−∞, 0]. Let D : C∞(X ;E) −→ C∞(X ;F ) a rst order dierential ellipti
operator with produt struture near the boundary i.e.
D = σ(∂u +A)
where σE|Y −→ F|YE is a bundle isomorphism, ∂u is the normal interior oordinate and A is the
boundary selfadjoint ellipti operator. Then the operator D extends to setions of the bundles
extended to Xˆ and has a nite L2 index i.e the spae of L2 solutions of the equations Ds = 0
and D∗s = 0 are nite dimensional and
ind(D) = dimL2(Xˆ,E)(D)− dimL2(Xˆ,E)(D∗) =
∫
X
α0(x)dx − η(0)/2− h∞(E)− h∞(F )
2
where
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1. h∞(E) is the dimension of the spae of limiting values of the extended L2 solutions. More
preisely one says that s is an L2 extended solution of the equation Ds = 0 with limiting
value s∞ if s is loally square integrable and for large u < 0
s(y, u) = g(y, u) + s∞(y), s∞(y) ∈ Ker(A).
Similar denition for h∞(F ).
2. α0(x) is the onstant term in the asymptoti expansion as t→ 0 of
tr
(
e−tD
−D+
)
− tr
(
e−tD
+D−
)
=
∑
e−tµ
′ |φ′µ(x)|2 −
∑
e−tµ
′′
|φ′′µ(x)|2 = (58)
where µ′, φ′µ are the eigenvalues and eigenfuntions of D
∗D on the double of X and µ
′′
, φ
′′
µ
are the orresponding objets for DD∗.
3. The number η(0), is alled the spetral asymmetry or the eta invariant of A and is obtained
as follows:
the summation on the non negative eigenvalues of A,
η(s) :=
∑
λ6=0
sign(λ)|λ|−s
onverges absolutely for Re(s) >> 0 extends to a meromorphi funtion on the whole s
plane with regular value at s = 0. Moreover if the asymptoti expansion at (58) has no
negative powers of t then η(s) is holomorphi for Re(s) > −1/2. That's the ase of the
Dira operator of a Riemannian manifold.
7.2 The foliation ase
The existene of the eta invariant for the leafwise Dira operator on a losed foliated manifold
was shown by Peri [70℄ and Ramahandran [76℄. In fat they build dierent invariants, Peri
works with the holonomy groupoid of the foliation and Ramahandran with the equivalene
relation but the methods are essentially the same. So onsider a ompat manifold Y with a
foliation and a longitudinal Dira struture i.e. every geometrial struture needed to form a
longitudinal Diratype operator ating on the tangentially smooth setions of the bundle S,
D : C∞τ (Y ;S) −→ (Y ;S). In our index formula Y will be a transverse setion of the ylinder
suiently far from the ompat piee and D is the operator at innity. Suppose also that a
transverse holonomy invariant measure Λ is xed.
Here the rst issue to solve is to pass from the summation η(s) =
∑
λ sign(λ)|λ|−s whih deals
with the disrete spetrum to a ontinuous spetrum and family version. The link is oered
by the denition of Euler gamma funtion
sign(λ)|λ|−s = 1
Γ( s+12 )
∫ ∞
0
t
s−1
2 λe−tλ
2
dt.
Eah bounded spetral funtion of D belongs to the Von Neumann algebra of the foliation
arising from the regular representation of the equivalene relation on the Borel eld of L2
spaes of setions of S. Replae the summation by integration w.r.t. the spetral measure of
D (denition 4.32) and (formally) hange the integration to dene the eta funtion of D as
ηΛ(D; s) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
sign(λ)|λ|−sdµD(λ) = 1
Γ( s+12 )
∫ ∞
0
t
s−1
2 trΛ(De
−tD2)dt. (59)
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We shall use also the notation
ηΛ(D; s)k :=
∫ ∞
k
t
s−1
2 trΛ(De
−tD2)dt, ηΛ(D; s)k :=
∫ k
0
t
s−1
2 trΛ(De
−tD2)dt
Theorem 7.56  (Ramahandran) The eta funtion (59) is a well dened meromorphi
funtion for Re(s) ≤ 0 with eventually simple poles at (dimF − k)/2, k = 0, 1, 2, ...., ηΛ(D; s) is
regular at 0 and its value ηΛ(D; 0) is alled the foliated eta invariant of D.
Proof Here a sketh of the proof.
First step. For every s ∈ C with Re(s) ≤ 0 the integral∫ ∞
1
t
s−1
2 trΛ(De
−tD2)dt (60)
is onvergent then in some sense the most important piee of the eta funtion is the
integral
∫ 1
0
.
This is reminesent of the remark in the paper of Atiyah Patodi and Singer [5℄ where
they dene the funtion K(t) to be the integral on the ylinder of the dierene of the
heat kernels e−t∆1 − e−t∆2 of D and D∗,
K(t) =
∫ ∞
0
∫
∂Y
K(t, y, u)dydu = −
∑
λ
sign(λ)/2 erf(|λ|
√
t) ∼t→0
∑
k≥−n
akt
k/2
where ∂Y is the boundary manifold of dimension n. The remark they do is that the
asymptoti expansion is the same replaing the integral with an integral on
∫
[0,δ].
The onvergene of (60) is proven by simple estimates and the use of the spetral
measure. In partiular here, by ompatness the spetral measure µΛ,D is tempered i.e.∫
1
(1 + |x|l)dµΛ,D <∞
for some positive l. In fat this measure orresponds to a positive funtional [76℄
I : S(R) −→ R, I(f) := trΛ(f(D)).
The same is obviously true for the squareD2 = |D|2. Start with |t(s−1)/2| ≤ t(Re(s)-1)/2 ≤
t−1/2, 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞ then∫ ∞
1
|t(s−1)/2 trΛ(De−tD
2
)dt| ≤
∫ ∞
1
|t−1/2| trΛ(De−tD
2
)dt|
≤
∫ ∞
1
t(s−1)/2 trΛ(|D|e−tD2)dt.
The last integral is equal to∫ ∞
1
t−1/2dt
∫ ∞
0
λ1/2e−tλdµD2(λ)
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hene∫ ∞
0
λ1/2dµD2(λ)
∫ ∞
1
t−1/2e−tλdt =
∫ ∞
0
λ1/2e−λdµD2(λ)
∫ ∞
1
t−1/2e−λ(t−1)dt (61)
=
∫ ∞
0
e−λdµD2(λ)
∫ ∞
0
(u + λ)−1/2e−udu
≤
∫ ∞
0
e−λdµD2(λ)
∫ ∞
0
u−1/2e−udu
= π1/2
∫ ∞
0
e−λdµD2(λ) = π1/2 trΛ(e−D
2
) <∞
Seond step. The examination of the nite piee∫ 1
0
t
s−1
2 trΛ(De
−tD2)dt (62)
is done using the expansion of the Shwartz kernel of the leafwise operatorDe−tD
2
in fat
one an prove that there exists a family of tangentially smooth and loally omputable
funtions {Ψm}m≥0 17 so that the kernel Kt(x, y, n) (n the transverse parameter) of the
leafwise bounded operator De−tD
2
has the asymptoti expansion
Kt(x, x, n) ∼
∑
m≥0
t(m−dimF−1)/2Ψm(x, n). (63)
Moreover Ψm = 0 for m even. The proof is an adaptation of the lassial situation, for
example an be found in [80℄ and [26℄. Now, thanks to the expansion (63), sine the
operator De−tD
2
is Λ trae lass and the trae is the integral of the Shwartz kernel
against the transverse measure we get the orresponding expansion for the trae
1
Γ( s+12 )
∫ 1
0
t
s−1
2 trΛ(De
−tD2)dt ∼
∑
m≥0
2
s+m− dimF
∫
Y
Ψmdλ (64)
where
∫
Ψmdλ = Λ(Ψmdg) i.e. is the eet of the integration of the tangential measures
x 7−→ Ψm|lx × dg|lx . From (64) we see that the eta funtion has a meromorphi ontin-
uation to the whole plane with simple (at most) poles at (dimF − k)/2, k = 0, 1, 2, ....
Third step, regularity at the origin.
If P = dimF is even we have said that the oeients Ψm of the development (63) are
zero for m even, then the eta funtion is regular at 0. If p is odd the regularity at zero
follows from a very deep result of Bismut and Freed [13℄. In fat they showed that the
ordinary Dira operator satises a remarkable anellation property,
tr(De−tD
2
) = O(t1/2).
Sine the Λtrae an be, as pointed out by Connes ([26℄), loally approximated by the
regular trae their result applies to our setting to give
Kt(x, x, n) ∼
∑
m≥p+2
t(m−p−1)/2Ψ(x, n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
almost everywhere
,
and the regularity at the origin follows immediately.
2
17
in the ase of the holonomy groupoid the Ψm are loally bounded i.e. bounded on every set in the form
of r−1K for K ompat in Y
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7.3 Eta invariant for perturbations of the Dira operator
Let Let us onsider slightly more general operators
1. P = D +K where K ∈ Op-∞ is leafwise uniformly smoothing obtained by funtional
alulus, K = f(D) where f is bounded Borel funtion supported in (−a, a).
Start with the omputation
Qe−tQ
2 −De−tD2 = De−t(D+K)2 +Ke−t(D+K)2 −De−tD2 (65)
= D
∫ 1
0
∂se
−s(D+K)2−(t−s)D2dt+Ke−t(D+K)
2
= Ke−t(D+K)
2 −D
∫ 1
0
e−s(D+K)
2
(KD +DK +K2)e(t−s)D
2
ds.
The family (65) onverges to 0 as t→ 0 in the Frehet topology of kernels in Op−∞ with
uniform transverse ontrol i.e. for kernels K(x, y, n) (n is the transverse parameter) one
uses foliated harts to dene seminorms that involve derivatives w.r.t. x, y. From (65)
one gets the development
trΛ(Qe
−tQ2) ∼t→0
∑
m=0
t
m−dimF−1
2
∫
Y
ΨjdΛ + trΛ(K) + g(t)
where g ∈ C[0,∞) with g(0) = 0. Then an asymptoti development for ηΛ(Q)(0)1
as (64) follows. For the non nite integral ηΛ(Q, 0)
1
no problem in arrying out the
estimate (61).
2. The smooth family u 7−→ Qu := D + K + u. The funtion trΛ(Que−tQ2u) is smooth (
same idential proof as [?℄) then
∂u trΛ(Que
−tQ2u) = trΛ(Q
′
ue
−tQ2u − tQu(Q′uQu +QuQ
′
u)e
−tQ2u) (66)
= (1 + 2t∂t) trΛ(Q
′
ue
−tQ2u)
in fat Q
′
u = I . By integration
∂uηΛ(Qu, s)1 = ∂u
∫ 1
0
t(s−1)/2
Γ( s+12 )
trΛ(Que
−tQ2u)dt =
∫ 1
0
t(s−1)/2
Γ( s+12 )
(1 + 2t∂t) trΛ(Q
′
ue
−tQ2u)dt
=
∫ 1
0
t(s−1)/2
Γ( s+12 )
trΛ(Q
′
ue
−Q2u)− s
Γ( s+12 )
∫ 1
0
t(s−1)/2 trΛ(Q
′
ue
−tQ2u)dt. (67)
Now, from Q
′
u = I proeed as before using the asymptoti development of the heat
kernel for D + u 18
trΛ(Q
′
ue
−tQ2u = trΛ(Q
′
ue
−tQ2u ∼
∑
m≥0
am(D + u)t
(m−dimF)/2 + g(t)
where g ∈ C[0,∞), g(0) = 0. We see that the integral in (67) admits a meromorphi
expansion around zero in C with zero as a pole of almost rst order. Then the derivative
∂uηΛ(Qu, s)1 is holomorphi around zero. The identity
∂uRes|s=0 ηΛ(Qu, s)1 = Res|s=0 ∂uηΛ(Qu, s)1 = 0
says that Res|s=0 ηΛ(Qu, s)1 is onstant in u then the funtion ηΛ(Qu, s)1 is holomorphi
at zero sine ηΛ(Q0, s)1 is holomorphi in 0.
18(D + u)2 is a generalized Laplaian
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3. Families in the form Qu = D + u+ΠD for a spetral projetion Π = χ(−a,a)(D).
Proposition 7.57  The eta invariant for Qu exists and satises
ηΛ(Qu) = LIMδ→0
∫ 1
δ
t−1/2
γ(1/2)
trΛ(Que
−tQ2u)dt+
∫ ∞
1
t−1/2
γ(1/2)
trΛ(Que
−tQ2u)dt
where LIM is the onstant term in the asimptoti development in powers of δ as t → 0.
Moreover for every u ∈ R and a > 0,
a. ηΛ(Qu)− ηΛ(Q0) = sign(u) trΛ(Π)
b. ηΛ(Q0) = 1/2ηΛ(Qu) + 1/2ηΛ(Q−u)
. |ηΛ(D)− ηΛ(Q0)| = |ηΛ(ΠD)| ≤ µΛ,D((−a, a)).
Proof The rst statement an be proved as above. a. using the spetral measure we
have to ompute the dierene∫ ∞
0
t−1/2
∫
R
(x+ u− χx)e−t(x+u−χx)2dµΛ,D(x) dt
Γ(1/2)
−
∫ ∞
0
t−1/2
∫
R
(x − χx)e−t(x−χx)2dµΛ,D(x) dt
Γ(1/2)
where χ = χ(−a,a)(x). Split the integral on R into two piees, |x| > a and |x| ≤ a.
First ase |x| > a hanging the integration order the rst integral is
Γ(1/2)−1
∫
|x|>a
∫ ∞
0
(x+ u)t−1/2e−t(x+u)
2
dtdµΛ,D(x)
and performing the substitution σ := t(x + u)2 in the seond we see that the dierene is
zero.
Seond ase |x| < a, the seond integral is zero, the rst∫ ∞
0
t−1/2
∫ a
−a
ue−tu
2
dµΛ,D(x)
dt
Γ(1/2)
=
∫ ∞
0
t−1/2ue−tu
2 dt
Γ(1/2)
trΛ(Π)
=
∫ ∞
0
u|u|σ−1/2e−σ dσ|u|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
tu2=σ
trΛ(Π)
Γ(1/2)
= sign(u)
trΛ(Π)
Γ(1/2)
∫ ∞
0
σ−1/2e−σ
2
dσ (68)
= sign(u) trΛ(Π).
b. and . follows easily from a. 2
8 The index formula
First we introdue the supertrae notation. Sine the bundle E = E+ ⊕ E− is Z2graded,
there is a anonial Random operator τ obtained by passing to the Λlass of the family of
involutions τx : L
2(Lx;E) −→ L2(Lx;E) represented w.r.t. the splitting by matries
τx :=
(
IdL2(Lx;E+) 0
0 − IdL2(Lx;E−)
)
.
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Definition 8.58  The Λsupertrae of B ∈ EndΛ(E) is strΛ(B) := trΛ(τB).
Now aording to proposition 5.40 for 0 < |u| < ǫ the perturbed operator Dǫ,u is ΛBreuer
Fredholm. Consider the heat operator e−tD
2
ǫ,u,x
on the leaf Lx. This is a uniformly smoothing
operator with a Shwartz kernel (remember that the metri trivializes densities and [•] means
Shwartz kernel)
[e−tD
2
ǫ,u,x ] ∈ UC∞(Lx × Lx; End(E)).
It is a well know fat the onvergene for t −→ ∞ in the Frehet spae of UC∞ setions of
the heat kernel to the kernel of the projetion on the L2Kernel,
lim
t→∞
[e−tD
2
ǫ,u,x ] = [χ{0}(Dǫ,u,x)].
This is explained in proposition A.19, page 108 and is a onsequene of ontinuity of the
funtional alulus RB(R) −→ UC∞(End(E)) applied to the sequene of funtions e−tλ2 −→
χ{0} in RB(R). Choose uto funtions φk ∈ C∞c (X) suh that φk|Xk = 1, φk |Zk+1 = 0. The
measurable family of bounded operators {φke−tD2ǫ,u,xφk}x∈X gives an intertwining operator
φke
−tD2ǫ,uφk ∈ EndR(L2(E)) hene a random operator φke−tD2ǫ,uφk ∈ EndΛ(L2(E)).
Lemma 8.59  The random operator φke
−tD2ǫ,uφk ∈ EndΛ(L2(E)) is Λtrae lass. The
following formula (iterated limit) holds true
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = strΛ(χ{0}(Dǫ,u)) = lim
k→∞
lim
t→∞
strΛ(φke
−tD2ǫ,uφk). (69)
Proof For the rst statement there's nothing to proof, it is essentially the losed foliated
manifold ase. The loal traes dene a tangential measure that are C∞ in the leaves diretion
while Borel and uniformely bounded (by the uniform elliptiity of the operator) and we are
integrating against the transverse measure on a ompat set. More preisely we are evaluating
the mass of a ompat set through the measure Λh where h is the longitudinal measure that
on the leaf Lx is given by
A 7−→
∫
A
strEnd(E)[e
−tD2ǫ,u ]diagdg|Lx ,
with strEnd(E) the pointwise supertrae dened on the spae of setions of End(E) → X by
(strEnd(E) γ)(x) := trend(Ex)(τ(x)γ(x)).
The limit formula (69) is nothing but the Lebesgue dominated onvergene theorem applied
two times, rst strΛ(χ{0}(Dǫ,u)) = limk→∞ strΛ(φkχ{0}(Dǫ,u)φk) but for xed k one nds
strΛ(φkχ{0}(Dǫ,u))φk) = limt→∞ strΛ(φke−tD
2
ǫ,uφk). The possibility to apply the dominated
onvergene theorem is given again by the integration proess in fat as written above every
tangential measure has smooth density w.r.t to the Riemannian metri and onvergene is
within the Frehet topology of C∞ funtions.
2
Now, Duhamel formula d/dt strΛ(φke
−tD2ǫ,uφk) = − strΛ(φkD2ǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,uφk) integrated be-
tween s and ∞ leads to the identity
lim
t→∞
strΛ(φke
−tD2ǫ,uφk) = strΛ(φke−sD
2
ǫ,uφk)−
∫ ∞
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt.
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Note that the righthand side is independent from s > 0. Then
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = lim
k→∞
[
strΛ(φke
−sD2ǫ,uφk)−
∫ ∞
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt
]
. (70)
Split the integral into∫ ∞
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt =
∫ √k
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt+
∫ ∞
√
k
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt.
Make the following denitions
α0(k, s) = strΛ(φke
−sD2ǫ,uφk), β0(k, s) =
∫∞
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt
β01(k, s) =
∫√k
s strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt, β02(k, s) =
∫∞√
k
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt
Then β0(k, s) = β01(k, s) + β02(k, s) and
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = lim
k→∞
[α0(k, s)− β0(k, s)] = [α0(k, s)− β01(k, s)− β02(k, s)]. (71)
Let us start with β01.
Lemma 8.60  Let ηΛ(D
F∂
ǫ,u) be the Ramahandran etainvariant for the perturbed operator
DF∂ǫ,u on the foliation at the innity. Then the following limit formula is true
lim
k→∞
LIMs→0 β01(k, s) = lim
k→∞
LIMs→0
∫ √k
s
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)ds,= 1/2ηΛ(DF∂ǫ,u)
where as usual LIMs→0 g(s) is the onstant term in the expansion of g(s) in powers of s near
zero.
Proof The integrand an be written as follows
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk) =1/2 strΛ(φk[Dǫ,u, Dǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u ]φk) (72)
=1/2 strΛ([Dǫ,u, φkDǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk]− [Dǫ,u, φ2k]Dǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u) (73)
=1/2 strΛ(−[Dǫ,u, φ2k]Dǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u)
= −1/2 strΛ(c(∂r)∂r(φ2k)Dǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u).
In the next we shall use the notation [a, b] := ab− (−1)|a|·|b|ba for the Liesuperbraket19 on
the Liesuperalgebra of Clinear endomorphisms of L2(X,E+⊕E−) while, when the standard
braket is needed we write [a, b]◦ := ab− ba. notie that
[α, ab] = [α, a]b+ (−1)|α|·|a|a[α, b].
Remember the denition of Dǫ,u, in the ylinder it an be written
Dǫ,u = D + θ˙Ω(u−DF∂ǫ,u) = c(∂r)∂r +Q
19
everything we say about superalgebras an be found in [10℄
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with the Cliord multipliation c(∂r) =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and Q is R+invariant in fat ats on
the transverse setion. The next identities are also useful
Dǫ,u =
(
0 D−ǫ,u
D+ǫ,u 0
)
, e−tD
2
ǫ,u =
(
e−tD
−
ǫ,uD
+
ǫ,u 0
0 e−tD
+
ǫ,uD
−
ǫ,u
)
,
D−ǫ,ue
−tD+ǫ,uD−ǫ,u = e−tD
−
ǫ,uD
+
ǫ,uD−ǫ,u, D
+
ǫ,ue
−tD−ǫ,uD+ǫ,u = e−tD
+
ǫ,uD
−
ǫ,uD+ǫ,u.
These are nothing but a rephrasing of the identity
Dǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,u = e−tD
2
ǫ,uDǫ,u
granted by the spetral theorem. Now it's time to use the CheegerGromovTaylor relative
estimates. Consider the leafwise operator
Sǫ,u := c(∂r)∂r +Ω(u −DF∂ǫ,u) (74)
on the innite foliated ylinder (in both diretions) Y = ∂X0 × R with the produt foliation
F∂ × R. Choose some point z0 = (x0, r) on the ylinder. Estimate (57) says that we an
ompare the two kernels at the diagonal leaf by leaf for large r and this estimate is uniform
on the leaves,
‖[Dǫ,u,z0e−tD
2
ǫ,u,x0 ]− [Sǫ,u,z0e−tS
2
ǫ,u,z0 ]‖(z,z) ≤ Ce−(r−r2)
2/(6t)
(75)
for z = (x, r) ∈ Lz0 . From (75), sine the derivatives of φk are supported on the ylindrial
portion Zk+1k = ∂X0 × [k, k + 1],∫ √k
s
| strΛ(c(∂r)∂rφ2kDǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u)− strΛ(c(∂r)∂rφ2kSǫ,ue−tS
2
ǫ,u)|dt =
∫ √k
s
∫
Zk+1k
Θ(z, t)dΛgdt
where Λg is the oupling of Λ with the tangential Riemannian measure and Θ(z, r) is the
funtion
Θ(z, r) := ‖c(∂r)∂rφ2k[Dǫ,u,ze−tD
2
ǫ,u,z − Sǫ,u,ze−tS2ǫ,u,z ]‖(z,z).
Let Tk be a transversal of the foliation Fk indued on the slie {r = k} then Tk is also
transversal for F (sine the boundary foliation has the same odimension of F). The trans-
verse measure Λ denes also a transverse measure on the boundary foliation. Then the
foliation F|Zk+1k is bering on Tk as in the diagram ∂F × [k, k + 1] −→ Tk. Use this -
bration to disintegrate the measure Λg. This is splitted into dΛ∂ × dr where Λ∂ is the
measure obtained applying the integration proess of Λ (restrited to Fk ) to the g|∂. In
loal oordinates (r, x1, ..., x2p−1) × (x2p, ..., xn) the transversal is deomposed into piees
Tk = {(k, x01, ..., x02p−1)} × {(x2p, ..., xn)} and we are taking integrals∫
Tk×{x1,...,x2p−1}
∫
[k,k+1]
Θ(r, x1, ..., x2p−1, x2p, ..., xn)dr dx1 · · · dx2p−1dΛ(x2p, .., xn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
this is dΛ∂
(76)
=:
∫
Fk
∫
[k,k+1]
Θ(x, r)dΛ∂dr.
Equation (76) an be taken as a denition of a notation that will be used next. Notie that∫
Fk ontains a slight abuse of notation, in fat to follow rigorously the integration reipe one
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should write
∫
∂X0×{k}. We prefer the rst to stress the fat that we are splitting w.r.t the
foliation indued on the transversal. With this notation in mind,
∫ √k
s
| strΛ(c(∂r)∂rφ2kDǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u)− strΛ(c(∂r)∂rφ2kSǫ,ue−tS
2
ǫ,u)|dt
=
∫ √k
s
∫
Fz
∫
[k,k+1]
‖c(∂r)∂rφ2k[Dǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,u − Sǫ,ue−tS2ǫ,u ]‖((x,r),(x,r))drdΛ∂dt (77)
≤ C
∫ √k
s
∫ k+1
k
e−(r−3)
2/6tdrdt ≤ C
∫ √k
s
e−(k−3)
2/6tdt
≤ C
∫ 1/s
1/
√
k
y−2e−(k−3)
2y/6dy ≤ C(e−k3/2/c1 + e−c2/s)
for suiently small
20 s and large k. This estimate says that
lim
k→+∞
LIMs→0 β01(k, s) = lim
k→+∞
LIMs→0
∫ √k
s
strΛ(c(∂r)∂rφ
2
kSǫ,ue
−tS2ǫ,u)dt.
Now the seond integral (on the ylinder) is expliitly omputable in fat the Shwartz kernel
of the operator Sǫ,u,z0e
−tS2ǫ,u,z0
on the diagonal is easily heked to be
[
Sǫ,u,z0e
−tS2ǫ,u,z0
]
(z,z)
=
(
DF∂ǫ,u,x0Ω+ c(∂r)∂r
)([
e−t(D
F∂
ǫ,u,x0
Ω)2
]
(x,y)
e−(r−s)
2/(4t)
√
4πt
)∣∣∣∣∣
y=x, s=r
=
1√
4πt
Ω
[
DF∂ǫ,u,x0e
−tDF∂ǫ,u,x0
]
(x,x)
, z = (x, r)
i.e. it does not depend on the ylindrial oordinate r. Now the pointwise supertrae on
End(E) is related to the trae on the positive boundary eigenbundle F via the identity (see
the appendix on Cliord algebras)
strE(c(∂r)Ω•) = −2 trF (•),
then∫ √k
s
strΛ(c(∂r)∂rφ
2
kSǫ,ue
−tS2ǫ,u)dt
=− 2
∫ √k
s
∫ k+1
k
∂rφ
2
kdr
∫
F0
1√
4πt
trF [DF∂ǫ,u,xe
−t(DF∂ǫ,u,x)2 ](x,x) · dΛ∂dt
=2
∫ √k
s
∫
F0
1√
4πt
trF [DF∂ǫ,u,xe
−t(DF∂ǫ,u,x)2 ](x,x) · dΛ∂dt
=
∫ √k
s
∫
F0
1√
πt
trF [DF∂ǫ,u,xe
−t(DF∂ǫ,u,x)2 ](x,x) · dΛ∂dt,
20 yse−ay
2
≤ (
s
2ae
)s/2 for s, u, y, a > 0
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with the same argument on the splitting of measures as above. Finally it is lear from our
disussion on the ηinvariant (exatly proposition 7.57)
lim
k→∞
LIMs→0 β01(k, s)
= lim
k→∞
LIMs→0
∫ √k
s
∫
F0
1√
πt
trF [DF∂ǫ,u,xe
−t(DF∂ǫ,u,x)2 ](x,x) · dΛ∂dt = 1/2ηΛ(DF∂ǫ,u).
2
Lemma 8.61  Sine Dǫ,u is ΛBreuerFredholm for 0 < |u| < ǫ then
lim
k→∞
β02(k, s) = lim
k→∞
∫ ∞
√
k
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt = 0.
Proof From the very denition of the Λessential spetrum ( see also lemma 4.31) there
exists some σ = σ(u) > 0 suh that the projetion Πσ = χ[−σ,σ](Dǫ,u) has nite Λtrae.
Then
|β02(k, s)| =
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞√
k
strΛ(φkD
2
ǫ,ue
−tD2ǫ,uφk)dt
∣∣∣
≤
∫ ∞
√
k
| strΛ[φkDǫ,ue−D
2
ǫ,u/2(1− Πσ)e−(t−1)D
2
ǫ,ue−D
2
ǫ,u/2Dǫ,uφk]|dt
+
∫ ∞
√
k
| strΛ[e−tD
2
ǫ,u/2ΠσDǫ,uφ
2
kDǫ,uΠσe
−tD2ǫ,u/2]|dt
≤
∫ ∞
√
k
e−(t−1)σ| strΛ(φkD2ǫ,ue−D
2
ǫ,uφk)|dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
β021(k,s)
+
∫ ∞
√
k
| strΛ(D2ǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,uΠσ)|dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
β022(k,s)
.
Now the Shwartz kernel of (D2ǫ,ue
−D2ǫ,u)x is uniformly bounded in x and varies in a Borel
fashion transversally. When forming the Λsupertrae we are integrating a longitudinal mea-
sure with C∞density w.r.t. the longitudinal measure given by the Riemannian density. Let
as usual Λg the measure given by the integration of the Riemannian longitudinal measure
with the transverse measure Λ. If A is a uniform bound on the leafwise Shwartz kernels of
(D2ǫ,ue
−D2ǫ,u), and T0 is a omplete transversal ontained in the normal setion of the ylinder
(the same in lemma 8.60), we an extimate
β021(k, s) ≤
∫ ∞
√
k
A(Λg(X0) + Λ(T′)k)e−(t−1)σdt −→k→∞ 0.
For the seond addendum,
β022(k, s) =
∫ ∞
√
k
| strΛ(D2ǫ,ue−tD
2
ǫ,uΠσ)|dt ≤
∫ ∞
√
k
∫ σ
−σ
x2e−tx
2
dµΛ,Dǫ,u(x)dt
=
∫ σ
−σ
e−
√
kx2
∫ ∞
0
x2e−tx
2
dtdµΛ,Dǫ,u (x)
≤ C
∫ σ
−σ
e−
√
kx2dµΛ,Dǫ,u (x) ≤ CµΛ,Dǫ,u (x)([−σ, σ]) −→k→∞ 0
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sine the Λessential spetrum of Dǫ,u has a gap around zero and the normality property of
the trae. 2
It is time to update equation (71),
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = lim
k→∞
[α0(k, s)− β0(k, s)] = lim
k→∞
[α0(k, s)− β01(k, s)− β02(k, s)]
= lim
k→∞
LIMs→0 α0(k, s)− 1/2ηΛ(DF∂ǫ,u). (78)
Lemma 8.62  There exists a funtion g(u) with limu→0 g(u) = 0 suh that for 0 < ǫ < u,
lim
k→∞
LIMs→0 α0(k, s) = lim
k→∞
LIMs→0 strΛ(φke−sD
2
ǫ,uφk) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), CΛ〉+ g(u).
Here the leafwise harateristi form Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S) is supported on X0, in partiular it belongs
to the domain of the RuelleSullivan urrent CΛ assoiated to the transverse measure Λ.
Proof This is the investigation of the behavior of the loal supertrae of the family of
the leafwise heat kernels
strE [e−sD
2
ǫ,u ]| diag
on the leafwise diagonals. We an do it dividing into three separate ases
1. For z ∈ X0 everything goes as in the lassial omputation by Gilkey [35℄ and Atiyah
Bott and Patodi [3℄
LIMs→0 strE [e−sD
2
ǫ,u,z ](x,x)dgz = Aˆ(X,∇)Ch(E/S,∇)(x),
where dgz is the Riemannian density on the leaf Lz.
2. In the middle, z ∈ ∂X0 × [0, 4] there's the ause of the presene of the defet funtion
g(u), more preisely we show that the asymptoti development of the loal supertrae
is the same for the omparison operator S0,u dened above
strE([e−sD
2
ǫ,u,z ])(z,z) ≃
∑
j∈N
aj(S0,u)(z)s
(j−dimF)/2
with oeients aj(S0,u) smoothly depending on u satisfying aj(S0,u) = 0 for j ≤
dimF/2
3. Away from the base of the ylinder z = (y, r) ∈ Z r > 4 we nd
[e−D
2
ǫ,u,z ](y,r) = 0.
Below the proofs of these fats.
1. We an onsider the doubled manifold 2X0 so that we an apply the relative estimate of
type CheegerGromovTaylor in the nonylindrial ase (the perturbation starts from
the ylinder) i.e. proposition 6.52 shows that the two Shwartz kernels of the Dira
operator and the perturbed operator Dǫ,u have the same development as t→ 0,
‖[e−tD2ǫ,u − e−tD2 ](x,x)‖ ≤ Ke−α/(6t).
And the loal omputation of Atiyah Bott and Patodi, or the Getzler resaling ([62℄,[34℄)
an be performed as in the lassial situation.
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2. We are going to use an argument of omparison with the leafwise operator
Sǫ,u := c(∂r)∂r +Ω(D
F∂ + θ˙(u−ΠǫDF∂ ))
on the innite ylinder ∂X0×R equipped with the produt foliation F∂×R. Notie that,
due to the presene of θ˙ this is a slightly dierent form of the operator (74). Choose
some funtion ψ1 supported in ∂X0 × [−1, 5] and ψ1|∂X0×[0,4] = 1. The rst fat we
show is
lim
s→0
strΛ(ψ1(e
−sS2ǫ,u − e−sS20,u)ψ1) = 0.
Now, Sǫ,u = S0,u − ΩΠǫDF∂ = c(∂r)∂r +H with H = ΩDF∂ +Ωθ˙u hene
S2ǫ,u − S20,u =− [S0,u,Ωθ˙ΠǫDF∂ ] + (Ωθ˙ΠǫDF∂ )2 (79)
=− [c(∂r)∂r,Ωθ˙ΠǫDF∂ ]− [H,Ωθ˙ΠǫDF∂ ] + (Ωθ˙ΠǫDF∂ )2
=− Φθ˙ΠǫDF∂ − 2(DF∂ + θ˙u)(θ˙ΠǫDF∂ ) + (Ωθ˙ΠǫDF∂ )2.
Apply the Duhamel formula
| strΛ(ψ1(S2ǫ,u − S20,u)ψ1|
=
∣∣ strΛ(ψ1e−δS20,ue−(s−δ)S2ǫ,uψ1)(δ=s) − strΛ(ψ1e−δS20,ue−(s−δ)S2ǫ,uψ1)(δ=0)∣∣
=
∣∣∣ ∫ s
0
strΛ(ψ
2
1Πǫ)e
−δS20,u(S2ǫ,u − S20,u)Πǫe−(s−δ)S
2
ǫ,udδ
∣∣∣.
Again from the CheegerGromov relative estimates (56)
| trΛ(ψ1e−δS
2
uΠǫψ1)| ≤ Cδ−1/2
‖(S2ǫ,u − S20,u)Πǫe−(s−δ)S
2
ǫ,u‖ ≤ C(s− δ)−1/2
with the onstants independent from |u| < ǫ. Then the integral of the supertrae (79)
an be estimated by the funtion of s, h(s) = C
∫ s
0
(s − δ)−1/2δ−1/2dδ −→s→0 0. .
To see this rst split the integral into
∫ s/2
0
+
∫ s
s/2
to prove niteness then use the
absolutely ontinuity of the integral for onvergene to zero. Now from the limit
lims→0 strΛ(ψ1(e−sS
2
ǫ,u − e−sS20,u)ψ1) = 0 and the omparison argument we get that
the asymptoti expansion for s→ 0 of strΛ(φke−sD2ǫ,uφk) is the same of the omparison
operator
S0,u = c(∂r)∂r +ΩD
F∂︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
+ ϑ˙uΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
bounded perturbation
on the innite ylinder. This is a very simple ufamily of generalized laplaians (see
[10℄ Chapter 2.7) and the Duhamel formula
e−tS
2
0,u − e−tS20,0 = −
∫ u
0
tϑ˙Ωe−tS0,vdvds
shows what is written in the statement i.e.
strE([e−sD
2
ǫ,u,z ])(z,z) ≃
∑
j∈N
aj(S0,u)(z)s
(j−dimF)/2
where the oeients aj(S0,u) depend smoothly on u and satisfy aj(S0,u) = 0 for j ≤
dimF/2 sine S0,0 is the Cylindrial Dira operator. One an take for the denition of
g,
g(u) :=
dimF/2∑
j=0
∫
∂X0×[0,4]
aj(S0,u)(z)s
(j−dimF)/2dΛg.
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3. This is done again by omparison with Sǫ,u onsider the rdepending family of tangential
tangential measures (y, r) ∈ ∂X0 × [a, b] 7−→ strE e−sD
2
ǫ,u,(x,r)dxdr where x ∈ L(y,r),
one oupled with dΛ gives a measure on X µ := strE e−sD
2
ǫ,u,(x,r)dxdr · dΛ. The Fubini
theorem an ertainly used during the integration proess to nd out that the mass
of µ an be omputed integrating rst the rdepending tangential measures y 7−→
strE e−sD
2
ǫ,u,(y,r)dy against Λ on the foliation at innity (∂X0,F∂) then the resulting
funtion of r on [a, b],
LIMs→0
∫
∂X0×[a,b]
dµ = LIMs→0
∫ b
a
∫
∂X0
strE([e−sS
2
ǫ,u ])(y,r),(y,r))dy · dΛdx
= LIMs→0
b− a√
4πs
strΛ(e
−s(DF∂ǫ,u)2) = 0
in fat the boundary operator DF∂ǫ,u is invertible and the wellknown MKeanSinger
formula for foliations on ompat ambient manifolds (formula (7.39) in [65℄) says that
indΛ(D
F∂
ǫ,u) = strΛ e
−s(DF∂ǫ,u)2
independently from s.
2
Finally (78) beomes
indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), CΛ〉 − 1/2ηΛ(DF∂ǫ,u) + g(u). (80)
Theorem 8.62  The Dira operator has nite dimensional L2 − Λindex and the following
formula holds
indL2,Λ(D
+) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )− h+Λ + h−Λ ] (81)
where
h±Λ := dimΛ(Ext(D
±)− dimΛ(KerL2(D±) (82)
with the dimension of the spae of extended solutions as dened in the denition 5.45 after the
remark i.e.
dimΛ Ext(D
±) := dimΛ Ext(D±)
euθL2
independently from small u > 0.
Proof Start from
indL2,Λ(D
+
ǫ ) = lim
u↓0
1/2{indΛ(D+ǫ,u) + indΛ(D+ǫ,−u) + h−Λ,ǫ − h+Λ,ǫ}, (83)
here h±Λ,ǫ = dimΛ(Ext(D
±
ǫ ))− dimΛ(KerL2(D±ǫ )) for now proposition 5.43 says that
Ext(D±ǫ ) = KerL2(D
±
ǫ,±) = KereuθL2(D
±
ǫ ).
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Use the identity indΛ(D
+
ǫ,u) = 〈 ˆA(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2ηΛ(DF∂ǫ,u) + g(u) into (83),
indL2,Λ(D
+
ǫ ) = lim
u↓0
1/2
{
2〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ h−Λ,ǫ − h+Λ,ǫ + g(u) + g(−u) (84)
+1/2ηΛ(D
F∂
ǫ,u) + 1/2ηΛ(D
F∂
ǫ,−u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηΛ(D
F∂
ǫ ) by proposition 7.57
}
=〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+
h−Λ,ǫ − h+Λ,ǫ
2
+
ηΛ(D
F∂
ǫ )
2
.
It remains to pass to the ǫlimit remembering that:
• limǫ↓0 indL2,Λ(D+ǫ ) = indL2,Λ(D+) (Proposition 5.46),
• limǫ↓0 h−Λ,ǫ − h+Λ,ǫ = h− − h+ (again proposition 5.46)
• limǫ↓0 ηΛ(DF∂ǫ ) = ηΛ(DF∂ ) (proposition 7.57).
2
9 Comparison with Ramahandran index formula
The Ramahandran index formula [76℄ stands into index theory for foliations exatly as the
AtiyahPatodiSinger formula stays in the lassial theory. Our formula is in some sense the
ylindrial point of view of this formula. In this setion we prove that the two formulas are
ompatible and we do it exatly in the way it is done for the single leaf ase by APS. First
we reall the Ramahandran Theorem
9.1 The Ramahandran index
Sine we have hosen an opposite orientation for the boundary foliation the Ramahandran
index formula here written diers from the original in [76℄ exatly for its sign (as in setion
3 for the APS formula). So let us onsider the Dira operator builded in setion 2 but ating
only on the foliation restrited to the ompat manifold with boundary X0. To be preise with
notation let us all F0 the foliation restrited to X0 with leaves {L0x}x, equivalene relation
R0 and DF0 the Dira operator ating on the eld of Hilbert spaes {L2(L0x;E)}x∈X0 . Near
the boundary
DF0 =
(
0 DF
−
0
DF
+
0 0
)
=
(
0 −∂r +DF∂
∂r +D
F∂ 0
)
with the boundary operator DF∂ . Let us onsider the eld of APS boundary onditions
B =
(
χ[0,∞)(DF∂ ) 0
0 χ(−∞,0)(DF∂ )
)
=
(
P 0
0 I−P
)
ating on the boundary foliation. In the order of ideas of Ramahandran paper (oming bak
from an idea of John Roe) this is a self adjoint boundary ondition i.e. its interats with the
Dira operator in the following way:
1. B is a eld of bounded selfadjoint operators with σB + Bσ = σ where σ is Cliord
multipliation by the unit (interior) normal.
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2. If b is the operator of restrition to the boundary ating on smooth setions then
(s1, D
F0s2) = (DF0s1, s2) for every ouple of smooth setions s1 and s2 suh that
Bbs1 = 0 and Bbs2 = 0.
Next Ramahandran proves using the generalized eigenfuntion expansion of Browder and
Gårding, that there's a eld of restrition operators
Hk(X0;E) −→ Hk−1/2(X0;E)
extending b where the Sobolev spaes are dened taking into aount the boundary i.e. for
a leaf L0x, the spae H
k(L0x;E) is the ompletion of C
∞
c (L
0
x;E) (ompat support possi-
bly meeting the boundary) w.r.t. the usual L2based Sobolev norms. It follows from the
restrition theorem that one an dene the domain of D with boundary ondition B as
H∞(X0;E,B) := {s ∈ H∞(X0;E) : Bbs = 0}.
Theorem 9.62  (Ramahandran [76℄) The family of unbounded operators D with domain
H∞(X0;E,B) is essentially selfadjoint and BreuerFredholm in the Von Neumann algebra of the
foliation with nite Λindex in the sense of indΛ(D
F0) = dimΛ(Ker(DF
+
0 ))− dimΛ(Ker(DF−0 ))
given by the formula
indΛ(D
F0) = 〈Aˆ(X)Ch(E/S), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF0 )− h] (85)
Now we are going to prove ompatibility between formula (85) and (81). First of all we
have to relate the two Von Neumann algebras in play. Denote (aording to our notation)
with EndR0(E) the spae of intertwining operators of the representation of R0 on L2(E)
and, only in this setion EndR0,Λ(E) the resulting Von Neumann algebra with trae trR0,Λ
in order to make distintion from EndR,Λ(E) the Von Neumann algebra of random operators
assoiated with the representation of R. Start with a measurable elds of bounded operators
X0 ∋ Bx 7−→ Bx : L2(L0x;E) −→ L2(L0x;E) with Bx = By a.e. if (x, y) ∈ R0. There's a
natural way to extend B to a eld of operators in EndR(E).
1. If x ∈ X0 simply let ıBx at to L2(Lx;E) to be zero on the ylinder
ıBx : L
2(L0x;E)⊕ L2(∂L0x × (0,∞);E) −→ L2(L0x;E)⊕ L2(∂L0x × (0,∞);E)
ıBx(s, t) := (Bxs, 0).
2. If x ∈ ∂X0 × (0,∞) dene ıBx := ıBp(x) where p : ∂X0 × (0,∞) −→ ∂X0 is the base
projetion and ıBp(x) is dened by point 1.
Proposition 9.63  The map ı : EndR0(E) −→ EndR(E) as dened above passes to the
quotient to an injetion
ı : EndR0,Λ(E) −→ EndR,Λ(E)
between the Von Neumannn algebras of Random operators preserving the two natural traes
trR,Λ(ıB) = trR0,Λ(B).
Proof The rst part is lear. An intertwining operator B = {Bx}x∈X0 is zero Λa.e.
in X0 then also does ıB in X for any transversal T ontained in the ylinder an slide by
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holonomy to a transversal ontained in X0. About the identity on traes remember the link
between the diret integral algebras and the algebras of random operators i.e. Lemma 4.6.
Choose ν to be the longitudinal Riemannnian metri then Λν is the integration of ν against
Λ. Let P0 be the Von Neumann algebra of Λνa.e. lasses of measurable elds of operators
X0 ∋ x 7−→ Bx ∈ B(L2(L0x;E)) and P the orresponding algebra builded replaing X0 with
X and B(L2(L0x;E)) with B(L
2(L0x;E)). Notie that the family
X ∋ y 7−→
∫
ıBxdν
y
(86)
is bounded for B in the domain of ı then Lemma 4.6 says that
trR,Λ(ıB) =
∫
X
Trace(Bx)dΛν(x) =
∫
X0
Trace(Bx)dΛν(x) = trR0,Λ(B).
2
Theorem 9.63  Let PrKer(DF
±
0 ) ∈ EndR0,Λ(E) the projetion on the Kernel of DF
±
0
with
domain given by the boundary ondition Px = 0, (I−P = 0) as in Ramahandran formula. Let
also PrKerL2(D
±) ∈ EndR,Λ(E) be the projetion on the L2kernel of the leafwise operator on
the foliation with the ylinder attahed and PrExt(D±) ∈ EndR,Λ(euθL2E) be the projetion
on the losure of the spae of extended solution seen in euθ for suiently small positive u.
1. ıPrKer(DF
+
0 ) is equivalent to PrKerL2(D
+) in EndR,Λ(E) i.e. there exists a partial
isometry u ∈ EndR,Λ(E) suh that
u∗u = ıPrKer(DF
+
0 ), uu∗ = PrKerL2(D
+)
. In partiular
dimR0,ΛKer(D
F+0 ) = dimR,ΛKerL2(D+).
2.
ıPrKerL2(D
F−0 ) ∼ PrExt(D−)e
uθL2
,
for suiently small u and equivalene in EndΛ(e
uθL2(E)) with the inlusion
ı : EndR0,Λ(E) −→ EndΛ(euθL2(E))
dened as in proposition 9.63.
As a onsequene
dimΛKer(D
F−0 ) = dimΛ Ext(D−).
Proof The idea is ontained in A.P.S. [5℄ when they prove the equivalene between
the boundary value problem and the L2 ylindrial problem. Their main instrument is the
eigenfuntion expansion of the operator at the boundary, now we use the BrowderGarding
generalized expansion to see that any solution of the boundary value problems extends to a
solution of the operator on the ylinder.
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1. Use the BrowderGårding expansion as in the proof of the niteness of the projetion
on the kernel 5.1. For a single leaf, the isomorphism
L2(∂L0x × (−1, 0]) −→
⊕
j∈N
L2(R, µj)⊗ L2((−1, 0])
represents a solution of the boundary value problem as hj(r, λ) = χ(−∞,0)(λ)e−λrhj0(r)
hene the solution an be extended to the ylinder of the leaf ∂L0x× (0,∞). This learly
gives a eld of linear isomorphisms Tx : Ker(D
F+0
x ) −→ KerL2(D+x ) for x ∈ X0, rst
extend Tx to all L
2(L0x;E) to be zero on Ker(D
F+0 )⊥ then let x take values also in X
aording to the method explained before i.e. put Tx := Tp(x) for x in the ylinder.
Take the polar deomposition Tx = ux|Tx|, then ux is a partial isometry with initial
spae Ker(D
F+0
x ) and range Ker(D+x ), i.e
u∗xux = PrKer(D
F+0
x ), uxu
∗
x = PrKer(D
+
x ).
We have to look at this relation into the Von Neumann algebra of the foliation on X .
Split every L2 spae of the leaves as L2(L0p(x);E)⊕L2(∂L0p(x)×(0,∞);E). With respet
to the splitting, forgetting the indexes x downstairs, we have u =
(
u11 0
u21 0
)
ating
on the eld of L2(X ;E) spaes of the leaves. Then u∗ =
(
u∗11 u
∗
21
0 0
)
with onditions
u11u
∗
21 = 0 and u21u
∗
11 = 0. Finally
uu∗ =
(
u11u
∗
11 + u21u
∗
21 0
0 0
)(
Pr(DF
+
0 ) 0
0 0
)
= ıPr(DF
+
0 )
and similarly u∗u = Pr(D+).
2. It is very similar to statement 1. in fat writing the BrowderGårding expansion and
imposing the adjoint boundary ondition one ends diretly into the spae of extended
solutions.
2
To onlude now we an ompare Ramahandran index with our index; let's ompare formula
(85) with (81) keeping in mind that, the index of Ramahandran is now our extended index
(see setion 3 )
indΛ(D
F0) = indΛ,L2(D+) = dimΛKerL2(D+)−KerL2(D−)
to obtain the equation
dimΛ Ext(D
−)− dimΛKerL2(D−) = (h−Λ − h+Λ)/2 + h/2.
The same argument applied to the (formal) adjoint of D+ leads to the equation
dimΛ Ext(D
+)− dimΛKerL2(D+) = (h+Λ − h−Λ )/2 + h/2,
then
h = h+Λ + h
−
Λ
as in A.P.S.
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10 The signature of a foliated manifold with boundary
In this setion we apply our index formula to the signature operator. First we reount the
story of the signature operator and its relation with the signature of a losed manifold and
a with a ompat manifold with boundary as in A.P.S; then following the paper of Luk and
Shik [60℄ about L2 signatures of Γoverings of manifolds with boundary we propose three
dierent denitions of the signature for the foliation with boundary
Analytial (index theory)
Topologial (de Rham)
Harmoni (Hodge)
and prove they all agree.
10.1 The Hirzebruh formula
The referene for the notation about the signature operator is the book bt Berline Getzler
and Vergne [10℄. Let X be an oriented Riemannian manifold and |dvol| the volume the unique
volume form ompatible with the metri i.e. the one assuming the value 1 on eah positive
oriented orthonormal frame. In other words | dvol = |√gdx|. One an dene the Hodge ∗
operator in the usual way
∗ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eik = sign(σ)ej1 ∧ · · · ∧ ein−k
where (e1, ..., en) is an oriented orthonormal basis, (i1, ..., ik) and (ji, ..., jk) are omplementary
multindies and σ is the permutation σ :=
(
1 . . . . n
i1 . ik j1 . jn−k
)
.
Sine ∗2 = (−1)|·|(n−|·|) this is an involution on even dimensional manifolds.
The bundle ΛT ∗X of exterior algebras of X is a natural Cliord module under the ation
dened by
c(ei) := ǫ(ei)− ι(ei) (87)
where ǫ(ei)ω = ei ∧ ω is the exterior multipliation by ei and ι(ei) is the ontration by
the tangent vetor ei. In other words it is the metri adjoint of exterior multipliation,
ǫ(ei)∗ = ι(ei). The hirality involution
τ := i[(n+1)/2]c(e1) · · · c(en)
is related to the Hodge duality operator by
τ = i[(n+1)/2] ∗ (−1)n|·|+ |·|(|·|−1)2 ,
following from the identity (same deegree forms)∫
X
α ∧ τβ = (−1)n|·|+|·|(|·|−1)/2i[2n+1]/2
∫
X
(α, β)|dx|
while
∫
X α ∧ ∗β =
∫
X(α, β)|dx|. As a onsequene one an write the adjoint of d in two
dierent ways,
d∗ = − ∗ d ∗ (−1)n|·|+n = −(−1)nτdτ.
Setions of the positive and negative eigenbundles of τ are alled the selfdual and anti selfdual
dierential forms respetively and denoted by Ω±(X).
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Now suppose n is even, and X is ompat. The bilinear form on the middle ohomolgy
Hn/2(X ;R) dened by (α, β) 7−→ ∫X α ∧ β satises the identity∫
X
α ∧ β = (−1)n/2
∫
X
β ∧ α.
In partiular if n is divisible by four this is symmetri and has a signature σ(X) i.e. the
number p− q related to the representation
Q(x) = x21 + · · ·+ x2p − x2p+1 − · · · − x2q
of the assoiated quadrati form (this is independent by the hoosen basis). In this situa-
tion the hiral Dira operator d + d∗ ating on the spae of dierential forms is alled the
Signature operator
21
(d+ d∗) = Dsign =
(
0 Dsign,−
Dsign,+ 0
)
: Ω+(X)⊕ Ω−(X) −→ Ω+(X)⊕ Ω−(X)
The AtiyahSinger index theorem in this ase beomes the Hirzebruh signature theorem
ind(Dsign,+) = σ(X) =
∫
X
L(X)
where L(X) is the Lgenus, L(X) = (πi)−n/2 det1/2
( R
tanh(R/2)
)
for the Riemannian ur-
vature R. The proof uses the Hodge theorem stating a natural isomorphism between the
spae of harmoni forms Hq(X) i.e. the kernel of the forms laplaian ∆ = (d + d∗)2 and the
ohomology Hq(X) together with Poinaré duality.
Now on a manifold with boundary with produt struture near the bounday the situation is
muh more ompliated. The signature formula is the most important appliation of the index
theorem in the A.P.S. paper. The operator an be written on a ollar around the boundary
as
Dsign,+ = σ(∂u +B)
where the isomorphism σ : Ω(∂X) −→ Ω+(X) and B is the selfadjoint operator on Ω(∂X)
dened by
Bα = (−1)k+p+1(∗∂d− d∗∂)α
where from here to the end dim(X) = 4k, ǫ(α) = ±1 aording to α is even or odd degree
and ∗∂ is the Hodge duality operator on ∂X . Sine B ommutes with α 7−→ (−1)|α| ∗∂ α
and preserves the parity of forms, B = Bev ⊕ Bodd and the dimension of the kernel at the
boundary as the η invariant are twie that of Bev. The A.P.S index theorem says
ind(Dsign,+) = h+ − h− − h−∞ =
∫
X
L− h(Bev)− η(Bev)
or
indL2(D
sign,+)− h−∞ =
∫
X
L− h(Bev)− η(Bev)
where h± are the dimensions of the L2harmoni forms on the manifold Xˆ with a ylinder
attahed and h−∞ is the dimension of the limiting values of extended L
2
harmoni forms in
Ω−(X).
The identiations of all these numbers with topologial quantities require some work.
21
it diers from the GaussBonnet operator d+ d∗ only for the hoie of the involution
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1. The spae H(Xˆ) of L2 harmoni forms on the manifold with a ylinder attahed Xˆ is
naturally isomorphi to the image Hˆ(X) of
H∗0 (Xˆ) −→ H∗(Xˆ).
Equivalently one an use the relative de Rham ohomology H∗(X, ∂X) −→ H∗(X) de-
ned imposing boundary onditions ω|∂X = 0 on the de Rham omplex. This statement
plays in the ∂ase the role played by Hodge theory.
2. The signature σ(X) of a manifold with boundary is dened to be the signature of the
nondegenerate quadrati form on the middleohomology Hˆ2k(X). This is indued
by the degenerate quadrati form given by the upprodut on the relative ohomology
H2k(X, ∂X). By Lefshetz duality the radial of this quadrati form is exatly the kernel
of the mapping H2k(X, ∂X) −→ H2k(X) then
σ(X) = h+ − h− = indL2(A).
3. Then A.P.S get rid of the third number h−∞ proving that h
−
∞ = h
+
∞ = h(B
ev) that
together with h+∞ + h
−
∞ = 2h(B
ev) gives the nal signature formula
σ(X) =
∫
X
L− η(Bev).
10.2 Computations with the leafwise signature operator
So let X0 be a ompat manifold with boundary equipped with an oriented 4kdimensional
foliation transverse to the boundary and every geometri struture of produt type near the
boundary. As usual attah an innite ylinder Z0 = ∂X0 × [0,∞)r and extend everything.
The leafwise signature operator orresponds to the leafwise Cliord ation (87) on the leafwise
exterior bundle ΛT ∗F . If (e1, ..., e4k−1, ∂r) is a leafwise positive orthonormal frame near the
boundary, the leafwise hirality element
22
satises
τ := i2kc(e1) · · · c(e4k−1)c(dr) = i2k ∗ (−1)|·|(|·|−1)/2
= −i2kc(dr)c∂ = −i2kc(dr) ∗∂ (−1)|·|+|·|(|·|−1)/2
where ∗ is leafwise Hodge duality operator, c∂ = c(e1) · · · c(e4k−1) is, a part for the i2k fator
the leafwise boundary hirality operator and ∗∂ is the leafwise boundary Hodge operator. On
the ylinder the leafwise bundle ΛT ∗F is isomorphi to the pulled bak bundle ρ∗(∧T ∗F∂X0)
(the projetion on the base ρ will be omitted throughout) while separating the dr omponent
on leafwise forms α = ω + β ∧ dr yields an isomorphism
(ΛT ∗F)∂X0 −→ (ΛT ∗∂F)⊕ (ΛT ∗∂F), (88)
sometimes we shall write (ΛT ∗∂F) ∧ dr for the seond addendum in (88) to remember this
isomorphism. An easy omputation involving rules as
dω = d∂ω + (−1)|ω|∂rω ∧ dr
for ω ∈ C∞([0,∞); ΛT ∗∂F) and c(dr)(ω +α∧ dr) = (−1)|ω|ω ∧ dr− (−1)|α|α shows that the
operator an be written on the diret sum (ΛT ∗∂F)⊕ (ΛT ∗∂F) as the matrix
Dsign =
(
d∂ + c∂d∂c∂ −(−1)|·|∂r
(−1)|·|∂r c∂d∂c∂
)
= c(dr)∂r + (d∂ + c∂d∂c∂)⊕ (d∂ + c∂d∂c∂) (89)
22
we omit simbols denoting leafwise ation for ease of reading
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and
τ = i2k
(
0 c∂(−1)|·|
−c∂(−1)|·| 0
)
. (90)
Sine d∗∂ = τ∂d∂τ∂ = c∂d∂c∂ formula (89) is equivalent to
Dsign = c(dr)∂r + (d∂ + d
∗
∂)⊕ (d∂ + d∗∂).
There's also another important formula orresponding to the fat that d + d∗ antiommutes
with τ . Denote Ω±(F) the positive (negative) eigenbundles i.e. the bundles of leafwise auto
dual (anti autodual) forms. We an write the operator on the ylinder as an operator on
setions of the diret sum ρ∗(Ω+(F)∂X0 ⊕ Ω+(F)∂X0 ) as the matrix(
0 −(−1)|·|∂r + (∗∂d∂ − d∂∗∂)i2k(−1)|·|(|·|−1)/2
(−1)|·|∂r + (∗∂d∂ − d∂∗∂)i2k(−1)|·|(|·|−1)/2 0
)
= c(dr)∂r + (∗∂d∂ − d∂∗∂)i2k(−1)|·|(|·|−1)/2Ω. (91)
To pass from one representation to another we have to onsider the following ompositions
ΛT ∗∂F i1 // (ΛT ∗∂F)⊕(ΛT ∗∂F) ∧ dr 1+τ // Ω+(F) d+d∗ // Ω−(F) Pr2 // ΛT ∗∂F .
and
ΛT ∗∂F i2 // Λ(T ∗∂F)⊕(ΛT ∗∂F) ∧ dr 1−τ // Ω−(F) d+d∗ // Ω+(F) Pr1 // ΛT ∗∂F .
where ij is the inlusion on the jth fator and Prj is the orresponding projetion.
10.3 The Analyti signature
The rst denition we give is simple. It is merely the L2 index of the signature operator on
the foliated manifold with a ylinder attahed.
Definition 10.64  The Λanalyti signature of the foliated manifold with boundary X0 is
the measured L2 index of the signature operator on the foliated manifold with a ylinder attahed,
σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) := indL2,Λ(D
sign,+).
Now, by the standard identiation of the AtiyahSinger integrand for the signature operator
[10℄, formula (81) beomes
σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) = 〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )− h+Λ + h−Λ ]
where L(X) is the tangential Lharateristi lass and the numbers h±Λ and the foliation
etainvariant are referred to the boundary signature operator.
As in [5℄ rst we have to identify these numbers. Minor modiations of the proof of Vaillant
[93℄ are needed in order to prove the following.
Proposition 10.65  For the foliated signature operator
h+Λ = h
−
Λ . (92)
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Consequently the formula for the analytial signature is
σΛ, an(X0, ∂X0) = 〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )].
Proof Use the representation (89) of the operator on the ylinder on the bundle
(ΛT ∗∂F)⊕ (ΛT ∗∂F), here we an easily write the one parameter perturbation
Dsignǫ = c(dr)∂r + (d∂ + d
∗
∂)⊕ (d∂ + d∗∂)− θ˙Πǫ[(d∂ + d∗∂)⊕ (d∂ + d∗∂)]
where Πǫ the spetral projetion Πǫ = χ(−ǫ,ǫ)((d∂ + d∗∂)⊕ (d∂ + d∗∂)) of the leafwise boundary
(signature) operator and θ is the funtion onsidered above in (33). For larity we make the
position
d∂ + d
∗
∂ = D
sign
∂ = S∂
for the boundary signature operator. Now pass to the antidiagonal form
c(dr)∂r + (∗∂d∂ − d∂∗∂)i2k(−1)|·|(|·|−1)/2Ω. (93)
It is a well known fat that only the middle dimension forms ontribute to the index in fat
the leafwise kernel of the signature operator is the spae of leafwise harmoni forms and
deompose
ker∆x = ⊕pi=0 ker∆(i)x
where ∆
(i)
x : Ωi(Lx) −→ Ωi(Lx). The subspae ker∆(r)x ⊕ ∆(n−r)x is τinvariant for eah
0 ≤ r ≤ n and there is a eld of unitary equivalenes
[ker∆(r)x ⊕∆(n−r)x ]+ −→ [ker∆(r)x ⊕∆(n−r)x ]−
given by ω + τω 7−→ ω − τω. Now hoose a leaf and apply the BrowderGårding expansion
exatly as in setion 5 to the boundary operator in (93). We forget the subsript indiating
we are on a single leaf and the isomorphisms oming from the eigenfuntion expansion. A
setion ξ ∈ Ext(Dsign,±ǫ,x ) an be written on the ylinder r ≥ 3,
ξ±(λ, r) = ζ±(λ, i)[χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(λ) + (1 − χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(λ))e∓λr ]
with the fundamental fat that the boundary datas ζ±(λ, i) ∈ L2(±[0,∞) × N, µ) are uni-
voally determined by r = 0. Now there's a oeient that's onstant in r. It is preisely
ζ±(λ, i)χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(λ) and an be seen (under the spetral isomorphism) to belong to the image
of the spetral projetion χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂ ⊕ S∂). This subspae of L2(∂Lx; ΛT ∗∂Lx) is naturally Z2
graded in fat the hirality operator τ ommutes with the boundary operator.
In partiular
ζ±(λ, i)χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(λ) ∈ [χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂ ⊕ S∂)L2]±
The splitting beomes more evident looking at the deomposition (89)
χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂ ⊕ S∂) = χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)⊕ χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)
with τ ating on the righthand side aording to
τ =
(
0 −τ∂(−1)|·|
τ∂(−1)|·| 0
)
,
exatly formula (90). So we have dened a measurable family of maps
J ±x : Ext(Dsign,±ǫ,x ) −→ [χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)L2 ⊕ χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)L2]±, ξ± 7−→ ζ±(λ, i)χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(λ).
Now proposition 5.43 says that if we hoose δ small, say 0 < δ < ǫ then Kere−δθL2(D
sign,±
ǫ,x ) is
losed in eah e−δθL2 and Ext(Dsign,±ǫ,x ) is losed into eah e
δθL2. It follows that
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• We have a Borel family of ontinuous and middleexat sequenes
(KerL2(D
sign,±
ǫ,x ), ‖ · ‖e−δθL2) −→ (Ext(Dsign,±ǫ,x ), ‖ · ‖eδθL2) (94)
−→ [χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)L2 ⊕ χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)L2]±
where the last arrow is J±x .
• h±Λ,ǫ = dimΛ(range(J±)).
Now join togheter Jx := J +x + J−x assume that
range(Jx) ⊂ χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)L2x ⊕ χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂)L2x
splits into a diret sum
range(Jx) = Vx ⊕Wx. (95)
Then in this ase the proof ends beause the hirality element ats on range(Jx) sending Vx
into Wx and vieversa then the ± eigenspaes must be isomorphi. 2
So it remains to prove (95). First we need a lemma,
Lemma 10.66  If 0 < δ < ǫ The family of spaes rangeeδθL2(D
sign
ǫ ) is Λlosed this
property meaning that for every γ > 0 there exists a Borel family of losed subspaes M ⊂
rangeeδθL2(D
sign
ǫ ) suh that
dimΛ range(D
sign
ǫ )
eδθL2
− dimΛ(M) < γ.
Proof The rst is a diret onsequene of the ΛFredholm of the perturbed operator
Dsignǫ on the eld eδθL2 in fat the ommutative diagram
eδθL2
Dsign,±ǫ // eδθL2
L2
Dsign,±ǫ +δθ//
eδθ
OO
D
eδθ
OO (96)
and lemma 5.40 show that the operator on eld of weighted spaes eδθL2 is BreuerFredholm
than 0 is not ontained in the Λessential spetrum of TT ∗ where T = Dsign,±ǫ and T
∗
is the
adjoint w.r.t the eδθ norm and the spaes Mη := χ(−∞,η)(TT ∗) ∪ (χ(η,+∞)(TT ∗) are Λnite
odimensional in the losure of the image of T in L2 (L2 beause the vertial arrows in (96)
are isomorphisms that preserve the Λdimension). 2
Proposition 10.67  For every x the image of J splits,
range(Jx) = Vx ⊕Wx.
Proof Consider the rst row of (94) i.e
(KerL2(D
sign,±
ǫ,x ), ‖ · ‖e−δθL2) −→ (Ext(Dsign,±ǫ,x ), ‖ · ‖eδθL2)
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with the nondegenerate pairing e−δθ × eδθ −→ C on eah leaf,
(KerL2(D
sign,±
ǫ,x ), ‖ · ‖e−δθL2)⊥ = (Kere−δθL2(Dsign,±ǫ,x ))⊥ = range(Dsign,±ǫ,x )
eδθL2
then extend J to be zero on the eδθhortoomplement of Ext(Dsign,±ǫ,x ) then
range(Jx) = J˜x
(
range(Dsign,±ǫ,x )
eδθL2)
.
Put range(J ) = J (K) by the ontinuity of J we an restrit our attention to elements in
K0x := rangeeδθL2(Dsignǫ,x ) ∩ Ext(Dsignǫ,x )︸ ︷︷ ︸
eδθ−losed
for eah x. So let ξ ∈ K0, by denition there exist α ∈ eδθL2(ΛT ∗Lx) suh that ξ = Dsignǫ
and (Dsignǫ )
2ξ = 0. On the ylinder we an write α = α0 + α1 ∧ dr with αi ∈ H∞(∂Lx ×
[0,∞); ΛT ∗Lx). Using again BrowderGårding (or a spetral resulution, it's the same) of the
boundary operator S∂ we an see that in the region r ≥ 3 these setion satisfy the dierential
equation
−(∂r)2αl + (1− χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(λ))λ2αl = 0
with solutions in the general form
αl(x, r) = rβl,1(x) + βl,2 +O(e
−ǫr)
and βl,i ∈ χ(−ǫ,ǫ)(S∂). Keeping in mind the identities d + d∗ = dǫ + d∗ǫ with dǫ := d − dθΠǫ
and d∗ǫ := d
∗ − d∗θΠǫ, using the identity (1−Πǫ)β0,j = 0
dǫα0(x, r) = (ǫ(dr)∂r + d(1−Πǫ))(rβ0,1(x) + β(0,2)(x) +O(e−ǫr)
= dr ∧ β0,1(x) +O(e−ǫr).
The alulation to show that the seond piee dǫα1(x, r) ∧ dr = O(e−ǫr) an be performed in
the same way.
For the seond piee of the signature operator
dǫα1(x, r) ∧ dr = (−ι(dr)∂r + d∗(1−Πǫ))(rβ1,1 ∧ dr + β1,2(x) +O(e−ǫr))
= −(−1)|β1,1|β1,1(x) +O(e−ǫr)
with dǫα0(x, r) = e
−ǫr
. This shows that
J (ξ) = J (dǫα+ d∗ǫα) = 0⊕ (−1)|β0,1|β0,1 + (−1)|β1,1|β1,1(x, r) ⊕ 0
and onludes the proof. 2
It remains to apply 10.66 to prove (92).
Remark  Everythig works with oeients on a rankm leafwise at bundle, the signature
formula in this ase beames
σν, an(X0, ∂X0) = m〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )].
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10.4 The Hodge signature
Consider the measurable eld of Hilbert spaes of L2harmoni forms
x 7−→ Hx := ker{∆qx : L2(ΛqT ∗Lx) −→ L2(ΛqT ∗Lx)}
where Lx is a leaf of the foliation on the manifold X with ylindrial ends. Sine leafwise
harmoni forms are losed this is a eld of subspaes of the elds of de Rham ohomologies
H∗(Lx) hene inherits the struture of a measurable eld of Hilbert spaes futhermore it
makes sene to speak about the spae of tangentially ontinuous setions Hqτ .
So if the dimension of the foliation is dim(F) = 4k as above, we have a well dened bilinear
form on the middledegree leafwise transversally ontinuous (transversally measurable would
be enough)
s∞Λ : H2kτ ×H2kτ −→ C, (α, β) 7−→
∫
X
α ∧ βdΛ =
∫
X
(α, ∗β)dΛ. (97)
given by the wedge produt followed by integration against the transverse measure. This
bilinear form is dened on forms (and there is simmetri) with real oeients and extended
to be sesquilinear (Cantilinear in the seond variable) on forms with omplex oeients in
the usual way, s∞Λ (α, β ⊗ γ) := γ¯ s∞Λ (α, β ⊗ γ). For sesquilinear forms to be simmetri means
s∞Λ (α, β) = s
∞
Λ (β, α).
This eld of bilinear forms orresponds, by Riesz Lemma to a ontinuous (measurable) eld
of selfadjoint bounded operators Ax : H2kτ,x −→ H2kτ,x univoally dened by the property
s∞Λ (α, β) = (α,Aβ)
where at the righthand side the salar produt of the eld of Hilbert spaes i.e., the L2 salar
produt on forms. Now A determines a eld of orthogonal splittings H2kτ,x = V +x ⊕V 0x ⊕V −x of
Hilbert spaes where V ±x is the image of the spetral projetion χ(0,∞)(Ax) (χ(−∞, 0)(Ax))
and V 0x is the kernel of Ax. The pairing on the leaf passing trough x is non degenerate if and
only if A0x = 0 but we are interested in the general behaviour using the transverse measure to
integrate.
Definition 10.68  The signature on harmoni forms (The Hodge signature or the harmoni
signature) on the foliated elongated manifold is
σ∞Λ (X) := dimΛ V
+ − dimΛ V −.
We shall use also the symbol σΛ,Hodge(X,X0) to refer to the ompat pair, to denote the same
number.
10.5 Analytial signature=Hodge signature
All the omputations made in Proposition 10.65, Lemma 10.66 and Proposition 10.67 leads
to the rst equality promised.
Theorem 10.68  The analytial signature of the ompat manifold with boundary and the
signature on harmoni forms on the manifold with ylinder attahed do oinide,
σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) = σ
∞
Λ (X) = 〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )]. (98)
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Proof The denition (97) says that B = ∗|Ω2k but sine the dimension of the foliation
is 4k we have τ|Ω2k = ∗|Ω2k . It follows that
V ± = kerL2(Dsign,±).
2
10.6 The L
2
de Rham signature
The goal of this setion is to prepare the ground for the denition of the de Rham signature
for the foliated manifold with boundary and the proof of its oinidene with the harmoni
signature.
10.6.1 manifolds with boundary with bounded geometry
The generi leaf of (X0,F) is a Riemannian manifold with boundary with bounded geometry
as those examined by Shik [85, 86, 87℄.
Definition 10.69  We say that a manifold with boundary equipped with a Riemannian
metri has bounded geometry if the following holds
Normal ollar : there exists rC > 0 so that the geodesi ollar
N := [0, rC)× ∂M : (t, x) 7−→ expx(tνx)
is a dieomorphism onto its image, where νx is the unit inward normal vetor at x ∈ ∂M .
Equip N with the indued metri. In the sequel N and its image will be identied. Denote
im[0, rC/3)× ∂M by N1/3 and similarly N2/3.
Injetivity radius of ∂M : the injetivity radius of ∂M is positive, rinj(∂M) > 0
Injetivity radius of M : there is ri > 0 so that for x ∈M −N1/3 the exponential mapping
is a dieomorphism on B(0, r1) ⊂ TxM . In partiular if we identify TxM with Rm via an
orthonormal frame we have Gaussian oordinates Rm ⊃ B(0, ri) −→ M around any point
in M −N1/3
Curvature bounds : for every K ∈ N there is some CK > 0 so that |∇iR| ≤ CK and
|∇∂ l| ≤ CK , 0 ≤ i ≤ K. Here ∇ is the LeviCivita onnetion on M , ∇∂ is the LeviCivita
onnetion on ∂M and l is the seond fundamental form tensor with respet to ν.
Choose some 0 < rC1 < rinj(∂M), near points x
′ ∈ ∂M on the boundary one an dene
normal ollar oordinates by iteration of the exponential mapping of ∂M and that of M ,
kx′ : B(0, r
C
i )︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊂Rm−1
×[0, rC) −→M, (v, t) 7−→ expMexp∂M
x′
(v)(tν).
For points x ∈ M − N1/3 standard Gaussian oordinates are dened via the exponential
mapping. In the following we shall all both normal oordinates. It is a non trivial fat
that the ondition on urvature bounds in denition 10.69 an be substituted by uniform
ontrol of eah derivative of the metri tensor gij and its inverse g
ij
on normal oordinates.
The denition extends to bounded geometry vetor bundles on δmanifolds with bounded
geometry and eah objet of uniform analysis like i.e. uniformly bounded dierential operators
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an be dened [87℄. In partiular, using a suitable partition of the unity adapted to normal
oordinates one an dene uniform Sobolev spaes (dierent oordinates give equivalent norms
so we get hilbertable spaes) and every basi result ontinues to hold.
Proposition 10.70  Let E −→M a bundle of bounded geometry over M . Suppose F is
bounded vetor bundle over ∂M . Then the following hold for the Sobolev spaes Hs(E), Ht(F ),
s, t ∈ R of setions.
1. Hs(E), Ht(F ) is an Hilbert spae (inner produt depending on the hoies).
2. The usual (bounded) Sobolev embedding theorem holds with values on the Banah spae
Ckb (E) of all setions with the rst k derivatives uniformly bounded,
Hs(E) →֒ Ckb (E), whenever s > m/2 + k.
3. For the bundle of dierential forms one an use as Sobolev norm the one oming from the
integral of the norm of ovariant dierentials
‖ω‖2k :=
k∑
i=0
∫
M
‖∇iω(x)‖2T∗xM⊗ΛT∗M |dx|.
4. For s < t we have a bounded embedding with dense image Ht(E) ⊂ Hs(E). The map is
ompat if and only if M is ompat. We dene
H∞(E) :=
⋂
s
Hs(E), H−∞(E) :=
⋃
s
Hs(E).
5. Let p : C∞(E) −→ C∞(F ) a kbounded boundary dierential operator i.e the omposition
of an order k bounded dierential operator on E with the morphism of restrition to the
boundary. Then p extends to be a bounded operator
p : Hs(E) −→ Hs−k−1/2(F ), s > k + 1/2.
In partiular we have the bounded restrition map Hs(E) −→ Hs−1/2(E|∂M ), s > 1/2.
6. Hs(E) and H−s(E) are dual to eah other by extension of the pairing
(f, g) =
∫
M
g(f(x))|dx|; f ∈ C∞0 (E), g ∈ C∞0 (E∗)
where E∗ is the dual bundle of E. If E is a bounded Hermitian or Riemannian bundle, then
the norm on L2(E) dened by harts is equivalent to the usual L2norm
|f |2 :=
∫
M
(f, f)x|dx|, f ∈ C∞0 (E).
MoreoverHs(E) andH−s(E) are dual to eah other by extension of (f, g) =
∫
M
(f, g)x|dx|.
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10.6.2 Random Hilbert omplexes
Now we dene the de Rham L2 omplexes along the leaves. These are partiular examples of
Hilbert omplexes studied in omplete generality in [18℄.
So let x ∈ X0, onsider the unbounded operator with Dirihlet boundary onditions
dL0x : Ω
k
d,x = {ω ∈ C∞0 (ΛT kL0x);ω|∂M = 0} ⊂ L2x(ΛT kL0x) −→ L2x(ΛT kL0x).
Being a dierential operator it is losable, let Akx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) the domain of its losure i.e the
set of L2 limits ω of sequenes ωn suh that also the dωn onverges in L
2
to some η =: dω.
The graph norm ‖ · ‖2A := ‖ · ‖2L2 + ‖d · ‖2L2 gives the graph the struture of an Hilbert spae
making d bounded. It is easily heked that d(Akx) ⊂ ker(d : Ak+1x ) −→ L2x) then we have a
Hilbert ohain omplex
· · · −→ Ak−1x −→ Akx −→ Ak+1x −→ · · ·
with yles Zkx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) := ker(d : A
k
x −→ Ak+1x ) and boundaries Bkx(L0x, ∂L0x) := range(d :
Ak−1x −→ Akx).
Definition 10.71  The L2 (redued )23 relative de Rham ohomology of the leaf L0x is
dened by the quotients
Hk,xdR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) :=
Zkx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
Bkx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
.
Clearly the losure is taken in order to assure the quotient to be an Hilbert spae. Similarly
the L2de Rham ohomology of the whole leaf, Hk,xdR,(2)(L
0
x) is dened using no (Dirihlet)
boundary onditions. In partiular Akx(L
0
x) will be used to denote the domain of the losure
of the dierential as unbounded operator on L2(L0x) dened on ompatly supported setions
(the support possibly meeting the boundary). The subsript dR helps to make distintion
with Sobolev spaes. Eah one of this spaes is naturally isomorphi to a orresponding spae
of harmoni forms. More preisely
Definition 10.72  The spae of kL2 harmoni forms whih fulll Dirihlet boundary
onditions on ∂L0x is
Hk(2)(L0x, ∂L0x) := {ω ∈ C∞ ∩ L2, ω|∂L0x = 0, (δω)|∂L0x = 0, (dω)|∂L0x = 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
aut. satised
}
We shall see that the boundary onditions are exatly the square of the Dirihlet boundary
ondition on the Dira operator d+ δ. Sine eah leaf is omplete a generalization of an idea
of Gromov shows that these forms are losed and olosed, [85, 86℄
Hk(2)(L0x, ∂L0x) = {ω ∈ C∞ ∩ L2(ΛkL0x), dω = 0, δω = 0, ω|∂L0x = 0}.
Furthermore there's the L2orthogonal Hodge deomposition [85, 86℄
L2(ΛkT ∗L0x) = Hk(2)(L0x, ∂L0x)⊕ dk−1Ωk−1d,x (L0x, ∂L0x)
L2
⊕ δk+1Ωk+1δ,x (L0x, ∂L0x)
L2
23
the word redued stands for the fat we use the losure to make the quotient, also the non redued
ohomology an be dened. For a Γ overing of a ompat manifold the examination of the dierene re-
dued/unredued ohomology leads to the denition of the NovikovShubin invariants [57℄
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where Ωk−1d,x := {ω ∈ C∞0 (Λk−1T ∗L0x), ω|∂L0x = 0} and the orresponding one for δ with
no boundary onditions Ωk+1δ,x := {ω ∈ C∞0 (Λk+1T ∗L0x)}. These deompositions shows with a
little work that the inlusionHk(L0x, ∂L0x) →֒ Akx indues isomorphism in ohomology (Hodge
de Rham Theorem)
Hk(L0x, ∂L0x) ∼= HkdR,(2)(L0x, ∂L0x).
This is a onsequene of the fat that the graph norm (of d) and the L2 norm oinide on
the spae of yles Zkx . Similar Hodge isomorphisms holds for the nonrelative spaes and are
wellknown in literature.
As x varies in X0 they form measurable elds of Hilbert spaes. We disuss this aspet in
a slightly more general way appliable to other situations. Remember that a measurable
struture on a eld of Hilbert spaes over X0 is given by a fundamental sequene of setions,
(sx)x∈X0 , sn(x) ∈ Hx suh that x 7−→ ‖sn(x)‖Hx is measurable and {s(x)}n is total in Hx
(see hapter IV in [89℄ ).
Proposition 10.73  If for a family of losed densely dened operators (Px) with minimal
domain D(Px) a fundamental sequene sn(x) ∈ D(Px) is a ore for Px and Pxsn(x) is measurable
for every x and n then the family Px is measurable in the sense of losed unbounded operators
(denition 4.24 and the remark below ) i.e. the family of projetions Πgx on the graph is measurable
in the square eld Hx ⊕Hx with produt measurable struture.
Proof It is trivial in fat the graph is generated by vetors (sn(x), Pxsn(x)) then the
projetions is measurable. 2
The lemma above an be applied to the (Akx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x))x in fat in the appendix of [38℄ a
fundamental sequene ϕn of setions with the property that eah (ϕn(·))|L0x is smooth and
ompatly supported is showen to exist. Now the same proof works for manifold with bound-
ary and, sine the boundary has zero measure one an ertainly require to eah ϕn to be zero
on the boundary.
In partiular we have dened omplexes of square integrable representations. Redution
modulo Λa.e. gives omplexes of random Hilbert spaes (with unbounded dierentials) for
whih we introdue the following notations,
• (L2,F(Ω•X0), d) is the omplex of Random Hilbert spaes obtained by Λ a.e. redution
from the eld of Hilbert omplexes
· · · // L2(ΛkT ∗L0x) d // L2(Λk+1T ∗L0x) // · · · (99)
• (H•,FdR,(2)(X0), d) is the omplex of Random Hilbert spaes obtained by Λ a.e. redution
from the redued L2 ohomology of (99)
• (L2,F(Ω•X0, ∂X0), d) is the omplex of Random Hilbert spaes obtained by Λ a.e. re-
dution from the eld of Hilbert omplexes with Dirihlet boundary ondition
· · · // L2(ΛkT ∗L0x) d // L2(Λk+1T ∗L0x) // · · · (100)
with dierentials onsidered as unbounded operators with domains Akx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x).
• (H•,FdR,(2)(X0, ∂X0), d) is the omplex of Random Hilbert spaes of the ohomologies of
the above omplex.
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10.6.3 Denition of the de Rham signature
Let dim(F) = 4k Consider the measurable eld of Hilbert spaes Akx(L0x, ∂L0x) of the minimal
domains of the de Rham leafwise dierential with Dirihlet boundary onditions ω|∂L0x = 0 as
above, with the graph Hilbert struture and the indue Borel struture. This square integrable
representation of R0 arries a eld of bounded symmetri sesquilinear forms dened by
s0x : A
2k
x (L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)×A2kx (L0x, ∂L0x) −→ C, (ω, η) 7−→
∫
L0x
ω ∧ η =
∫
L0x
(ω, ∗η)dνx
i.e. the Cantilinear in the seond variable extension of the wedge produt on forms , σ ⊗ γ =
σ⊗ γ¯ is the omplex onjugate and νx is the Leafwise Riemannian metri. Note that also the
salar produt (·, ·) on forms is extended to be sesquilinear.
Lemma 10.74  The sesquilinear form s0x passes to the L
2
relative ohomology of the leaf
H2kdR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) fatorizing through the image of the map H
2k
dR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) −→ H2kdR,(2)(L0x)
of the L2 relative de Rham ohomology to the L2 de Rham ohomology exatly as in the ompat
(one leaf) ase.
Proof The rst assertion is simply Stokes theorem, in fat let ω ∈ A2kx (L0x, ∂L0x) i.e.
ωn
L2 // ω
, dωn
L2 // 0 and θm ∈ C∞0 (ΛT 2k−1L0x), dθm L
2
// ϕ
then
s0x(ω, ϕ) = lim
n,m
∫
L0x
ωn ∧ dθm = lim
n,m
∫
L0x
d(ωn ∧ θm) = lim
n,m
∫
∂L0x
(ωn ∧ θm)|∂L0x = 0.
The seond one is lear and follows exatly from the lassial ase i.e. if β1 = β2 + limn dρn
with ρn ompatly supported with no boundary onditions write
s0x([α], [β]) = s
0
x([α], [β2]) + limn
∫
α ∧ ρn,
represent α as a L2 limit of forms with Dirihlet boundary onditions than apply Stokes
theorem again. 2
For every x the sesquilinear form s0x on the ohomology orresponds to a bounded selfadjoint
operator Bx ∈ B(H2kdR,(2)(L0x, ∂L0x)) (a proof is in [77℄) univoally determined by the ondition
s0x(α, β) = (α,Bxβ). Measurability properties of (s
0
x)x∈X0 are by denition (for us) measur-
ability properties of the family (Bx)x. It is lear that everything varies in a Borel fashion
(use again a smooth fundamental sequene of vetor elds as in [38℄) then the Bx's dene a
selfadjoint random operator B ∈ EndΛ(H2kdR,(2)(X0, ∂X0)).
Definition 10.75  The ΛL2 de Rham signature of the foliated manifold X0 with boundary
∂X0 is
σΛ,dR(X0, ∂X0) := trΛ χ(0,∞)(B)− trΛ χ(−∞,0)(B)
as random operators in EndΛ(H
2k
dR,(2)(X0, ∂X0)).
10.7 L
2
de Rham signature =Harmoni signature
This is a very long proof. We need some new tools. The path to follow is learly the one
in the paper of of Lük and Shik [58℄. We shall show at the end of the setion that we
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an redue to the ase in whih every leaf meets the boundary or in other words the
boundary ontains a omplete transversal.
10.7.1 The boundary foliation and R0
We have denoted by F∂ the foliation indued on the boundary ∂X0 i.e. the foliation where
a leaf is a onneted omponent of the intersetion of a leaf L of F with the boundary. Let
R0 = R(F∂) its equivalene relation with anonial inlusion R0 −→ R0. We are under the
assumption that the boundary ontains a omplete transversal T . This is also a omplete
transversal for F∂, Call νT its harateristi funtion on R0. Then every transverse measure
Λ for R0 is univoally determined by the measure ΛνT supported on T . As a onsequene
(Theorem 4.3, page 20) one gets a transverse measure, ontinue to all Λ, on R0. Let now
(H,U) be a square integrable representation of R0 −→ X0 and H its orresponding random
Hilbert spae, it pulls bak to a square integrable representation (H ′, U ′) of R0. Also a
random operator A ∈ EndΛ(H) denes by restrition a random operator A′ in EndΛ(H ′). We
are going to show that
trΛ(A) = trΛ(A
′). (101)
This automatially proven if we think about the trae in terms of operator valued weight∫
trHx(·)dΛν(x), of ourse we have to pay some are heking the domains of denitions of
the two traes but from normality and square integrability the operators in form θν(ξ, ξ) as
in the equation (16) furnish a suiently rih set to hek the two. To see the problem under
a slightly dierent point of view, rst remember the trae is related to an integration of a
Random variable. So suppose F is a Random variable on R0 (see the denition on setion
4.1) the reipe Connes gives to integrate is the following: hoose arbitrarily some faithful
transverse funtion ν ∈ E+ then the integral is given by∫
FdΛ = sup
{
Λν(α(f)), f ∈ F+(X), ν ∗ f ≤ 1
}
where X =
⋃
x∈X0 F (x). The point (leading to the treatment in Moore and Shohet [65℄, for
example) is that one an hoose as ν the harateristi funtion νT of a omplete transversal
T . Then if f ∈ F+(X) suh that νT ∗ f ≤ 1 also f , the restrition of f on the spae
X ′ =
⋃
t∈T F (t) satises νt ∗ f ≤ 1 and
ΛT (α(f)) = (µ ◦ ν)(α(f) =
∫
T
νtαt(f)dµ(t) = ΛT (α(f))
(where ν and µ deompose ΛνT on T 4.3, page 20) then
sup
{
Λν(α(f)) : νT ∗ f ≤ 1, f ∈ F+(X)
}
≤ sup
{
Λν(α(f)) : νT ∗ f ≤ 1, f ∈ F+(X ′)
}
.
The reverse inequality is simpler starting with a funtion f ∈ F+(X ′), ν ∗ f ≤ 1 and on-
sidering the funtion f := f on π−1(T ) and 0 elsewhere. (π is the natural projetion on the
spae X).
This simple argument allows ourselves to onsider, as an instrument short sequenes
0 // Ak−1x (L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i // Ak−1x (L
0
x)
r // Ak−1x (∂L
0
x)
// 0
where x ∈ ∂X0 as sequenes of Random Hilbert spaes assoiated to R0. In fat the third
term seems not naturally dened without passing to the boundary relation. Formula (101)
says that traes of morphisms oming from the whole relation an be omputed
in the equivalene relation restrited to the boundary. Now the third term of the
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sequene is diretly related to the boundary. Proper Funtors Again some words on the
relation between R0 and R0|∂X0 or, better its restrition to the boundary (R0)|∂X0 . We
shall investigate how R0 sits inside R0 and the traes on algebras assoiated on it. Consider
a lass of R0 i.e. a leaf of the boundary foliation; this is a onneted omponent of a lass
of (R0)|∂X0 . In other words eah lass of (R0)|∂X0 is a denumerable union of lasses of R0
i.e. the bigger one seems like to be some sort of denumerable union of the smaller under the
obvious natural funtor
R0 −→ (R0)|∂X0.
In the measure theory realm denumerability means that (R0)|∂X0 is not so bigger than R0.
Also if one makes use of a omplete transversal for R0 to integrate natural24 Random Hilbert
spaes assoiated to (R0)|∂X0 this transversal touhes denumerably times lasses of R0 so
in denitive the geometri intuition says that we are integrating (then taking traes) on the
foliation indued on the boundary ! the notion of properness helps to understand this intuitive
fat.
Definition 10.76 
• A measurable funtor F : G −→M with values standard measure spaes is alled proper if
w.r.t the diagram
G F //
r

X :=
⋃
x∈G(0) Gx
π
xxppp
pp
pp
pp
pp
G(0)
G ats properly on X i.e. there exist a stritly positive funtion f ∈ F+(X) and a proper
ν ∈ E+ suh that ν ∗ f = 1. Here we reall the dening formula
(ν ∗ f)(z) :=
∫
Gy
f(F (γ−1) · z)dνy(γ).
• We say that a Borel groupoid G is proper if it ats properly on itself.
There is a proposition (Lemme 2 [26℄) saying that properness is equivalent to eah one of
the following onditions
• There is one ν ∈ E+, f ∈ F+(X) : ν ∗ f = 1.
• For every faithful ν ∈ E+ there is some f ∈ F+(X) : ν ∗ f = 1.
• The kernel on X dened by z 7−→ ρz, ρz(f) := ∫ f(F (γ−1) · z)dνy(γ) is proper for
faithful ν.
Properness is a very strit ondition, there's a big literature on the subjet, one an onsult
for example the paper of Renault and Delarohe [29℄. In some sense the existene of a stritly
positive funtion f as in the denition provides an embedding of X 7−→ G at level of L∞
funtions
25
in fat it denes the brewise map q : F(G) −→ F(X),
q(u)(p) :=
∫
Gπ(p)
f(F (γ−1) · p))u(γ)dνπ(p)(γ),
24
i.e. given by L2 • L, where L is left traslation on R0
25
for a good survey on non ommutative integration theory and a physial appliation one an onsult [53℄
where properness of Random variables is essential
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with the essential unital property q(1G) = 1X . The integration formula of a proper funtor F
against some transverse measure Λ beomes very simple∫
FdΛ = Λν(α(f))
where ν and f are as in the denition. This is also related to the natural trae on the Von
Neumann algebra of Endomorphisms. of the square integrable representation L2 • F . We
reall that L2 • F is nothing but the omposition of the right translation funtor with a
measurable proper funtor F. In fat, let A ∈ EndΛ(L2 •F )+ a positive intertwining operator
and onsider the new proper funtor FA assoiating to x ∈ G0 the measure spae F (x) and
the measure, alled loal trae µx(g) := TraceL2(F (x),α)(A
1/2gA1/2) while an arrow γ ∈ G
goes into the measure spae isomorphism indued by left translation then Connes proves
TrΛ(A) =
∫
FAdΛ = Λν(µ(f)) =
∫
G0
µx(f)dΛν(x). (102)
Remark  Almost by denition the measurable funtor L left traslation given by x ∈
G0 7−→ Gx and γ 7−→ Lγ : Gs(γ) −→ Gr(γ) is proper.
We shall apply at one the remark above and the following proposition by Connes (Proposition
4. in [26℄).
Proposition 10.77  Let F, F ′ be two measurable funtors with values measure spaes as
in the diagram ⋃
x∈G0 F
′(x) = X ′
π
&&NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
G
F ′
oo F //

X =
⋃
x∈G0 F (x)
π
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
G0 ,
suppose the existene of a measurable mapping assoiating to z ∈ X a probability measure λz on
X ′ supported on F ′(π(z)) that's natural i.e. λγ·z = γλz, ∀γ, ∀γ : s(γ) = π(z). Then
1. If F ′ is proper then F is proper
2. If F ′ is proper (then also F ) then∫
λzdαx(z) = α′x, ∀z =⇒
∫
FdΛ =
∫
F ′dΛ.
We shall apply this in the most simple way to some onrete situation of L2. So let L′ be the
left multipliation funtor x 7−→ (R0)x|∂X0 while L is left traslation in R0. In symbols,
R0
L′

L′ // X ′ =
⋃
x∈∂X0(R0)x|∂X0
X =
⋃
x∈∂X0 Rx0
.
Both are proper beause the rst is the restrition of the multipliation of R0 the seond is
multipliation. Assoiate to L and L′ some loal trae of an intertwining operator B of a s.i.
representation, say x 7−→ L2(∂L0x). We are saying that the target spae L′(x) is (R0)x|∂X0 and
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the measure is f 7−→ α(f) = tr(B1/2fB1/2); the same assoiation is done for L. Note that
the integral
∫
L′dΛ is exatly trΛ(B) in EndΛ(L2(∂L0x)). Now the Borel map assoiating to
z ∈ X a probability measure on X ′ in proposition 10.77 an be taken as the Dira mass i.e.
z = (x, y) 7−→ λz := δ(x,y).
Naturality and measurability are obiouvsly veried. Let's hek the integral ondition, so
take a funtion f in (R0)x∂X0 = ∂L0x〈∫
λ(z)dαx(z), f
〉
=
〈∫
δ(x,y)dα
x((x, y)), f(x, y)
〉
=
∑
C∈C
trL2(C)(f
1/2
|C Bx f
1/2
|C )
= trL2(∂L0x)(f
1/2Bx f
1/2) = α′x(f),
in fat while y runs trough (Rx0 ) =
⋃
C C (onneted omponents i.e lasses of R0) the fator
δ(x,y) selets exatly the onneted omponent it belongs to. Summarizing:
a Random operator assoiated to (R0)|∂X0 restrits to a Random operator assoiated to
R0 having the same trae.
10.7.2 Weakly exat sequenes
Consider for x ∈ ∂X0 the Borel eld of ohain omplexes
d

d

d

0 // Ak−1x (L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i //
d

Ak−1x (L
0
x)
r //
d

Ak−1x (∂L
0
x)
//
d

0
0 // Akx(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i //
d

Akx(L
0
x)
r //
d

Akx(∂L
0
x)
//
d

0
where eah morphism must be onsidered as an unbounded operator on the orresponding
L2, i is bounded sine is merely the restrition of the identity mapping on L2(L0x,ΛT
∗L0x)
and r is restrition to the boundary.
Proposition 10.78 
1. For every k the domain Akx(L
0
x) is ontained in the Sobolev spae of forms H
1(L0x,ΛT
∗L0x).
In partiular the omposition with r makes sense.
2. The rows are (weakly) exat i.e. one has to onsider the losure of the images of i and r in
the L2 topology in the Akx's.
Proof 1. An element ω in Akx(L
0
x) is an L
2
limit of smooth ompatly supported forms
ωn with dierential also onvergent in L
2
. Then sine the Hodge ⋆ is an isometry on L2
also δωn = ± ∗ ω∗ onverges. In partiular we an ontrol the L2norm of dω and δω; this
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means we have ontrol of the rst ovariant derivative, in fat d + δ = c ◦ ∇ where c is the
(unitary) Cliord ation. Then the seond term an made less that the norm of ∇ by bounded
geometry. In partiular we have ontrol on the order one Sobolev norm by proposition 10.70.
The remaining part follows from the fat that the restrition morphism is bounded from H1
to H1/2 →֒ L2.
2. The only nontrivial point is exatness in the middle but as a onsequene of the bounded
geometry the boundary ondition on the rst spae extends to H1 (see proposition 5.4 in the
thesis of Thomas Shik [85℄) that together with point 1. is exatness. 2
Remark  Note that the proof of the proposition above says also that the indued mor-
phisms i∗ and r∗ are bounded.
Definition 10.79  We introdue the notations L2,F(Ω•X0) and L2,F(Ω•X0, ∂X0) for the
omplexes of Random Hilbert spaes with unbounded dierential introdued above.
Every arrow indues morphisms on the redued L2 ohomology. Miming the algebrai on-
strution of the onneting morphism (everything works thanks to the remark above) we have,
for every x ∈ ∂X0 the long sequene of square integrable representations of the equivalene
relation of the boundary foliation R0
· · · // Hk,xdR,(2)(L0x, ∂L0x)
i∗ // Hk,xdR,(2)(L
0
x)
r∗ //
r∗ // Hk,xdR,(2)(∂L
0
x)
δ // Hk−1,xdR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) // · · ·
Remove the dependene on x to get a long sequene of Random Hilbert spaes over ∂X0 with
onsistent notation with (99) and (100)
· · · // HkdR,(2)(X0, ∂X0)
i∗ // HkdR,(2)(X0)
r∗ //
r∗ // HkdR,(2)(∂X0)
δ // Hk−1dR,(2)(X0, ∂X0) // · · ·
(103)
Definition 10.80  We say that a sequene of Random Hilbert spaes as (103) is Λweakly
exat at some term if in the orrespondig Von Neumann algebra of Endomorphisms the projetion
on the losure of the range of the inoming arrow oinide with the projetion on the kernel of
the starting one. These means i.e at point
i∗ // HkdR,(2)(X0)
r∗ //
,
range i∗ = ker i∗ ∈ EndΛ(HkdR,(2)(X0)).
Of ourse suh a sequene annot be exat, just as in the ase of Hilbert Γmodules there are
simple examples of non exateness (see Example 1.19 in [57℄, or the example on manifolds
with ylindrial ends in the paper of Cheeger and Gromov [22℄). An neessary ondition to
weakly exatness is (left) fredholmness, as in [22℄.
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10.7.3 Spetral density funtions and Fredholm omplexes.
Let U ,V two Random Hilbert spaes on R0 (for these onsideration also the holonomy
groupoid or, more generally a Borel groupoid would work) and an unbounded Random
operator f : D(f) ⊂ U −→ V i.e start with a Borel family of losed densely dened op-
erators fx : Ux −→ Vx intertwining the representation of R0. Sine f is losable, the question
of measurability is addressed in denition 4.24. For every µ ≥ 0 put L(f, µ) as the set of
measurable elds of subspaes Lx ⊂ D(fx) ⊂ Ux (measurability is measurability of the family
of the losures) suh that for every x ∈ X0 and φ ∈ Lx, ‖fx(φ)‖ ≤ µ‖φ‖. After redution
modulo Λ a.e. this beomes a set of Random PreHilbert spaes we all LΛ(f, µ)
Definition 10.81  The Λspetral density funtion of the family {fx}x is the monotone
inreasing funtion
µ 7−→ FΛ(f, µ) := sup{dimΛ : L ∈ LΛ(f, µ)}.
Here of ourse one has to pass to the losure in order to apply the Λdimension. We say f is
Λ Fredholm if for some ǫ > 0, FΛ(f, ǫ) <∞
We want to show that this denition atually oinides with the denition given in term of
the spetral measure of the positive selfadjoint operator f∗f .
Lemma 10.82  In the situation above
FΛ(f, µ) = trΛ χ[0,µ2](f
∗f) = dimΛ range(χ[0,µ2](f∗f))
as a projetion in EndΛ(U).
Notie that sine f∗f is a positive operator χ[0,µ2](f∗f) = χ(−∞,µ2](f∗f) is the spetral projetion
assoiated to the spetral resolution f∗f =
∫∞
−∞ µdχ(−∞,µ].
Proof The spetral Theorem ( a parametrized measurable version) shows that the ranges
of the family of projetions χ[0,µ2](f
∗f) belong to the lass L(f, µ), then
dimΛ(range(χ[0,µ2)(f
∗f))) ≤ FΛ(f, µ).
In fat it's lear that χ[0,µ2)(f
∗
xfx)ω = ω ⇒ ‖fω‖ ≤ µ‖ω‖. But now for every L ∈ L(f, µ) we
get a family of injetions χµ2(f
∗
xfx)|Lx −→ range(χµ2 (f∗xfx)) that after redution modulo Λ
and with the ruial property of the formal dimension 3 in lemma 4.7 says
dimΛ(L) ≤ dimΛ(range(χ[0,µ2](f∗f)).
2
Definition 10.83  A omplex of random Hilbert ohains as (L2(Ω•X0), d) and its relative
and boundary versions is said Λ(left) Fredholm in degree k if the dierential indued on the
quotient
D(dk)
range(dk−1)
d // L2(Ωk+1X0)
gives by Λ a.e. redution a left Fredholm unbounded operator in the sene of denition 10.81. In
partiular the ondition involving the spetrum distribution funtion is
FΛ
(
d| : D(dk) ∩ range(dk−1)⊥ −→ L2(Ωk+1X0), µ
)
<∞ (104)
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for some positive number µ.
For this reason one alls the left handside of (104)
FΛ
(
L2(ΩkX0, ∂X0), µ
)
:= FΛ
(
d| : D(dk) ∩ range(dk−1)⊥ −→ L2(Ωk+1X0), µ
)
the spetral density funtion of the omplex at point k.
Remark  The denition above ombined with lemma 10.82 says that we have to ompute
the formal dimension of χ[0,µ2](f
∗f) where f = d|D(d)∩range(dk−1)⊥ . But f is an injetive
restrition of dk; then every spetral projetion χB(f
∗f) projets onto a subspae that's
orthogonal to ker(dk). This means
FΛ
(
d| : D(dk) ∩ range(dk−1)⊥ −→ L2(Ωk+1X0), µ
)
= supL⊥Λ (f, µ) (105)
where L⊥Λ (f, µ) is the set of Random elds of subspaes of D(d)∩ker(d)⊥ where d is bounded
by µ (see Denition 10.81 )
Now return to the boundary foliation ∂F0 with its equivalene relation R0.
Theorem 10.83  All the three omplexes of Random Hilbert spaes
L2,F(Ω•X0)
R0
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2,F(Ω•X0, ∂X0)
L2,F(Ω•∂X0)
with unbounded dierentials are ΛFredholm.
Proof The proof follows by an aurate inspetion of the relation between the dier-
entials (with or without boundary onditions) and the Laplae operator trough the theory
of selfadjoint boundary dierential problems developed in [85℄. To make the notation lighter
let M = L0x with ∂M = ∂L
0
x the generi leaf. We onentrate on the relative sequene at
point d : Ak(M,∂M) −→ Ak+1(M,∂M) where the dierential is an unbounded operator on
L2 with Dirihlet boundary onditions. Let D(d) = Ak+1(M,∂M). The following Lemma is
inspired by Lemma 5.11 in [58℄ where in ontrast Neumann boudary onditions are imposed.
Lemma 10.84  Let ker(d) be the kernel of d as unbounded operator with Dirihlet boundary
onditions, then
D(d) ∩ ker(d)⊥ = H1
Dir
∩ δk+1C∞0 (Λk+1T ∗M)
L2
where H1
Dir
is the spae of order 1 Sobolev kforms ω suh that ω|∂M = 0.
Proof First of all remember that the dierential operator d + δ : C∞(Λ•T ∗M) −→
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C∞(Λ•T ∗M) with either Dirihlet or Neumann boundary onditions is formally selfadjoint
with respet to the greenian formula
(drω, η)− (ω, δp+1η) =
∫
∂M
(ω ∧ ∗p+1η)|η
and uniformly ellipti [85℄. This means that this is an ellipti boundary value problem in the
lassial sense aording to the denition of Lopatinski and Shapiro [69℄, Appendix I, together
with a uniform ondition on the loal fundamental solutions. Now let ω ∈ C∞0 and η ∈ ker(d)
i.e. ηn ∈ C∞0 , (ηn)|∂M = 0, ηn L
2
// η
, dηn
L2 // 0 then
(η, δω) = lim
n
(ηn, δω) = lim
n
(dηn, ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
±
∫
∂M
(ηn ∧ ∗ω)|∂M︸ ︷︷ ︸
η|∂M=0
= 0,
showing that δC∞0 ⊂ D(d) ∩ ker(d)⊥. For the reverse inlusion take ω ∈ D(d) ∩ ker(d)⊥ i.e.
ωn ∈ C∞0 , ωn L
2
// ω
, dωn
L2 // 0 . For xed η ∈ C∞0 ,
((d + δ)η, ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dη∈ker(d),ω∈ker(d)⊥
= (δη, ω) = lim
n
(δη, ωn) =︸︷︷︸
ωn|∂M=0
= lim
n
(η, dω).
Then we an apply the adjoint regularity theorem of Hörmander [85℄ Lemma 4.19, or 4.22
saying that ω ∈ H1
lo
then (δω, η) = (ω, dη) holds beause for every η ∈ C∞0 (M − ∂M),
dη ∈ ker(d) then δω = 0. It follows that for every σ ∈ C∞0
0 =︸︷︷︸
dσ∈ker(d)
(dσ, ω) = (σ, δω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
±
∫
∂M
(σ ∧ ∗ω)|∂M = ±
∫
∂M
(ω ∧ ∗σ)|∂M .
The last passage oming from the denition of the Hodge ∗ operator, σ ∧ ∗ω = (σ, ω)dvol =
(ω, σ)dvol = ω ∧ ∗σ, where · is the omplex onjugate in ΛT ∗M ⊗ C. Now from the density
of {i∗(∗σ)}σ∈C∞0 in L2(∂M), i : ∂M →֒ M the boundary ondition ω|∂M = 0 follows in
partiular ω ∈ H1
Dir
. Now it remains to apply the Hodge deomposition
L2(ΛkT ∗M) = Hk(2)(M,∂M)⊕ dk−1Ωk−1d (M,∂M)
L2
⊕ δk+1 Ωk+1δ (M,∂M)︸ ︷︷ ︸
no ∂−onditions
L2
to dedue ω ∈ δk+1C∞0 (Λk+1T ∗M)
L2
. 2
Consider again the formally selfadjoint boundary value problem d+δ with Dirihlet boundary
onditions i.e D(d + δ) = H1
Dir
. Its square in the sense of unbounded operators on L2 is the
laplaian ∆ with domain
H2
Dir
:= {ω ∈ H2 : ω|∂M = 0, ((d + δ)ω)|∂M = (δω)|∂M = 0}.
Let ∆⊥k the operator obtained from ∆ on kforms restrited to the orthogonal omplement
of its kernel, it is easy to see that the splitting
L2(ΛkT ∗M) = Hk(2)(M,∂M)⊕ dk−1Ωk−1d (M,∂M)
L2
⊕ δk+1 Ωk+1δ (M,∂M)︸ ︷︷ ︸
no ∂−onditions
L2
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indues the following splitting on ∆k,
∆⊥k = (δ
k+1dp)|δk+1Ωk+1δ
⊕ (dk−1δk)|dk−1Ωk−1d .
Lemma 10.85  The following identies of unbounded operators hold
(δk+1dp)|δk+1Ωk+1δ
= (dk|δk+1Ωk+1δ
)∗(dk|δk+1Ωk+1δ
),
(dk−1δk)|dk−1Ωk−1d
= (dk−1|δkΩkδ
)(dk−1|δkΩkδ
)∗
where the dk
|δk+1Ωk+1δ
is the unbounded operator on the subspae δk+1Ωk+1δ of L
2
with domain
H1
Dir
∩ δk+1Ωk+1δ and range dk+1Ωk+1d .
Proof This is again the dual (in the sense of boundary onditions) statement of Lemma
5.16 in [58℄. We rst state that the Hilbert spae adjoint of the operator dk with domain
H1
Dir
∩ δk+1Ωk+1δ and range dk+1Ωk+1d is exatly δk+1 with domain H1Dir ∩ dkΩkd. We shall
omit degrees of forms and all d this restrited operator. Thanks to the intersetion with
H1 this is also the restrition of d + δ to the same subspae, in partiular ω ∈ D(d∗) ⊂
dC∞0 implies ω ∈ D(d) and dω = 0. Take arbitrary η ∈ H1
Dir
∩ δC∞0 , then sine δη = 0,
((d + δ)η, ω) = (dη, ω) = (η, d∗ω) and if η ∈ H1
Dir
∩ dΩd, ((d + δ)η, ω) = (δη, ω) = 0. Sine
δH1
Dir
⊥dΩd this is immediately heked,
σ ∈ dΩd, σ = dλ, λ|∂M = 0, (σ, δγ) = (dσ, γ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+
∫
|∂M (σ ∧ ∗γ)|∂M︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
.
Also (η, d∗ω) = 0 sine d∗ω ∈ δC∞0 and dΩDir⊥δC∞0 . Then we an apply again the adjoint
regularity theorem [85℄, Lemma 4.19 to dedue ω ∈ H1
lo
. The next goal is to show ω ∈ H1
Dir
i.e. dω, δω ∈ L2, ω|∂M = 0 but dx = 0 ∈ L2, δω = (d+ δ)ω = d∗ω ∈ L2 and
(ω, dδη) = (d∗ω, δη) = (δω, δη) = (ω, dδη) ± ∫∂M (δη ∧ ∗ω)|∂M for every η ∈ C∞0 . Then
0 =
∫
∂M (δη ∧ ∗ω)|∂M =
∫
∂M (ω¯ ∧ ∗δη)|∂M =︸︷︷︸
=0
∫
∂M (ω ∧ ∗δη)|∂M for every η. The boundary
ondition follows by density. Finally it is lear that δd|D(d∗d) = ∆ = ∆⊥ but we have to prove
the oinidene of the domains
D(∆) ∩ δC∞0 = D(d∗(d|δC∞0 )),
now D(∆) = H2
Dir
= {ω ∈ H2, ω|∂M , (δω)|∂M = 0} ⊂ D(d∗d|δC∞0 ). Clearly
ω ∈ D(d∗d|δC∞0 )⇒ ω ∈ H
1
Dir
∩ δC∞0 ,
dω ∈ H1
Dir
then (d + δ)ω ∈ H1 and sine ω|∂M = 0 by ellipti regularity (for the boundary
value problem (d + δ) with Dirihlet onditions [85℄) ω ∈ H2. We have just heked the
boundary onditions, nally ω ∈ H2
Dir
= D(∆). The seond equality in the statement is
proven in a very similar way. 2
Now that the relation of d with Dirihlet boundary ondition restrited to the omplement of
its kernel with the Laplaian (∆⊥) is lear we an use ellipti regularity to dedue that the
relative Random Hilbert omplex is ΛFredholm. This has to be done in two steps, the rst
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is to show that the spetral funtion of the Laplaian ontrols the spetral funtion of the
omplex
FΛ(∆
⊥
k ,
√
µ) = FΛ(L
2,F(ΩkX0, ∂X0), µ) + FΛ(L2,F(Ωk−1X0, ∂X0), µ) (106)
in fat
FΛ(∆
⊥
k ,
√
µ) = FΛ
(
(δk+1dk)|δk+1Ωk+1δ
),
√
µ
)
+ FΛ
(
(dk−1δk)|dk−1Ωk−1d
),
√
µ
)
= FΛ
(
(dk|δk+1Ωk+1δ
)∗(dk|δk+1Ωk+1δ
),
√
µ
)
+ FΛ
(
(dk−1|δkΩkδ
)(dk−1|δkΩkδ
)∗,
√
µ
)
= FΛ
(
dk|δk+1Ωk+1δ
, µ
)
+ FΛ(d
k−1
|δkΩkδ
, µ
)
where, in the rst step we have used the obvious fat that the spetral funtions behave
additively under diret sum of operators togheter with the remark after (10.83) , at the
seond step there are lemmas 10.84 and 10.85 together with the following properties of the
spetral funtions
• FΛ
(
f∗f,
√
λ
)
= FΛ(f, λ)
• FΛ(φ, λ) = Fλ(φ∗, λ)
that an be adapted to hold in our situation with unbounded operators. Good referenes are
the paper of Lott and Lük [55℄ and the paper of Lük and Shik [58℄ that inspired ompletely
this treatment.
Let us rs reall the equation
FΛ(∆
⊥
k ,
√
µ) = FΛ(L
2,F(ΩkX0, ∂X0), µ) + FΛ(L2,F(Ωk−1X0, ∂X0), µ).
It says that we have only to show that ∆⊥k is left ΛFredholm to have ontrol of both Fred-
holmness at degree k and k − 1. We an use the heat kernel, in fat by ellipti regularity
for eah leaf the heat kernel e−t∆k,x
⊥
(z, z′) is smooth and uniformly bounded along the leaf
on intervals [t0,∞) [85℄ Theorem 2.35. As x varies in ∂X0 these bounds an made uniform
by the uniform geometry (in fat the onstants depend on the metri tensor, its inverse and
a nite number of their derivatives in normal oordinates) and we get a family of smooth
kernels that varies transversally in a measurable fashion sine it is obtained by funtional
alulus from a measurable family of operators. Then they give a Λtrae lass element in
the Von neumann algebra. Now the projetions χ[0,µ](f
∗f) in denition 10.83 where f is the
dierential restrited to the omplement of its kernel are obtained from the heat kernel as
χ[0,µ](f
∗f) = χ[0,µ](∆⊥k )e
∆⊥k︸ ︷︷ ︸
bounded
χ[0,µ](∆
⊥
k )e
−∆⊥k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ−trae lass
<∞.
2
Remark  The same argument of ellipti regularity for b.v. problems togheter with the
various Hodge deompositions shows that eah term of the long sequene (103) is a nite
Random Hilbert spae.
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Theorem 10.85  The long sequene (103)
· · · // Hk,FdR,(2)(X0, ∂X0)
i∗ // Hk,FdR,(2)(X0)
r∗ //
r∗ // Hk,FdR,(2)(∂X0)
δ // Hk−1,FdR,(2) (X0, ∂X0) // · · ·
is Λweakly exat (denition 10.80 )
Proof This is exatly the same proof of Cheeger and Gromov [22℄; we present it here,
in the form appearing in the book by Lük (Theorem 1.21 in [57℄). In fat the ruial nal
step there, that is based on the property of formal dimension of Hilbert Γmodules
dimΓ
(⋂
i∈I
Vi
)
= inf
i∈I
dimΓ Vi,
is replaed here by proposition 4.9.
We prove only exatness in the middle i.e. at HkdR,(2)(X0). At eah point x ∈ ∂X0 we have
range(i∗,x) ⊂ ker(r∗,x). So let Ux the (Borel) eld of orthogonal omplements in ker(r∗,x),
seen as a projetion in the orresponding algebra, we have only to prove (the trae is faithful)
trΛ U = 0. Let Vx the family of losed subspaes orresponding to the various Ux under the
baby L2Hodgede Rham isomorphism or abstrat Hodge is. (see Theorem 1.18 in [57℄)
ker(dkx) ∩ ker(γkx) −→ HkdR,(2)(L0x). (107)
where γk is the Hilbert spae adjoint of dk. Note that this varies in measurable fashion
sine the is. is indued by inlusion. Let dk−1x the de Rham dierential on the leaf d
k−1
x :
L2(Ωk−1L0x) −→ L2(ΩKL0x) then we have rkx(Vx) ⊂ range ek−1x sine r∗,x(Vx) = 0. The
operator dk−1x ◦ (dk−1x )∗ : L2(ΩkL0x) −→ L2(ΩkL0x) is positive so let {Eλ,x|λ ∈ R} its right
ontinuous spetral family (to ensure measurability use a parametrized version of the spetral
theorem for measurable elds of unbounded operators). Eah projetion Eλ,x ommutes with
dk−1x ◦ (dk−1x )∗ then sends range[dk−1x ◦ (dk−1x )∗] to itself. We have
dk−1x ◦ (dk−1x )∗ = ker[dk−1x ◦ (dk−1x )∗]⊥ = [ker[(dk−1x )∗]⊥ = rangedk−1x ,
the seond following from 〈dk−1 ◦ (dk−1)∗)v, v〉 = |(dk−1)∗v|2. From this hain of equalities
follows
Eλ,x ◦ rkx ⊂ rangedk−1x .
The next goal is to show that Eλ,x ◦ rkx is an injetion on Vx for every λ > 0. So pik
a vetor vx ∈ Vx : Eλ,x ◦ rkxvx = 0 then rkxvx ∈ range(Eλ,x)⊥. But for every λ > 0 the
operator dk−1x ◦ (dk−1x )∗ is invertible from range(Eλ,x)⊥ to itself, the inverse given by the
spetral funtion
∫ t
λ yµ
−1dEµ,x, in partiular we an nd wx ∈ L2(ΩkL0x) suh that rkxvx =
dk−1x wx. A little diagram hasing shows there exist ξx L
2(Ωk−1L0x) : r
k
xξx = wx and some
σ ∈ L2(ΛkT ∗L0x, ∂L0x) : ikxσ = dk−1x ξx− vx. Then σ is losed and [σ] ∈ HkdR,(2)(L0x, ∂L0x) is the
lass whose image under ik∗,x is the element in Ux orresponding to vx. Sine Ux is orthogonal
to range(i∗,xk), vx = 0. Now we know Eλ,x ◦rkx is an injetion the following hain of equalities
ollet all the Vx to form the projetion V at level of the Von Neumann algebra and, by left
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Fredholmness, right ontinuity of the spetral family Eλ (leaf by leaf) and proposition 4.9
dimΛ(V ) =dimΛ(Eλ ◦ rk(V ))
=dimΛ(Eλ ◦ rk(V ) ∩ rangedk−1)
= lim
λ→0
dimΛ(Eλ ◦ rk(V ) ∩ rangedk−1)
=dimΛ
( ⋂
λ>0
rangeEλ ∩ (rangedk−1)
)
=dimΛ(rangeE0 ∩ (range dk−1)
=dimΛ(ker(d
k−1 ◦ (dk−1)∗) ∩ rangedk−1)
=dimΛ(ker(d
k−1)∗ ∩ range range dk−1) = dimΛ0 = 0
2
10.7.4 The proof
Theorem 10.85  We have
σΛ,dR(X0, ∂X0) = σΛ,an(X, ∂X0)
thus together with formula (98) w.r.t. the manifold with ylinder attahed X all the three signa-
tures we have dened agree
σΛ,dR(X0, ∂X0) = σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) = σ
∞
Λ (X) = 〈L(X), [CΛ]〉+ 1/2[ηΛ(DF∂ )]
Proof We pass through dierent intermediate results, sometimes doing leafwise onsid-
erations. Our model is of ourse the work of Lük and Shik [60℄ whose our work is only
an adaptation. The proof of Lük and Shik in turn is inspired by the lassial argument
of Atiyah Patodi and Singer [5℄ with the great issue that at L2 level long sequenes are only
weakly exat and the spetrum of the boundary operator is not disrete.
First step. This is done. We have proved, following the method of Vaillant the equality
σΛ,an(X0, ∂X0) = σ
∞
Λ (X)
where at righthand side the signature on harmoni leafwise L2forms on the elonged manifold
with elonged foliation i.e. the Λ signature of the Poinarè produt on leafwise harmoni forms.
Our referene is then the harmoni signature.
Seond step. We shall prove σΛ,dR(X0, ∂X0) = σ
∞
Λ (X). We explain now the strategy
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We have to measure the +/− eigenspaes of the intersetion form on the eld of Hilbert
spaes H2kdR,(2)(X0, ∂X0) as square integrable representations of R0 (the whole foliation
on X0). Now thanks to the fundamental note on setion 10.7.1 it is suient to measure
the orresponding projetions in the von Neumann algebra arising by restrition of the
Random Hilbert spaes to R0 (the equivalene relation of the foliation indued on the
boundary). This is a onsequene of the very denition of the trae as an integral of
a funtor with values measure spaes and the fat the boundary ontains a omplete
transversal. The passage to R0 has the great vantage we an write boundary problems
and sequenes of random Hilbert spaes, in partiular the third term in
0 // Ak−1x (L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i // Ak−1x (L
0
x)
r // Ak−1x (∂L
0
x)
// 0
is natural as representations of R0.
Remember the notation x ∈ ∂X0, L0x is the leaf of the ompat foliated manifold with
boundary, Lx is the leaf of the foliation on the manifold X with a ylinder attahed. Consider
the random Hilbert spae H2kdr,(2)(X0) obtained from the various L
2
ohomologies of the
leaves with no boundary onditions (this is alled in [60℄ the L2homology sine it naturally
pairs with forms with Dirihlet boundary onditions). We have a family of restrition maps
∂X0 ∋ x 7−→ rpx : H2k(Lx) −→ H2kdR,(2)(L0x) and intertwining operators (H2k(Lx))x∈X0 : 7−→
H2kdR,(2)(L
0
x). There are also natural mappings i
2k
x : H
2k
dR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x) −→ H2kdR,(2)(Lx). And
the mapping q oming from the long sequene in ohomology as in the following diagram
H2kdR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i2kx // H2kdR,(2)(L
0
x)
q2kx

H2k(Lx)
r2kx
66nnnnnnnnnnnnn
H2kdR,(2)(∂L
0
x)
. (108)
Following the program of Lük and Shik we shall prove
1.
range(r2k) = range(i2k) as projetions in EndΛ,R0
[
H2k,FdR,(2)(X0)
]
(109)
and the signature an be omputed looking at the elds of sesquilinear Poinarè produts
on the images of i2kx as square integrable representations of R0,
H2kdR,(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i2kx // H2kdR,(2)(L
0
x)
H2k(Lx)
r2kx
66nnnnnnnnnnnn
. (110)
2. The signature of the eld of produts on the image of i2kx onides with the signature
of the elds of Poinaré produts on (Hx)x∈X0 as square integrable representations of
R0 that in turn oinides with those omputed traing in R0
Notie about (109) that range(i2k) = ker q2k by the long exat sequene.
1. Lük and Shik (lemma 3.12 in [58℄) prove the following result
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Lemma 10.86 
q2kx ◦ r2kx = 0, x ∈ ∂X0
Proof We write the proof only for the sake of ompleteness. Look at the diagram (108)
and hoose an harmoni form ω ∈ H2k(Lx) then by ellipti regularity ω is in every Sobolev
spae Hs(Ω2k(Lx)) and the family of ontinuos restrition morphisms on submanifolds of
odimension 1, s > 1/2, Hs(Lx) −→ Hs−1/2(∂L0x) →֒ L2(∂L0x × {t}) gives (∂L0x × t = ∂L0x)
a family of ontinuous mappings
q[t]2kx : H2k(Lx) −→ L2(Λ2kT ∗∂L0x)
with q[0]2kx = q
2k
x ◦ r2kx . Now the manifolds ∂L0x × [0,∞) and ∂L0x × [t,∞) are all isometri
(hoose the most simple family of is. φt(x) = x + t) then, sine the sequene of restritions
ωt to ∂L
0
x × [t,∞) have all Sobolev norms going to zero the sequene q[t]2kx (ω) goes to zero
in L2(∂L0x) with t −→ ∞). More preisely q[t]2kx ω = ω(t) = ωt|∂L0x×t = q[0]2kx φ∗tωt and
φ∗tωt −→ 0 inHs, s > 1/2.Now we delare that all the forms q[t]2kx (ω) represent the same lass
in the redued L2 ohomology of the boundary. In fat on the ylinder ω = ω1(r)+ω2(r)∧dr
with ω1,2 ∈ L2([0,∞), L2(Λ2kT ∗∂L0x)), sine ω is losed
dω = 0 = d∂ω1(r)± ∂ω1(r)
∂r
∧ dr + d∂ω2(r) ∧ dr Z=⇒︸︷︷︸
ontration
±∂ω1(r)
∂r
= d∂ω2(r).
Integrating this last equation ω1(t) − ω1(0) = ±d
( ∫ t
0
ω2(r)dr
)
sine the term ω1(t) is the
pullbak of ω to ∂L0x × t,
q[t]2kx (ω)− q[0]2kx (ω) = ±d
(∫ t
0
ω2(r)dr
)
.
Sine q[t]2kx ω
L2 // 0 the proof is onluded if we show that
∫ t
0
ω2(r)dr is an L
2
form. Now
sine ω1,2 are L
2
funtions on [0,∞] with values L2 forms on the boundary we an write the
CauhyShwartz inequality on ompat piees (use the onstant funtion 1)
|(ω2(r), 1)L2([0,t];L2(ΛT∗∂L0x)|2 =
∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
ω2(r)dr
∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ t
0
12dr ·
∫ t
0
‖ω2(r)‖2L2(∂L0x)dr
≤ t ·
∫ t
0
‖ω2(r)‖2L2(∂L0x)dr.
2
By denition of the algebra of intert. operators q2kx ◦r2kx = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂X0 =⇒ range r2kx ⊂ ker q2xk
then
ker q2k · range r2k = range i2k · range r2k = range r2k ∈ EndΛ,R0
[
HdR,(2)(X0)
]
Now v.n. dimentions omes in play in a fundamental way. Consider the eld of unbounded
boundary dierentials dx : L
2(Ω2k−1∂L0x) −→ L2(Ω2k−1∂L0x) exatly as in [58℄ (and essen-
tially by ellipti regularity and the fat trae=trae on the boundary foliation) they dene a
left Fredholm aliated operator so the image of the eld of the spetral projetion χ(0,γ](δd)
has dimension tending to zero for γ → 0. Given ǫ > 0 dene the following eld of subspaes,
E2kǫ,x := range(d ◦ χ(γ,∞)(δd)) ⊂ L2(Ω2k∂L0x).
Properties of E2kǫ
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1. it is measurable, in fat is obtained by funtional alulus from a natural Borel family.
2. It has odimension less that ǫ in range(d) in fat d ◦ χ(−∞,0](δd) = 0.
3. It is losed, beause the restrition of δd to the subspae orresponding to (0,∞) satises
δd ≥ γ than is invertible (this automatially seen using the polar deomposition).
Now we have to invoke the leafwise Hodge deomposition with (Neumann) boundary ondi-
tion,
L2(Ω2k−1(L0x)) = ranged2k−2 ⊕ range δ2k−2|{ω|∂=0} ⊕ ker∆
2k
|{(∗ω)|∂=0=(δω)|∂}. (111)
The methods of Shik [85℄ surely applies to the generi leaf L0x in fat this is bounded geom-
etry and has a ollar so the fat its boundary has innite onneted omponents (omplete in
the indued metri) plays no role. So the spae H2k(2),dR(L
0
x) an be anonially identied with
the third addendum in (111) and pull bak to the boundary gives a well dened measurable
26
family of (uniformely) bounded mappings β2kx : H
2k
(2),dR(L
0
x) −→ L2(Ω2k(∂L0x)). Dene, by
pullbak the following measurable eld of losed subspaes
K2kǫ,x ⊂ H2k(2),dR(L0x).
Properties of K2kǫ,x :
1. K2kǫ,x ⊂ H2k(2),dR(L0x)
2. K2kǫ,x ⊂ (β2kx )−1(range d∂)
3. The eld K2kǫ,x denes a projetion having odimension in ker q
2k
that's less than ǫ.
Then there's another density lemma in [60℄ (Lemma 3.16) stating another property,
K2kǫ ⊂ range(r2kx : H2k2 (Lx) −→ range i2k).
All of this properties ertainly say that (109) is true (by normality of the trae we an reah
range(i2k) with a family of subprojetions whose odimension tends to zero).
2.
Again following [60℄, q[0]2k (notation of the proof of Lemma 10.7.4) denes a bounded family
of mappings from H2k(2)(Lx) to ranged∂ . So let H2kǫ,x ⊂ H2k(2)(Lx) be as before the inverse image
of E2kǫ,x. Sine we are using harmoni forms the pullbak is (uniformly) bounded in the L
2
norm so H2kǫ,x is a eld of losed subspaes giving projetion of odimension in H2k(2)(X) not
greater than ǫ. Now if
L2kǫ,x ⊂ range i2kx
is the losure of the image of L2kǫ,x under the mapping r
2k
x : H2k(2)(Lx) −→ range i2kx , its
odimension into range i2k is less than ǫ exatly beause of (109) sine the odimension of
H2kǫ in H2k(2)(X) is less than ǫ.
The leafwise intersetion form
s0x : H
2k
(2)(L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)×H2k(2)(L0x, ∂L0x) −→ C
26
inverse image of a measurable eld of subspaes by a unif. bounded measurable family of bounded
operators is measurable, one an split the domain spae as Ker⊕Ker⊥ and apply the well known fat that
inverses of isom. are measurable [31℄
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desends into a pairing on range i2kx whih restrits to a pairing
η0x : L
2k
ǫ,x × L2kǫ,x −→ C.
But the odimension of L2kǫ ⊂ range i2k is less than ǫ one gets
| signΛ(s0)− signΛ(η)| ≤ ǫ,
remember that signΛ(s
0) = σΛ,dR(X0, ∂X0).
Now it's a quite amazing omputation performed by Luk and Shik [60℄ that the leafwise
Hodge intersetion form we alled s∞x : H(2)(Lx) ×H(2)(Lx) −→ C desends to a pairing on
eah H2kǫ,x and in turn to exatly the pairing η0x dened above. Again sine the odimension
of H2kǫ in H2k(2)(X) is ≤ ǫ we get | signΛ(s∞)− signΛ(η0)| ≤ ǫ then
| signΛ(s∞)− signΛ(s0)| ≤ 2ǫ.
The theorem is proved sine ǫ is arbitrary.
Remark  On the assumption of the omplete transversal ontained into the
boundary. The assumption Saturation(∂X0) = X0 is really simply avoidable in fat one an
write the sequene
0 // Ak−1x (L
0
x, ∂L
0
x)
i // Ak−1x (L
0
x)
r // Ak−1x (∂L
0
x)
// 0
for x also in the interior but the last arrow is null for ∂L0x = 0 so everything works in the
exatly same way.
2
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A Analysis on Manifolds with bounded geometry
Hereafter we review some essential results about dierential operators, and the Dira one
in partiular, on manifolds with bounded geometry. This theory was developed by J. Roe
[79, 80, 81℄, M. Shubin [84℄ and J. Lott [54℄ among others.
Let M be an oriented Riemannian manifold of bounded geometry, by denition,
1. the injetivity radius of M , inj(M), dened as the inmum on M of radii of regular
geodesi balls is nite.
2. The Riemann urvature tensor is uniformly bounded with every ovariant derivative.
Definition A.87  For an vetor bundle to be of bounded geometry will mean that it is
given a onnetion with uniformly bounded urvature together with every ovariant derivative.
Natural examples are, ompat manifolds, Galois overing of ompat manifolds, the interior
of a ompat manifold with boundary equipped with a bmetri and nally leaves of a ompat
foliated manifold. An obvious but important property is that ompat perturbations, i.e.
onneted sum preserve bounded geometry. Note that a nonompat manifold with bounded
geometry has innite volume. Diretly from the denition one nds that if dim(M) = n
there exists a positive number r suh that the elidean ball B(0, r) ⊂ Rn is the domain of
exponential oordinates for every point in M . The Christoel symbols of M regarded as a
family of smooth funtions depending on i, j, k and points m in B are a bounded subset of the
Fréhet spae C∞(B). These geodeti balls an be used also to trivialize bundles by parallel
traslation along geodesi rays of a xed orthonormal basis at the enter. Suh frames are
alled synhronous. With a "good oordinate ball" one refers to this situation.
We shall onsider till the end of this setion Cliord modules of bounded geometry with
Z2 graduated struture denoted generally by S and all D the assoiated Dira operator.
Definition A.88 
1. For k ∈ N the Sobolev spae of setions of Hk(S) is the ompletion of C∞c (S) under the
norm
‖s‖k = (‖s‖2L2 + ‖∇s‖2L2 + · · ·‖∇ks‖2L2)1/2.
2. For negative k, Hk(S) is the dual spae of H−k(S) regarded as a distributional setions
spae.
3. Put H∞(S) =
⋂
kH
k(S) equipped with its natural Fréhet topology, H∞(S) =
⋃
Hk(S)
with the weak topology that it inherits as as the dual of H∞(S).
Definition A.89 
1. Let r ∈ N, the uniform Cr spae is the Banah spae of all Cr setions s of S suh that
the norm
‖|s‖|r = sup
{|∇v1 · · · ∇vrs(m)|}
is nite, supremum taken over points m ∈M and olletions {v1, ..., vq, 0 ≤ q ≤ r} of unit
vetors at m.
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2. Also, UC∞(S) is the Fréhet spae
⋂
r UC
r(S).
The algebra of dierential operators Di
∗(M,S) ating on S ontains the subalgebra
UDi
∗(M,S) of uniform dierential operators generated by the uniform spae UC∞(End(S))
together with ovariant derivatives ∇SX (as dierential operators) along uniform vetor elds
X ∈ UC∞(TM).
It turns out that for a dierential operator to be uniformly ellipti is neessary and su-
ient to have every derivative (also 0 order of ourse) of its symbol uniformly bounded on every
good oordinate ball. A korder uniform dierential operator naturally denes ontinuous
mappings, Hr(M,S) −→ Hr−k(M,S) and UCl(M,S) −→ UCl−k(M,S).
Definition A.90  An uniform dierential operator P ∈ UDiff∗(M,S) is uniformly ellipti
if its prinipal symbol
σ
pr
(P ) ∈ UC(T ∗M,π∗(End(S))
has an uniform inverse in an ǫneightborhood of the zero setion in T ∗M .
Theorem A.90  (uniform Gårding's inequality) For an uniformly ellipti operator T ∈
UDiffk(M,S), for every l there exists a positive onstant C(l) suh that
‖s‖Hs+k ≤ C(l){‖s‖Hs + ‖Ps‖Hs}, (112)
for every s ∈ C∞c (M,S).
Proof A straightforward generalization of ompat ase. 2
Here a list of properties
In this framework the Sobolev embedding theorem reads as follows,
Theorem A.90  For k, s ∈ N, s > k + (dim(M))/2 There is a ontinuous inlusion
Hs(M,S) −→ UCk(M,S) hene also a ontinuous inlusion of Fréhet spaes
H∞(S) −→ UC∞(S)
.
Proof As observed by J. Roe, this is an adaption of the standard ompat ase, in fat
thanks to bounded geometry assumption the family of loal Sobolev onstant on good balls
is bounded. 2
Now by Shwartz kernel theorem a ontinuous linear operator
27 T : C∞c (M,S) −→ C−∞(M, s)
is univoally represented by its Shwartz kernel, the unique distributionsetionKT ∈ C−∞(M×
M,END(S)⊗ Pr∗1Ω(M)) satisfying the distributional equation
〈KTu, v〉 = 〈KT , v4u〉
27
If T is not a pseudodierential operator it is ustomary to require that it respets all the onneted
omponents of M .
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for every u, v ∈ C∞c (M,S). Here the big endomorphism bundle END(S) −→M ×M has ber
Hom(Sx, Sy) over (x, y). the following is a group of denitions.
Definitions A.91 
1. We say that T has order k ∈ Z if it extends to an operator in B(Hs(M,S), Hs−k(M, s))
for every s.
2. The spae of korder operators is denoted by Opk(M,S). with seminorms given by
B(Hs(M,S), Hs−k(M, s)).
3. The spae Op−∞(M,S) =
⋂
k<0Op
k(M,S) is alled the spae of uniformly smoothig
operators. In fat we shall see it is the spae of operators with uniformly smooth kernels.
4. An element T ∈ Opk(M,S), k ≥ 1 is alled ellipti if it satises the uniform Gårding
inequality (112).
Below a list of properties that an be found in the papers ited at the beginning.
Proposition A.92 
• Elliptiity is stable under order 0 perturbations, if T ∈ Opk(M,S) ellipti and Q ∈
Op0(M,S) then T +Q is ellipti.
• If ∈ Opk(M,S) is ellipti and formally selfadjoint then every its spetral projetion belongs
to Op0(M, s).
• It follows from the ompleteness of M that an ellipti and formally selfadjoint element
T ∈ Opk(M,S) (k ≥ 1 as required by the denition of ellipti element) is essentially
selfadjoint on L2(M,S).
If T denotes its losure also one nds that dom(T ) = Hk(M,S). In partiular this is true
for the Dira operator D.
A.1 Spetral funtions of ellipti operators
Last theorem says that an uniformly ellipti operator on a manifold with bounded geometry
is essentially selfadjoint. We need some onsiderations about spetral funtions of T . Let
RB(R) := {f : R −→ C, Borel; |(1 + x2)k/2f(x)|∞ <∞ ∀k ∈ N}
be the spae of rapidly dereasing Borel funtions with Fréhet struture indue by the semi-
norms |(1 + x2)k/2 · |∞
Let RC(R) denote the losed subspae of ontinuous funtions.
Proposition A.93  For an ellipti element T and l ∈ N and rapid Borel funtions f ,
T lf(T ) is bounded in L2 and the following Gårding inequality holds true,
‖f(T )ψ‖Hl ≤ C(l)
l∑
i=0
‖T if(T )ψ‖L2 ≤ C(l)‖ψ‖L2
l∑
i=0
|xif |∞ (113)
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for every ψ ∈ C∞c (M,S). Suppose now, by simpliity of writing that T has order 1, making use
of the duality
(Hs)∗ = H−s
one nds, for k, l ∈ Z, l ≥ k,
‖f(T )ψ‖Hl ≤ C(l, k)
l−k∑
i=0
‖T if(T )ψ‖Hk ≤ C(l, k)‖ψ‖Hk
l−k∑
i=0
|xif |∞. (114)
Proof Observe rst that the operator T lf(T ) is the spetral funtion of T orresponding
to the funtion xlf(x) on R hene is bounded. Again, sine f is bounded no problem here
in ommuting relations, in partiular T lf(T ) = f(T )T l (equality in the sense of unbounded
operators) in partiular f(T ) : L2 −→ H l+k. Now from Gårding's inequality for T ,
‖f(T )ψ‖Hl ≤ C(l)
l∑
i=0
‖T if(T )ψ‖L2 ≤ C(l)‖ψ‖L2
l∑
i=0
|xif |∞.
Inequality (114) follows at one from the rst one (113) in fat the rst step is to onsider the
transpose of T lf(T ) : H−l −→ H−k while the seond step is based on our very dual denition
of Sobolev spae of order negative. 2
Hene, we get ontinuity of the funtional alulus RB(R) −→ B(H l(M,S), Hk(M,S))
for eah l, k then ontinuity of RB(R) −→ Op−∞(M,S). With a little work, using Sobolev
embedding one an prove the following theorem.
Theorem A.93  Let T ∈ Opk(M,S) uniformly ellipti and formally selfadjoint.
• If L = [n/2 + 1], n = dimM and l ∈ N then the kernel mapping
Op−2L−l(M,S) −→ UCl(M ×M,END(S)⊗ Pr∗1Ω(M)), T 7−→ KT ,
is ontinuous.
• For f ∈ RB(R) the kernel of f(T ) is uniformly smoothing,
KT ∈ UC∞(M ×M,END(S)⊗ Pr∗1Ω(M)).
and the kernel mapping RB(R) −→ UC∞(M ×M,END(S)⊗ Pr∗1Ω(M)) is ontinuous.
Remark  Combining A.19, page 108 and ?? we see that every spetral projetion ΠA
of the Dira operator obtained by a bounded Borel set A ⊂ R is represented by a uniformly
smoothing kernel hene is loally traeable (in the usual sense on L2(M,S) w.r.t the Abelian
Von Neumann algebra L∞(M)). This means that for every Borel set B ⊂ M with ompat
losure the operator χBΠAχB is trae lass, one gets a Radon measure B 7−→ traceχBΠAχB
alled the loal trae of ΠA.
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A.2 Some omputations on Cliord algebras
Let Cl(k) the (omplex) Cliord algebra over the eulidean spaeRk, with generators c1, . . . , ck
and relations (cj orthonormal basis)
cicj + cjci = −2δij .
The algebra Cl(k) is Z2-graded: Cl(k) = Cl
+(k) ⊕ Cl−(k), being Cl+(k) the subalgebra
spanned by produts of even sets of generators.
The map ci 7−→ cick+1 denes an isomorphism Cl(k) ∼→ Cl+(k + 1).
The volume element τk := i
[(k+1)/2]
c1 . . . ck ∈ Cl(k) satises τ2k = 1 and thus indues a
Z2-grading on eah representation of Cl(k). Due to the fat
τkc = −(−1)kcτk
for c ∈ Rk ⊂ Cl(k) this indued grading is trivial if k is odd. Cl(2l) has a unique irreduible
representation, alled its spinor spae and we denote it by S(2l). Its dimension is dimS(2l) =
2l. Deomposing into the ±1-Eigenspaes of τ2l we write S(2l) = S+(2l) ⊕ S−(2l). Via the
identiation Cl(2l − 1) ∼= Cl+(2l) the spaes S+(2l), S−(2l) are non-equivalent irreduible
representations of Cl(2l − 1), whih an be onsidered as being isomorphi representations
of Cl(2l − 2) ∼= Cl+(2l − 1) via the map S+(2l) c2l→ S−(2l). This of ourse is then just the
representation S(2l− 2) of Cl(2l− 2).
Notation: for S±(2l) we also write S±(2l − 1) when these spaes are seen as representations
of Cl(2l− 1).
Cl(2l− 1) oo // Cl+(2l) oo // End+(S+(2l)⊕S−(2l)) +3 End(S±(2l)) =: End(S±(2l − 1)) .
It is easily seen that Cl(2l) ats injetively on S(2l). Comparison of dimensions then yields
C(2l) ∼= End(S(2l)), and, using Cl(2l− 1) ∼= Cl+(2l) also
Cl(2l− 1) ∼= Cl+(2l) ∼= End+(S(2l)).
The identiation Cl(2l − 1) −→ End(S±(2l − 1)) maps τ2l−1 to ±1 and one an show that
the null spae is (1∓ τ2l−1)C(2l − 1).
End(S+(2l)
⊕
S−(2l)) oo // Cl(2l) = Cl
+(2l)︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⊕ Cl−(2l)
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cl(2l− 1) =
ss
33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Cl+(2l − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⊕ Cl−(2l − 1)
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cl(2l− 2)
vv
66nnnnnnnnnnnn
The traes tr± on End(S±(2l− 1)) and the graded trae str on End(S(2l)) then indue traes
on C(2l − 1) and C(2l). On elements of the form cI := ci1 . . . ci|I| where I = {i1 ≤ . . . ≤
i|I|} ⊂ {1, . . . , k} these an be omputed as follows
Lemma A.94 
(a) In Cl(2l) we have str(τ2l) = 2
l
and str(1) = str(cI) = 0 for I 6= {1, . . . , k}.
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(b) In Cl(2l − 1) we have str(τ2l−1) = − tr−(τ2l−1) = tr±(1) = 2l−1 and for I 6= {1, . . . , k}
we have tr±(c1) = 0.
On (Cl(2l − 1) − C) ⊂ Cl(2l) therefore tr±(•) = ∓ 12 str(c2l•) and on Cl(2l) ⊂ Cl(2l + 1)
we have str(•) = ±i tr±(c2l+1•)
Proof Cf. [10℄, Proposition 3.21 2
The map S+(2l)
c2l−→ S−(2l) gives an identiation S(2l) ∼= S±(2l − 1)⊕ S±(2l − 1). In this
representation, Cl(2l) ats on S(2l) as follows
ci ∈ Cl(2l− 1) ≃
(
0 ±ci
±ci 0
)
c2l ≃
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and str
(
φ1 φ2
φ3 φ4
)
= tr±(φ1)− tr±(φ4)
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